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Preface
These essays were written over several years after moving to LA from
New York City. Teaching at Art Center College of Design, I was
fortunate to be at the center of an expanding local art scene that,
during the mid 1990s, was fast becoming international. Finding it
impossible to separate the careers and works of individual anisrs
from the politics and values of rhe art world at large, I was trying,
in these pieces, to understand it.
I'm deeply grateful to Susan Kandel. under whose editorship of
Artext magazine I wrote early versions of most of these pieces in a
column called "Torpor," and (0 Paul Foss, Artext's publisher.
Thanks also to Ei leen Sommerman and Rosemary Heather, editors
of C Magazine International, where "Torpor" continued. I am
forever indebted to Richard Hertz, who, as MFA Chair, created
the eclectic, visionary program that prevailed at Art Center for
many years, and to the artist Sabina Ott, who made my life in LA
possible. I learned a great deal from many Art Center students,
including Daniel Marlos, Pam Srrugar, Zhenya Gershman.
Shirley Tse, Ivan Morley, Mariah Corrigan, Jonathan Herder,
April Durham. Sarah Matsuda. Shannon Durbin, David Hullfish
Bailey and Christie Frields. Thanks to editors Anthony Kiendl (Banff
Centre), Greg Burke (Govett-Brewster) and Ariana Speyer (Index)
for their astute comments and questions and to Mathias Viegner
for making Kathy Acker's notebooks available. I'm grateful to Mark
Von Sch legell, Charlie Finch, Julie Becker, the late Giovanni Intra,
Tessa Laird, Hedi EI Kholti and Jonathan Williams for our conversarions about an and everything. Thanks to Jonathan Williams
and Daniel Marias for fabulous images, to Jenifer Borum for her
insightful editing and finally (0 David Farrar and Sylvere Lotringer
for their constant support, love and friendship.
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Art Collection
Part 1: Thursday, April 9,2003, Palm Springs, California
My father shows me the six or seven rare books in his collection .
Produced in the late 16th and 17th centuries in London and published by th e Camb ridge University Press, the books are various
editions of the Bible and the Book of Common Prayer. My father
celebrares the dawn of secularism during the Elizabethan age. No
mo re Latin, no more mindless following of the pope, whose
authority surpassed the m onarchy. In order to become a world
power, England needed its own state rel igion, buttressed by a
media-wing the monarchy could contro l. Founded by a charter
issued by King Henry VIII in J 534, Cambridge University Press
published the Church of England's liturgy. Its Chancellor also acted
as a censor for all publications in the realm. Not unlike the Moscow
Press established by Vladimir Lenin, it functioned as an institutional
propaganda wing that brought new ideologies to the masses.
Bound in calf and vellum, with spines strengthened by a set of
horizontal sums fashioned from mesh ed rwine and embedded
underneath the leather, the books, of course, are very old. The
pages have that pungent, mildewy smell of things left too long in a
damp basement. They are whisper-thin and graying at the edges.
Everything foils apart... Over four centuries of use and curiosity, the
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pages have come loose and have been collected, reassembled and
then sewn back rogether. T he earliest of these boo ks are se t in a
heavy Saxon gothic typeface. Crud e and deliberate. A rype that
wasn't going anywhere. A type tbat sUlllmons up a world of fear
and faith and ignorance, of plagues and herbal cures, seaso ns,
weather, straw marrresses a nd ox cans. A cosmogo ny in whi ch one
might actually seek out a book of common prayer, wh ere "common" means not ordinary bu t "collective." T his commo nality held
rhe promise of lifting the individual from the squalo r of the village
into a larger and more radiant con sciousness: a natio n. World
without end, Amen.
There is a feti shism attached to objects in this kind of amateur
collecting. A naive experience of substance and the material world.
The object fOIms a link between the collector and its o ri gins. Th e
prairie child holds a conch shell to her ear to hear the ocean roar.
There is a tactile thrill, embroidered by imaginati on. This im agination requires a certain literacy- history is like the ocean-an
accumulation of references, dreams and srories unleashed by contact
with the object. In this sense, the object simply function s as trigger
to the real collection, which is totally internal.
Researching millennial flying saucer cults, I vi sited th e rare
book room of the New York Public Library and requ es ted a
broadside pamphlet about the sighting of the Divine Virgin Mary
by two children in an English Midlands village circa 1425 . Folded
like an accordion, the pamphlet was retrieved from the basement
of the library and presented on a tray covered in burgundycrushed velvet. Outside it was 1999, but here insid e the
high-ceilinged windowless paneled room was proof that a band of
lunarics once roamed the English countryside proph esizing salvation through the world's first flying saucer, the Divine Virgin
Mary. It is written that she will first show herself to children, the
pamphlet claims.
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Similarly, in William Gibson's book Count Zero (1986), the
missing unnamed Joseph Cornell box functions as the ultimate
collector's fetish. The box is totally erotic: the innocent embodiment
of a world that lives outside itself. The collector Josef Virek
deploys all his resources to locate it. And finally, he does. But the
box is unrecoverably adrift in hyperspace and cannot be possessed.
In this most modernist of sci-fi novels, the work of art is utterly
implacable. It can only be perceived within its own universe, on its
own terms. To view the box, Virek must launch himself into
hyperspace: a destination from which, like death, there is no
return. And Virek does.
In 1992, William Gibson's collaborative performance with artist
Dennis Ashbaugh at The Kitchen in New York explored this
confluence of objecthood and vanishment in slightly different
terms. Simulcast to several cities, Agrippa (A Book of the Dead)
(1992) was the public reading of a Gibson text inscribed by Ashbaugh onto a vacuum-sealed magnetic disk. This text was
programmed to erase itself within minutes of exposure to the air.
Words disappeared no sooner than they were spoken.
Agrippa's disappearing text may well have been inspired by the
cmarorial strategy for exhibiting the cave paintings at Lascaux in
central France. Discovered in 1940 in Dordogne, these Paleolithic
drawings were open to the public until archeologists noted their
deterioration through exposure to the air, in 1955. In 1963, the
caves were closed. Visitors are led, instead, through Lascaux II, a
perfect simulation of the original artwork and environment, in a
nearby town. Were the real caves to remain unsealed, the paintings
that had survived for 17,000 years due to the hermetic seal created
by a geologic accident would disappear within a a single human
lifetime.
Collecting, in its most primitive form, implies a deep belief
in the primacy and mystery of the object, as if the object was a
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wild thing. As ifit had a meaning and a weight rhat was inh erent,
primary, that overrode anempts to classify it. As if the object didn't
function best as a blank slate waiting to be written on by curarorial
practice and art criticism.
Clearly, this kind of primitive collecting is totally irrelevant to
the object's pre-emptive emptiness and the infinite exchangeability of
meaning in the contemporary art world. I am nor taJking about the
role of commerce in the production, valuing, acquisition and collection of art objects. Commerce was what the early 20rh century
dadaists rebelled against with thei r glossolalic rants and collages fashioned OUt of newsprint, trash and magazines. Siuing our the First
World War in Zurich at the Cabaret Voltaire, Hugo Ball, Emmy
Hennings, Sophie Tauber and Hans Arp were horrified by th e commodification of the "objeer" in Great European Art and the military's
commodification of human life. Bur as Lenin (who sometimes
dropped by the Cabaret to play chess) might have told them , the
dadaist anti-objects would eventually become com modifiable an
treasures: collected, traded, bought and sold. The art world min'ors
the larger one, rather than providing an alternative to it. Oeremy
Gilben-Rolfe, Beauty and the Contemporary Sublime, 1999). Commerce defined the abstract expressionist movement of the 19505, and
pop an seemed like so much fun a decade later because so many glam orous and interesting people bought it. After the brief lapse inro arte
povera and process art during the 19705, commerce came back with
a bang with the "return to painting" in the 19805, and there it stayed.
Art and commerce have always been two sides of the same
coin and to oppose them would be false. Instead, I am talking
about a shift that has taken place during the past ten years in how
art objects reach the market, how they are defined and how we
read them. The professionalizarion of arc production-congruent
with specialization in other post-capitalist industries- has meant
that the only art that will ever reach the market now is an that is
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produced by graduates of art schools. The life of the artist matters
very little. What life? The lives of sllccessful younger artists are
practically identical. There's very little margin in the contemporary
art world for fucking up with accidents or unforeseen surprises. In
the business world, lapses in employment history automatically
eliminate middle man agers, IT specialists and lawyers from the fast
track. Similarly, the successful artist goes to college after high
school, gets an undergraduate degree and then enrolls in a highprofile MI'A Studio An program. Upon completing this degree,
the artist gets a gallery and sets up a studio.
Equal opportunity for white and Asian artists of both genders
has ushered in a massive uniformity. It's best, of course, for the
artist to be heterosexual and better to be monogamously settled in
a couple. This guards against messy leaks of subjectivity which
might compromise the work and throw it back into the realm of
the "abject," which, as we all supposedly agree, was a 1980s excess
that has long since been discredited. If imagery of a sexual subcultufe is to be deployed , as in the work of Art Center graduate Dean
Sameshima, it's important that any undercurrenrs of desire be
cooled off and distanced by conRating homoerotic porn with the
consumer-beauty-porn of fashion print ads. Through this conRation, the viewer is led into that most desired state of neocorporate
neoconceptualism: the empty space of ambiguity, which is completely different from the messy space of contradiction.
"Ambiguity," wrote Dutch philosopher Baruch de Spinoza, seeing
it all twO hundred years ago, "is the kingdom of the night."
The critics Dave Hickey, Jeremy Gilbert-Rolfe and David
Pagel, in their championing of "beauty," as if it were opposed to
"criticality," are the new police of anti-meaning. During the mid1990s and beyond, "criticality" (code word for the unschooled, the
race and gender conscious, those driven to make art that references
conditions in the social world, instead of other art) became the evil
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empire that lurked outside the Los Angeles art world. All three rail
against the influence of "academe," with its emphasis on "history, "
upon contemporary art production. Since all three are themselves
employed within the art departments of academic institurions (The
University of Nevada, Art Center College of Design and Claremont College, respectively), I think they are rderring, more
specifically, to the pernicious hybrid discipline known as "cul tural
studies," which since the 1970s, has used feminisms, hiscoriography, queer and postcolonial rheories as lenses through which co
view one's own experience of the world.
Hickey hazily defines "the therapeutic institution" as the great
spoiler of the faux-populism he's devised. The fact that Hickey is
by far the mosr readable, original and compelling critic of contemporary art makes his arguments virtually indisputable. No mere
academic drudge, Hickey cobs together a theory of transcendent
"beauty" from the most unlikely mix of beaux-art aestheticism,
19th century romanticism, car culture, Vegas showgirls and punk
rock. In this way, Hickey has largely succeeded in driving out his
enemies, "the feminists," from any meaningful participation in
discourses about contemporary arc. He champions the work of
Roben Mapplethorpe for its "Baroque vernacular of beauty that
predated, and clearly, oUtperformed the puritanical canon of visual
appeal espoused by the therapeuric institution. " (The Invisible
Dragon: Four Essays on Beauty, 1993) . While Hickey does not name
any particular instirution, he is likely talking about the conrentcentric art programs at UC Irvine and CalArrs. Hickey sees the
19th cen tury emergence of social-scientific theories as aestheticism's fall from grace: a time when "Under the auspices of Herder
and Hegel, Darwin, Marx and Freud, new regimes of correct
interpretation were instituted, and .. . works of an were recruited
ro do for their new bosses the same job they once did for their old
ones. Paintings that previously argued for the glorious primacy of
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church, state and patrimony now served in circular arguments as
both symptom and proof of natural select ion , the histo rical necessity of the class struggle, and the validity of oedipal rage." ("Buying
the World" in Daedalus, 2002)
Unlike Pagel, bound by his role as daily art critic for the LA
Times to write about particular conremporary artists, Hickey and
Gilbert-Rolfe are careful not to further legitimize their quarry by
identifying them. Except for obvious whipping boys like Hans
Haacke and Leon Golub, adversaries are referred to as "PC femin ists," "leftists," "ideologues" and "academics." Instead, dinosaurs
of Historical World Thought are either championed (like Kant and
Ruskin) or identified (like Hegel) as these "leftist's" proxies, and
attacked. Writing in Beauty and the Contemporary Sublime (1999),
Gilbert-Rolfe argues that our culture is "devoutly preoccupied with
the-ideological, historical and sexual (that is, political)-cultural
ambitions reflected and exp ressed in the conversion of Benjamin,
Duchamp and Foucault into a unified instrument of redemption
(and administration) . ... The discourse in charge of contemporary
art world discourses is a new original buc not disinterested application of Hegel, which has substituted for the art object and the
aesthetic a cultural object meant and judged as an articulation ...
of the spirit of the age." In keeping with this zealous a-historicism,
Gilbert-Rolfe declines to say just what this master-discourse is,

where it appears, or who put it there.
Pagel, for his part, writing in the LA Times, upholds a cheerful
banner of visual "standards" and neoformalism. Blissfully free of
philosophical referents, his dislike of institutional critique, gender
and identity politics is generally articulated along the lines of Fuck
Art/Let's Dance. He praises the rehabilitation of the "scathingly critical eye" Louise Lawler wielded in her early works, in favor of her
new "stunning" photographs at Richard Telles Gallery. These photos force viewers to reconsider the idea that "art functions primarily
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as a critique-whether of earlier styles, its institutional context or
current social ills ... A critique of nothing but uglin ess, her captivating photographs begin to do their work by transforming a small
part of the world into something that is beautiful to behold." Conversely, he chides Andrea Zittel's Charts and Graphs installation at
Regan Projects for its "subjective, self-absorbed" inrenr and lack of
visual interest. This work, he says, amounts to nothing more " ...
than a bit of diaristic autobiography dressed up in the garb of
mediocre social science." (LA Times, 2/18/2000).
Together, the three function as a Homeland Security force to
keep aestheticism, as they have come to define it, safe and clean.
When collectors pay ten thousand dollars for a David Corty landscape, they aren't purchasing a pleasant watercolour painting of a
night sky wrapped around a hill. Orner, more naive arrisrs have
done these paintings more consistently, and may have even done
them "better." What collectors are acquiring is an altitud e, a gesture that Corty manifests through his anachronistic choice of
subjecr matter. The real "meaning" of the work has very littl e to do
with the images depicted in his paintings-night skies wrapped
around a hill- or their execution. Rather, the "meaning" (and the
value) of the work lies in the fact that Corty, a recent graduate of
UCLA'S MFA art program, would defiantly loop backwards ro
tradition by rendering something as anachronistic as a landscape,
in the quaint medium of water-color. After all, he has all an history's
image-bank to choose from.
Similarly when Art Center MFA graduate Andy Alexander
spray paints the words "Fuck the Police" on the corridor walls of his
installation, I Long For The Long Arm O/The Law (2000) , the piece
is not relegated to the realm of the "political." "Political" amvorks,
after all, are "the most hopelessly self-referential of all art forms ...
Where the work of art as such ... exists to manufacture ambiguity,
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the political one seeks to resolve it." (Gilbert-Rolfe, Beyond Piety:
Critical Essays on the Visual Arts, 1986-1993, 1995.) Instead , he is
praised in a review published in Artext for his "subtle aestheticism,"
which enacts "a dilation and contraction between psychological
and social domains." Andy Alexander is an intelligent and enthusiastic younger artist. His dad was once the mayor of Beverly Hills.
Interviewed by Andrew Hultkrans in the notorious SUlf and Turf
article that proclaimed the dominance of Southern California art
schools (Artforum, Summer 1998), Alexander expresses his enthusiasm for art school as a place that "teaches you certain ways of
looking at things, a way of being critical about culture that is
incredibly imperative, especially right now." Like most young
artists in these programs, Alexander maintains a cerrain optimism
about art, that it might be a chance to do something good in the
world.
Yet if a black or Chicano artist working outside the institution
were to mount an installation featuring the words "Fuck the
Police," I think it would be reviewed very differencly, if at all. Such
an installation would be seen to be mired in the identity politics
and didacticism that, in the 1990s, became the scourge of the LA
art world . Writing in the LA Times in 1996, critic David Pagel
dismissed two decades of West Indian-born artist/filmmaker Isaac
Julien's work exhibited at the Margot Leavin Gallery as "myopic
and opportunistic." "This conservative exhibition," Pagel wrote,
"contends that the social group the artist belongs to is more
important than the work he makes ... Art as self-expression went
out in the 1950s," Pagel triumphantly concludes, "even though this
show tries to deny it .... Marketing research puts people into categories; arc only begins when categories start to break down."
Whereas modernism believed the artist's life held all the magic
keys to reading works of art, neocol1ceptualism has cooled this off
and corporatized it. The artist's own biography doesn't matter
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much at all. What life! The blanker the better. T he life experi ence
of the anist, if channeled into the artwork, can only impede art's
neocorporate, neoconceptual purpose. Ir is the biography of the
institution that we want to read.
In The Collector's Shit Project (1993), the anist-curator Todd
Alden invited numerous curators, collectors and well -known con temporary artists to "donate" samples of their shit. Each spec imen
was canned, signed by the artist, numbered and given a certificate
of authenticity in a very limited edition (I of I). Colleeror's Shit
responds, with some conceptual wit, to the prolonged buzz that
radiated for a decade in the art world abollt "the abj ect, " a condition described by Julia Krisreva in 1982 in The Powers of Horror:
An Essay on Abjection. But, looking backwards, Alden's project also
gave a referential nod to Nouveau-Realist anist Pierro Manzoni,
who had done the same project (Merda d'Artista) ill Italy, in 1961.
Displayed in brightly colored cans and stacked up festively like a
supermarket display, Merda d'Artista was Manzoni 's scathing cririque of post-war consumerism: a public offering of his shiro
Manzoni's work, like that of his contemporary Nouveau Realists
in Italy and France, was soon to be subsumed by New York-based
Pop Arc, in which the same imagery was used with cheeful irony,
without any of the rage. Pop Art was essentially a big Fuck You to
abstract expressionism. Using consumerist iconography, it principally addressed things happening in the art world , and was
surprisingly unconcerned with the movement of consumeri sm in
the culture then, at large.
The Manzoni link and its attendant history, didn't figure very
much into Alden's 1993 reprise. It was all about "abjection ," and
was remarkably successful. Lots of big collectors sent him lots of
shit. Those who didn't, sem him letters, which would be exhibited
as well. And then he had the luck to have the exhibition cancelled
by irs slated venue, the Crozier Warehouse. Crozier is the storage
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facility for New York's blue-chip galleries. When the manager
learned the actual content of the Alden exhibition, he was suitably
appalled . "You cannot, " he wrote in a letter to the artist, which
would later be exhibited, "have an exhibition of excrement." Eventually, the whole thing was shown at Art Maners Foundation in
New York. Alden, a recent graduate of the Whitney Studio Art Program, took abjection very seriously. At that moment, the Whitney
Program was promulgating two things: figuring out what Kristeva
reaIly meant by "the abject," and institutional critique. "My inability
to represent the abject, " he told Sylvere Louinger in an interview
years later (More 6- Less, 2000) "was figured through some kind of
a semiotic configuration, by presenting it in a can in which excrement is signified through language, and not, through, you know... "
"Shit!" asked Lotringer.
We are witnessing a daily life that's so contemptible and trite
that pornography becomes its only appropriate rejoinder.

Part 2: Argument

Tracing the professionalization of the an world in his book Art
Subjects (1999) Howard Singerman describes the way that institurional decisions were made during the 1950s to separate art
programs from the humanities faculties so that they would be
experiential, practice-based. Deeply influenced by the impact of
Charles Olsen's experiment at Black Mountain, Yale and Harvard
implemented new MFA studio art programs based on practice
and studio critique. This was a mixed blessing. Providing a more
realistic training for artists than two more years of art history, the
institutionalized peer-group formation of MFA studio programs
also meant two years of institutionalized hazing. As Jack Goldstein
recalled, during the 1970s heyday of CalArts conceptualism very
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few negative comments were ever uttered by facu lty about srudent
work. Approval was connoted by a sl ight nod of rh e head. You
either got the nod, or not.
I remember watching a harrowing videotape of one Art Center
MFA student, in which he "volunteered" ro be rrussed li ke a chicken
and hung from the ceiling like a pinata for a friend's project. This
project formed part of the friend's "mini-review." The student in
question already had three strikes against him. He was highly
intelligent, with a non-art undergraduate degree from a prestigious
Ivy League university; he was a formerly religious Jew; he was
hoping to use his social and spiri tual concerns as a basis for the art
he made at school, and later. His agreement to play chicken was a
desperate last bid to get in on the fun and be part of the crowd . I
remember watching the then-Provost and a then-Graduate Advisor
circle around this living "pinata" for half an hour, poking and prodding, making disparaging comments about its construcrion and
physique, flicking cigarette ash on its papier-mache shroud.
Nobody wants to be uncoo!. Still, this two-year hazing process
is essential to the development of value in the by-nature-elusive
parameters of neoconceptual art. Without it, who wou ld know
which cibachrome photos of urban sign age, which videotapes of
socks tossing around a dryer, which neominimalist monochrome
paintings are negligable and which are destined to be an?
Until recently, there was absolutely no chance of developing an af(
career in Los Angeles without attending one of several high-profile
MFA studio art programs. New York has always had a multiplicity
of an worlds, each with its own stars and punishments and
rewards. The game there has traditionilly revolved around watching
who from the alternative/experimental gallery scenes will succeed in
"crossing over" from Williamsburg to Chelsea and beyond. In LA,
alternative spaces like Hollywood's Zero One Gallery, Highways,
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the Santa Mon ica performance venue and even the more upscale
but non-profit LACE (Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions)
have been dead-end ghettos where no one, least of all ambitious
students, from the art world goes. Curiously, this situation has
begun to change with the gentrification of LA's downtown and
northeast neighborhoods. Under-capitalized art spaces have opened
up in Chinatown, downrown LA and Echo Park, frequented by
relative "civilians": residents who work in art-tangential fields like
film and fashion, web-marketing, community organizing and law.
However, the complete hegemony ofLA's MFA programs within
the city's art world has been seen to be a plus. As gallerist Andrea
Rosen remarked to Andrew Hultkrans (Artforum, Summer 1998)
"What makes LA so great is that the school program is acrually a
vital part of the community. A big parr of being in the art community in LA is being a teacher." And as Giovanni Intra wrote about
the founding of his and Steve Hanson's China Art Objects Gallery
in 1999, "the notion of the alternative space, which abstained from
financial dealing, had become redundant .. . its coordinates ... were
disoriented by LA's post-graduate school environment from which
professionally enthusiastic twenty-eighr year olds emerged from a
boot-camp-like education with an eighty thousand dollar student
debt. The graduate schools in LA were incredible environments,
intellecrually speaking, with brilliant srudents and teachers; underneath this was a layer of pure financial terror substratified with
humorous and cunning levels of industrial espionage, competitiveness, and the frequently desperate encroachment of dealers, curators
and critics whose vocation mandated an enthusiasm for young art."
("LA Politics" in Circles. lndividue!!e Sozia!isation und Netzwerkarbeit, Zentrum fur Kunst und Medientechnologie, Karlsruhe, 2002)
Writing in Spin magazine in 1997, Dennis Cooper drew parallels
between the energy, sincerity and ambitions of young artists working
in UCLA's graduate art program and the alternative music scene. And
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within the larger context of conglomeratized culture, visual an is
perhaps the last remaining medium where it is still poss ible to build
a viable career without the backing of corporate-global marketin g.
Compared to the hegemony of Fox, C lear Channel and Time/
Warner, the dominance of several art schools and their ideologies
within the art world seems incredibly benign.
Still. It is bizarre that here, in America's second largest city,
contemporary art should have come to be so isolated and estranged
from the experience of the city as a whole.

Part 3. Magic

Real estate lawyer and maverick political activist David Farrar points
outside the floor-to-ceiling windows of his corner office on the 36th
floor of the Arco Towers at the downtown LA skyline. ''That's my
building," Farrar says, nodding to the towers occupied by Citicorp.
"And that one, and that one, and that one. "
Farrar is a short squat man in a navy suit who habitually wears
bow-ties in this city where everyday is "casual-dress Friday" so that
people can more easily identify, and then remember him . I met him
on an airplane and we decided to be friends . "Hi, I'm the guy with
the bow-tie you met last week at Harvey's fund-raiser," he'll open on
the phone, to the Speaker of the State Assembly or the developer Eli
Broad or Madeline Janise-Aparaisio, leader of the Los Angeles
Coalition for Economic Justice.
In the two weeks since we've met, he's taken me on several
walking tours of "his" LA. "His" LA consists mostly of the projects
he's helped implement. So far we've been to Union Station, an
'intramodal transit hub' of interlocking walkways, garden space,
public art and upscale restauranrs, which was previously a rundown
train station surrounded by some dusty, trash-strewn vacant lots.
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We've visited the LA Vets Wests id e Residence Hall near LAX, a
model homel ess shelter housed in a high-rise dormitory that Farrar
and his colleagues saved from demolition. Here, formerly homeless
veterans rent rooms for modest rems and work at emry-Ievel jobs
around the airport. T he property was bought by LA Vets for less
than what its demolition would have cost. Farrar is a fan of "More
Than Shelter": the idea that subsidized low-income housing has to
offer something mo re than just housing. And at LA Vets, residents
attend 12-step meetings and take high-school equivalency, business
and computer classes in meeting rooms converted for these purposes.
"More Than Housing" is an idea Farrar helped pioneer while
serving as Special Counsel to the Century Freeway Housing Project.
With half a billion dollars of federal highway transit funds mandated
to CalTrans to replace housing units destroyed by the building of
the freeway, Farrar and his "team" tried to put the money to some
good, by building low-income residemial housing complexes that
included afterschool tutoring programs, community centers and
day-care. Twenty years later, the buildings remain unvandalized and
thriving. Cenrury Freeway Housing worked so well, it was established as a separate entity when the freeway was complete. The
corporation conrinues to finance new affordable housing.
"Team" is an essenrial word in Farrar's operational vocabulary.
Though he knows very little about sports, he sees each deal as a race
to get the ball across the finish line against the blockages of powerful opponents. In 1998, Farrar's legal "team" represented the City of
LA in developing the Staples Center sports arena. The Staples Center, home to the Los Angeles Lakers, was the firsts major sporrs
facility to be built in an American city in which city government
refused to subsidize the billionaire owners and developers. During
the 18 month negotiations, Farrar had a friend call him every Sunday
night to brief him about weekend sports highlights so he wouldn't be
excluded from Monday morning chats with team owners and their
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attorneys. Presently, he's representing the COUllry of Los Angeles in
negotiations with an oil company and a bevy of real estate owners
and developers to convert the Baldwin Hills oil fields to "shared use"
with a golf course and a nacure preserve.
To David Farrar, Los Angeles is a kind of magic. H e grew up in the
Appalachian town of Clifton Forge in a section called the Roxbury
Hollow, where it's almost always dark because the hills are clumped
around it like the gap-toothed smiles of its inhabitanrs. The child of a
railway worker and a legal secretary, Farrar couldn't afford to fix his
teeth 'til he was 30, but he knew immediately upon arriving at the
Universiry of Virginia (where he attended college and law sch'ool on
full scholarships) that his future probably wouldn't be very bright in
the patrician legal echelons of Washington DC or Manhattan.
In LA, people notice his bow tie before they pick up on his
fading Appalachian accent. He found that in LA, it was possibl e to
do "anything at all" so long as you were willing to "roll lip your
sleeves and pick up a shoveL"

LA City Council Member Jan Perry echoes Farrar's se ntiment.
Raised in a middle-class black Cleveland famil y, she transferred to
USC from Case Western Reserve when she was 19 yea rs old,
because "In Cleveland, you really had to know peopl e, or be from a
parricular type of family to get ahead . I felt that LA provided a great
opportunity for someone like myself. I felt I'd get a decem job, live
in decent housing, go where I wanted to go, and be friends with all
sons of people," she told the LA Downtown N ews.
In 1999, a group of 70 undocumented Thai garment workers
were awarded a $1.2 million final settlement in their suit agai nst the
EI Monte sweatshop that had once employed them. Members of the
group arrived there years ago, unable to speak English and were held
as virmal prisoners with guards, behind barbed wire. Since initiating
the suit, members of the group have become nurses, fashion students
and beauticians. Some have teamed up with Latino worker-activists.
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In LA, it's possible to buy influ ence with a City Council member with a campaign contribution of just $10,000. It only COStS half
a million bucks to get a piece of legislation passed in Sacramento.
Graft is equal opportuniry, and a noted City Council member
known to have a propensiry for gambling likes to take his bribes in
th e form of bets placed on his behalf at the Santa Anita racetrack.
Luis Gargo nza grew up in a one-room shack without water or
electricity in Michoaca n. Wh en he was 14, he caught a bus to
Tijuana, swam across the Tijuana-San Diego channel and joined
his brother in LA. Illiterate in Spanish, he worked odd jobs but
learned to read and write in English. Now in his 40s, he drives a
white Ford 250 pick-up truck and owns a gas station.
Born in Mexico City, Miguel Sanchez crossed the border
through the desert. He worked in a south-central LA printing plant
for fifteen years, saved $25.000 and opened a cafe and gallery in
Echo Park.

Part 4 : Thurman, New York, January 2003
Universal Reality has its own
Zip code: 12839
This is alL it is. Write to me. Here.

William Bronk
Hudson Falls, a small town bordering the southern Adirondacks in
upstate New York, is the kind of place where memories of high
school days revolve around getting stoned on angel dust and watching the sunrise from a hill above the city dump. My friend, Mark
Babson , told me this. He took me there one Sunday afternoon and
showed me all his secret places. And yes, tucked into an elbow of
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the upper Hudson River, it is a very nice dump ... although the
enti re site was capped three years ago after a report ca me our
declaring it the third most pollured landfill in the whole United
States. Still, it's pretty. The dirt they dump- trucked in (Q cover up
rhe toxic waste is covered now wi th grass.
Mark was born and raised in Hudson Fa lls, a rown that now is
little more than a collection of abandoned fa ctor ies and wood frame homes with scabby yards. When the CliIll on-era EPA tried
ro make General Electric, the town's primary empl oyer, clean up
the PCB's they'd dumped there in Hudson River, the whole town
rallied to GE's support.
Why, they argued, "stir up" all those toxins? Mark (and every
other local teenager who could read above a third-grade level) was
paid handso mely by GE to gather signatures for a "grass roars"
petition to "save" the river. When the compan y's 4-year and $60
million campaign proved unsuccessful , they shut down rhe plant
and moved away.
"Drunks, welfare cases, and old people," Mark says, summing
up Hudson Falls' recent demographics. When I suggest there
could be money co be made by fi xi ng up the town's once-glorious
Georgian brick colonial s, Mark shrugs and sighs: "You ca n't sell a
pi zza with artichoke hearts here."
I moved back to the tiny town of Thurman (population 832)
last June. Thurman is nor roo far from Hudson Falls, but New York
City is 225 miles away. After living in LA for seven years, I missed
the winter and thought perhaps I'd become a regional wrirer of
ups rate New York.
Five months later this was seeming like it might nor be a very
good idea. Winter came on fast: by mid-Ocrober, everyone was
burning wood and putting studded snow tires on their trucks. If
anything, the area was more depressed than ever. The southern
Adirondacks-which I'd remembered as charmingly sleepy-now
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seemed ravaged and bereft. Throughout the region, the Grand
Union supermarkets had been replaced by a filth y low-end grocery
chain called Tops that specialized in week-old produce. In Corinth,
the last remaining paper mill was about to close. The pre-Wal-Man
Ames department stores had just filed for bankruptcy, so now you
had to drive a 50 mile round-trip to just pick up a corkscrew. Oldtimers who'd logged the land with horses had mostly all died; now
their descendents ruled the Thurman woods with giant skidd ers,
four-wheeler ATVs and snowmobiles.
I was spending roo much time cruising websites for computer
sex (which is the only kind sex you'll have if you live up here alone);
driving around rhe counttyside listening to Frank Sinatra Classic Hits
and weeping. The old Cole Porrer songs evoked a world of specificity, where lovers were remembered for the hars they wore, the
way they held a fork, their smile, rather than forgonen through the
infinitely exchangeable signifiers of computer sex and porn.

My story is much too sad to be told
But practically everything leaves me totally cold
The only exception I know is the case
When I'm out on a quiet spree
Fighting vainly the old ennui
And I suddenly turn and see
Your fabulous face
It was aro und this rime I met Mark Babso n. Mark, at 22, was a
veteran of several failed attempts at college. He was fixing up my
kirchen after the vegans and their seven household animals who'd
lived there in my absence, trashed it. I met Mark at The Java
Shop, the region's solitary promise of a better life that opened in
Glens Falls thar summer, 20 miles away. Some high-school friends
of Mark's had started it with the proceeds of some precocious
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stock-market speculation. Featuring a cooled ofT 1970s decor, the
place had magazines you might actually want to read. With his full
ser of teeth and deadpan wit, Mark had his pick of ex-urban female
clients in rhe region. He'd quoted on a job for another single
woman in her 40s who'd moved back from California, but when
she was bludgeoned and dismembered later on that winter by a
local boyfriend, we both felt lucky he'd picked me.
While Mark clanged and banged around the kitchen , I was
working or not working on my book and meeting prospective sex
parmers on the computer. Fantasy is like a drug. What hooks you
in is not rhe sex bur rhe illusion of delicious intimacy. In Thurman,
I was alone so much my shoulders started bunching up. I'd lived
there and taught workshops at rhe local school ten years ago, bur
now nothing was the same. George Mosher, who'd entertained the
local kids with his talking dog and chickens that laid colored eggs,
was dead. George had lived in Thurman all his life; walked ten
miles through the woods during the Depression (0 a job in Stony
Creek. Mrs. Rounds, who'd kept the most amazing garden of
perennials around her tiny woodframe house, was in the Glens
Falls Nursing Home. Across the road, Old Vern had passed on his
proprietorship of Baker's Garage to his son Young Vern, president
of the Southern Adirondack Snowmobilers Club. Unblanketed by
a sediment of local culture, everything in Thurman seemed generic,
bleak and empty. It was JUSt another dying town. It seemed
important, then, to find someone I could talk to. My crooked teeth,
your comprehension.

& offfor abt 5 years ... discovered it in LA as something erotic & a
way of having more than casual sex but less than terminaL romance
with others.
Martin wrote back right away. In my private Life J have enjoyed
a mix of vanilla and Dis relationships over several years. 1 was married
for 18 years when my wife died a year ago August. She was a lovely
woman with whom J enjoyed a wide range ofpLeasures. During that
period, J also enjoyed other relationships with submissive partners. J
explored it deeply, during a period ofseparation, and we reunited with
this as a central element ofa then delicious sex life. She was diagnosed
with colon cancer four years ago. It wtts a graceful passing.
Presently I live with a 12-year-old daughter, who is very much the
central character in my life. I'm actively involved with two partners,
including a quite vanilla relationship with a local partner, and a
pleasure stave who lives in To ro Il to, with whom J spend weekends
about once a month. I've recently returned to Bondage.com after a
long absence, hoping J might find a partner who moves me deeply ...
More than casual sex but less than terminal romance. Nicely said.
Actually, everything you've said about yoursel[ is appealing. J think
I've detailed in my profile that I lean toward the stylish, romantic
types ofencounters ... it is the erotic intensity ofBDSM sex that draws

Dear Martin, I wrote to someone I'd just met on the com-

me most strongly.
I spent the night with him in Binghamton 180 miles away. We
talked and kissed and didn't do S/m at all and Martin seemed to
find this beauriful. He said: "I feel you need my tenderness more
now than my dominance." He said: "There's no such thing as a
hierarchy of needs ." In the morning over coffee, we talked about

puter, Yes. I'm a writer; I've had this house upstate for many years 6have just come back to it after being in LA where I taught writing
in a grad program for 7 years. J like going to the gym 6- library,
equally; am abt 5'5" quite thin jewish ashkenazy rodent features
streaky hair ex punk rocker from NY. Have been playing BDSM on

upstate New York's 19th century uropians and reformers, and
Martin said the most intelligent, perceptive things. He said he'd
like to be my writing muse and gave me several gifts before I left:
his dead wife's plastic travel mug, an ice scraper and a book of
stories by Irish gothic writer Sheridan Le Fanu.
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I'd Like to know, he emailed me a few days later, what sort of
relationship with me you might find to be most thrilling. It should be
nothing less than thrilling. And then: In a world ofpeople miserably
searching for The One, two hearts soar at the prospect offinding A
One. What a joy to start a reLationship this way.

Marrin had a responsible job that didn't interest him in Binghamton, a place he didn't want to live. But he was passionate about
his couch. It was a leopard-plush Victorian divan, fabricated for a
popular gothic horror movie. He'd bought it over e-bay from an
Australian art director, and then re-edited the movie's DVD on his
compurer, highlighting scenes that showed his couch . Seen against
the limitations of his situation, Martin's enthusiasms seemed so
moving. He'd had a drinking problem in his 20s. Like so many
alcoholics, he had more sensitivity and intelligence than he'd
found a way to use in life. So when Marrin emailed again asking
if I'd like co "share an encounter" with him and his Toronto girlfriend, I was touched.

Back in Thurman, Mark loaned me a small strange book written by
a reacher at the local community college, the art historian Sheldon
Hum. The book-which was actually an art catalogue-was called
The WilLiam Bronk Collection: It Becomes Our Lift (2000). It was
compiled to document the eclectic arc collection bequeathed to the
school by poet William Bronk. Winner of the American Book Award
in 1978, Bronk lived nearly all his life alone in the big yellow house
in Hudson Falls where he was born. He donated his art collection to
the school two years before his death, in 1999. Mark remembered
Bronk very well, though not for his poetry. Mark remembered
WiHiam Bronk as the nice old guy whose family owned Bronk Coal
and Lumber. He could always count on Bronk to buy a case or two
oHmit for the Hudson Falls High band fruit drive.
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It Becomes Our Life presents a handful of Bronk's poems laid out
opposite reproductions of selected works of an from his collection .
The poems are shockingly direct reports of Bronk's agnostic mysticism and the pleasures that he found in visual abstracrion.
Intellectually elegant, ann ealed and raw, the poems are tiny
arguments for the power of intangibility, mounted with a gravelly
kind of pragmatism. In Astonishment, Bronk writes: "J t was perhaps
not intended that we should speak.! in art, of transcendent values,
assuming of course/intention by anyone or anything.! Unnecessary
assumption: transcendence cares/nothing about intention whether
or not. .. . " The accompanying art is an eclectic mix of paintings,
lithographs and sculptures by the pOet'S friends-"minor" 20th
century artists whose work eluded major movements, categories.
While by themselves, the images might seem unremarkable, each of
the accompanying poems draws out the subtext of the work. It's as
if Bronk saw the same thing that the artist saw and was writing
through the painting.
Hurst, who'd been a close friend of Bronk's, draws out the
metaphysical nature of the poems in his introductory essay. He sees
Bronk's sophisticated yet direct poetics as a consequence of simple
receptivity. "Bronk surrounded himself with an in his home," Hurst
writes. "For him the words look and listen, see and hear, were the velY
basis of an artistic sensibility of openness." Hurst's text was remarkably
original and felt for any art historian, let alone for one who teaches at
community college. It was extraordinary. Produced entirely in the
region, there was nothing "regional" about this book at all.

The second time Martin and I met was at the Binghamton
Embassy Suites Hotel on a December afternoon before the holidays.
This time, he brought a digital video camera and some "adult"
accoutrements for me to practice with, in preparation for our
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"encounter" with his Toronto "pleasure slave, " whose name was
Catherine. There is an image from that afternoon he emailed to
me later. Discreetly tided "Jpg.Still, " it's now in the trash file of
my computer.
"I think it might be possible," I'd giggled to him then, "for us
to have a discrete relationship. In the categorical sense." I felt so
sorry for all the other online perverrs who frequ ently misspelled the
word "discreet," when what they really meant was, undisclosed. The
Jpg image had that silvery radiance of a gelatin print, of early black
and white photography. We spent the evening at his house, and
when we were on the famous couch, Martin made his first remark
about my clumsiness. I'd have to change my hair, he said, and also
wear a lor more make-up.

Bronk was born in 1918 on Pearl Street, Hudson Falls, in the same
big yellow house he died in. He was the only son of the upstate
New York branch of a colonial Dutch family who'd had an entire
borough named for them: the Bronx. Bronk attended Dartmouth
during the mid-1930s. He went to Harvard Graduate School; left
after rhe first year. While still at Dartmouth, Bronk spent two summers at the Cummington School for the Arts, where he (already a
young poet) fell in love with all the painters. They were so non-verbal, so intense, engaged in the passionate figuration that would
later on be practiced at the New York Studio School: paintings full of
blood and sweat, a kind of physical transference. Shirley Clarke
painted the 19-year-old Bronk as a boho Goya Christ before she
became a filmmaker. Herman Maril, Vincent Canade and Clarke,
who were all in residence at Cummington, became his lifelong
friends. After Harvard, Bronk spent twO years in th e army and men
returned to Hudson Falls, where he remained, managing the Bronk
Coal and Lumber Yard on Parry Street.
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As Bronk's friends tell it, Bronk's life in Hudson Falls had a
kind of charmed Frank Capra quality. Days began with a walk
from Pearl Street down to McCann's on Main, where he picked up
the morning paper. He served on the advisory board of the Hudson
Falls Public Library, and the ladies there all said "G ood morning,
Mr. Bronk," each time he entered. On Pearl Street, he was known
as "Bill the Coal and Lumber Man" to all his neighbors. Meanwhile he was maintaining correspondences with Charles Olsen,
Cid Corman and George Oppen, the great objectivist godfathers
of his era. While guys outside hauled two-by-fours, Bronk stayed
in the back office, curled over the big oak desk that had been his
Dad's, writing deep dark metaphysical poetry. As his friend, the
writer Paul Pines remarks , "Bill's interest in the lumber yard was
minimal. "
How did Bronk survive this? It seems he was ambivalent
about his entirely self-willed obscurity. For years he was content
to publish volume after volume with a friend's New Rochelle
small press . When, at George and June Oppen's insistence, New
Directions Press finally published his sixth book of poetry, Bronk
remarked: "When The World, the Worldless (1964) came out, 1 felt
naked . And then I realized no one was looking. "
Biographically, Bronk is frequently compared to poet Wallace
Stevens. Both attended Harvard; both worked full-time at nonliterary jobs. Both waited until late in life to receive much
recognition for their poetry. Stevens, who didn't publish his first
book 'til he was 44, won a National Book Award when he was 60.
Bronk won the American Book Award when he was 64 for his
North Point Press book, Life Supports: New and Collected Poems
(1981) . But after that, he returned to publishing with Talisman
House, a small New Jersey press run by the friend who now acts
as his executor. Like Bronk, Stevens held a managerial job, working
as an insurance executive in Hartford, Connecticut. But unlike
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Stevens, Bronk was no great advocate of rhe work ethic. As
Stevens , a great mode rfllSt,
'. once sal,
'd " I t gIves
.
a man character as
a poet to have this daily COntact with a job. " Bronk had little
interest in his identity as a "man," and even less in "character"
"T~ere .is a sense"in which the poem is just there and the poet simpiy
wntes It down, Bronk told a reponer fro m th e Albany Times
Union in 1982 "When th
.
.
.
e poem comes, It comes as a surpnse
and I'm delighted ."
,

The way)'OU wear your hat,
The way you sip your tea,
The memory ofall that,
No, no! They can't take that away from me.'

~artin's house in Binghamton was a modestly upsca le tract affair
In one of those bd '"
c,
su [VISIOns named ror thlllgs destroyed by its
developer. Was it called Fox Run Meadows, Eagle's Nook or
Beaver Hills~ I d '
b I
h'
.
on t remem er. met [S daughter 1[1 the kitchen
.
when I staggered downstairs from his room that morning. She
seemed remarkably self-possessed for someone 12 years old who'd
recently lost her mother. She had that unrepeatable omnipotence
~h~t comes at 12, when you're old enough to see the game for what
It IS but not yet old
h
b'
d "
.
enoug to e [[1veste ll1 It. My presence didn't
seem r~ bothe~ her at all. Martin'd put a lot of thought inro single
parenting. Hed explained to her that grown-ups, just like kids
like h.aving sleepovers. He used his sex life as a medium for parent~
bondIng, encouraging her to help him rank and rate the girlfriends . While these adult women came and went, she would
always be there.

Wallace Stevens wrote that "imagination is the power that enables
us to perceive the normal in the abnormal, the opposite of chaos in
chaos." Bronk, on the other hand, was quite at home with chaos.
A fan of nihilist philosopher Arnold Schopenhauer, Bronk's poems
loop back with shattering clarity to dazzling epiphanies of me[Jphysical wit, delivered brut, without any other flourish. His poems
are very intimate, though they circle mostly around intangibility.
Bronk examines light and form the way a small-town doctor checks
for measles. Small town patrician that he was, Bronk's rigorous
brand of dark ontology is delivered slyly in a deadpan drawl. In fact
he has a great deal more in common with William Burroughs than
he does with Wallace Stevens.
Bronk's "personal" (i.e., his sex) life remains a well-kept secret
among the Glens Falls literary friends who survive him . They are
quite discreet about this. Though Bronk stayed single, living alone
among the artworks given to him by friends, he liked the company
of women. He also liked the company oEboys and men. During the
late 1960s, Bronk made friends with Lorin French and Dan Leavy,
two students at Hudson Falls High School. Leavy, French and
several other anti-jocks became constant visitors at the house on
Pearl Street. Through his influence, French and Leavy both went
on to become professional artists, and many of their works are
included in the collection.
Throughout the 1970s, Bronk went to New York a lot. He was
a regular at Tin Angel, the Bowery bar Paul Pines then owned.
William Burroughs lived across rhe street in a loft he caHed "the
bunker," and poets like the young Eileen Myles bussed tables. Paul
Pines remembers Bronk as being "very elusive," at that time. Later,
Pines sold the bar, moved to the Caribbean, got bored and moved
ro Hudson Falls. He remembers the long walks he and Bronk would
take along the Hudson River canal towpath. They talked endlessly
about poerry and personal stuff and culture. Bronk knew every
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skeleton in every closet of each houst: along (h e way. H e was a
tremendous gossip and prized all the perso nal derails o f his neighbors' lives, although as Pines says, "His poems ca me from another
place. He didn't use it."

S/m and Pleasure Siavedom. Why couldn't my thoughts about
William Bronk be just as pleasurable as a pair of/ips around his cock?

In France, there is a formal/informal structure for the perpetuation
Martin's disapproval of my hair and makeup rC::I ll y borh ered m e. I'd
had the hair done in LA; it COSt $300. Was I sup posed to look like
someone from a local escort service? I'd put on the makeup (MAC)
at the last thruway rest Stop before Bin ghamto n .. . th e locations of
the rest stops, 1'd researched this. That mornin g, when his da ughter left for school, he said: "I note a ccnain ambi val ence o n your
part about surrendering."
Pm a little lamb who's lost in the wood
I know I could, could always be good
To someone who'll watch over me
Although 1 may not be the man some girls think ofas handsome
To her heart I'll carry the key
WOnt you tell her please to
Put on some speed
Follow my {end
Oh how 1 need someone to watch over me

of a dead anist's work known as the Society of Friends. Legally
constituted as a non-profit LLC, the Societies des Amies gather up
the writer's unpublished works and correspondences, diaries and
notebooks. T hey elicit reminiscences and tributes among themselves and all the writer's other friends and colleagues. They collect
notes taken by former students on the dead friend's lectures, and
archive all the critical reviews that appeared during their friend's
lifetime on his work. Then, they publish all this stuff in a limited
edition known as the CahierJ, which may be drawn from in the
future as the basis of new publications. Usually these friends are
writers too, and they do this on a voluntary basis. The Societes exist
to keep an artist's memory alive, and ensure that his/her work will

be preserved and eventually transmitted to the future.
Why do the friends do this? It can only be that they believe,
in some real way, the friend's life and work belongs to them ... that
despite its singularity, the dead friend's work did not occur in isolation. It speaks for them because they shared a place in time. In
this way, the writer's posthumous reputation is created by his
friends through shared activity. This pracrice, of course, implies
belief in continuity...

Back home in Thurman I emailed Martin. No response. 1 left a voicemail. Five days later he emailed me the video stiJJ with this note: What
music would you s~ went with images ofa woman who pulls the chain
attached to her nipples as she glides her lips up and d.oum a 100ler's cock?

And then I was ambivalent. I wasn't really all that interested in
sex; would just as soon talk about poetry. I wondered, then, about

Four months after Bronk's death, before the house was sold,
Sheldon Hurst, Paul Pines and Pines' son went over to document
it with a video camera. Having been entrusted to preserve Bronk's
art collection, Hurst wanted to be sure he'd remember which of the
works had been hung over which desk or which sofa. The three of
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them also wanted ro remember I'heir fr icnd's home as ir had been
before he died, Hurst loaned me (h e (ape . II' looked like a crime
scene video, Documenting rhe afrerm arh of an anisric life, Pine's
camera roams over . .. a half-read New York Tilll(,s on the kitchen
table .. . a pair of reading glasses lefr carelcssly bes i Ie ir. T hree floors
of intricately ordered disarray: che house was obviously chis man's
brai.n center. Downscairs there is one desk for writing, another desk for
rypmg letters. Bookshelves in mosr of rh e rooms, arranged by topic
and theme. A special bookcase where Bronk kept the works of his
friends, .. a rorary phone, no computer.
Outside on the from porch, across from a gingko rree, is one of
Loren French's large metal sculptures. Ir's spring. T he gingko tree's
blooming, and the back door of the house has blown open. Over the
living room fireplace, Bronk had a framed charcoa l drawing by his
olde~t friend, Eugene Canade. A stunning painting by H erman
Manl of a fac eIess man Sltnng
. . ac a modernisr rable with a large
stuffed bird hangs above an old horsehair armchair. Upstairs, more
works by Leavy, French and some of thei r friends have been taped
up on some hideous palm-tree wallpaper.
Under Bronk's influence, these young local people became completely absorbed in the question, why this and not that?, w hich is
probably the only artistic question that's worth asking. It's late afterno~n and outside the sky is nearly drained of li ght. Bronk had a
Chmese
kitsch-t
.
. hi. bathroom.
Mao hung up III
.
.
apestry 0 fCh airman
IdIOsyncratic and highly personal, Bronk's arc collection, which is
now spread out around the local community college campus, has
absolutely
nothing to say about art h'Isrory or curatona
. I praC[lce,
. b ut
.
J( rells everything abo ue h'IS b e I'Ie f'In t h e rorce
C
f
"
. .
0 artistic traJ1S[11(SSlOn.

ComplTIng

the catalogue, Hurst has provided a tremendous
service to those interested in Bronk's work by coupling 22 poems
with reproductions of the artworks that insp ired th em. T he collection spans many moods and three or four generations. [t is both
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professional and amaceur, if "professionali sm" is defi ned by participation in the gallery syscem.
Eugene Canade (1914-2001) , who Bronk met at Cummington ,
painted co nsiscently throughout his life while working full-cime in
Paris for UNICEF. Son of 19th century genre painter Vincent
Canade, (whose works are also represented in Bronk's collection)
Eugene dipped in and out nearly every significant style of 20ch
century painting. Study for a Mural is a foray in cubism; Queensboro
Bridge No. 4 is a social realist work; Birch Sketch #2 represents that
loose, mid-20th century figu ration. The fact that Vincent and
Eugene Canade both saw painting as a vocation had tremendous
influence on William Bronk. In Life Supports, he writes in dialogue
with one of Vincent Canade's self-portraits:

".But all
Pop's heads look Like him, each in its own way.
Practice in looking at painting show us how what
We see can be said to look: as painting looks.
And this is a reason for painting, to say it so,
To limn the real, limit, illumine it. . ,'
On A Picture By Vincent Canadt
Bronk was fascinated by this vocational aspecc of painting, and by
its ability to give form to the intangible. This, of course, is an
anachronistic way to see painting. The appropriationisc possibilities
of Vincent Canade's Washington Square at Night, which looks for
all the world like Edward Hopper, didn't interest him at all. Neither
was he interested in "originality." Bronk looks through che naked
birch trees in Canade's Birch Sketch #2, (which to a different eye
seems not unlike a hundred other figurative-impressionistic landscape sketches) and sees the difficulty of weacher:
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I love the gentk days, the summertimes,
their mumbled messages, asking the ear
to bare itselfto hear them better.
Yet,
other poems clothe me again
in their clarities when I stand in them
as in a weather. I try the way they look.
weathers

m Live In

It is the discipline of observation that draws Bronk in. There is the
world. and there is the painter. and the painting is what happens in
the middle. Many of the paintings in [he collection feature skies.
This seems like no coincidence for a poet so obsessed with light
and the proof it gives of immateriality.

~y is it that we think our lives can just be wonderful? Before my
thIrd trip to visit him in Binghamton, Martin emailed an instruction
list. It was very programmatic and specific.
SUnday: I expect my daughter will be at home, and that we will.
therefore, want to get personal time elsewhere. Ifyou let me know whm
you expect to arrive. we can meet at the Embassy Suites Hotel. You'll haw
the option ofdining with us at home, or on your oum, ifyou prefer.
Dress: I'd like to see your whites. No need to shop for a white
eatsuit before I've seen the corset and stockings, though, of course, I'll
be wanting to see you in one sometime soon. Your highest shoes, of
course. A short skirt or tight dms would be nice. With skirts, I prqn.
blouses that button down the foont.
Makeup: A tastqitlg/amqur wok is my prifaence, hence the reds, and
the suggestion of liquid foundation, eyeliner, blush, etc. I'd like you It)
experiment with your hair.' and wiD be interested in seeing what you dtJ• .

Scent: Isis prefers supplicants to come scented with rose, sandalwood, lotus and Myrrh. Any or all of these would be ideal.
Address: My Lord would be most appropriate.
This would be our last "rehearsal" prior to the threesome with
his Toronto Pleasure Slave which was scheduled to happen after
Christmas. He had great plans for this encounter, which would
start off at the Binghamton Embassy Suites Hotel. He was laying
in supplies, like new whips and purple latex double dildoes. But
then again, a strap-on was another central element.
Suffice it to say, he'd written, I like it stylish but not stylized. If
something turns me or my partner(s) on, I probably want to do it. C.
has no need to exercise seniority, and no special position relative to
you. So alpha, no alpha, you can shape how we play with Catherine
to an appropriate degree. It's my responsibility to synthesize and direct,
based on what I know. I suggested the idea ofyou focking her from
behind because it seemed to me that this was possible. Dominance
shouldn't be an ego trip, it's more like leadership. There are great ego
rewards, and great pleasures. But the greatest pleasure and success
comes foam creating the experience of optimal erotic excitement in
total Catherine is lovely in many ways, and is pleasingly devoted to
me. I hold her in very very high regard, and see to her development
and protection as my duty.
For our third meeting, Sunday, December 22, I was to drive to
the Embassy Suites in Binghamton with several garment bags of
clothing: road clothes for the 360 mile roundtrip; corset. garters,
stockings; the slutty secretary clothes; and a subdued and tasteful
outfit to change into later on when he'd take me out to dinner with
his daughter. This was starting to feel a lot like working a double
shift of cocktail waitressing or whoring. And then there was the
dip-on hairpiece and the manicure; the bright red lipstick, liquid
eyeliner and the dreadful hippie body oils with names like Jasmine,
Sandalwood and Rose.
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Late Tuesday night, December 17, Illy frie nd C. died suddenly
and unexpectedly in a fri end 's rool11 whil e he was visiti ng N ew
York City. I was 225 miles away in T hurm an, and al l of Wed nesday,
Thursday, and Friday afternoon, whil e I was shopping for the
slurty outfit down in Saratoga, I was on rh e ph one ro friends in
LA, New York, Chicago, London and Auckland . rrying to figure
out how to get G's body out of the Brooklyn morgue and back to
his family in New Zealand. His fri end Isobel. who he'd been staying with in New York, had a ticket to fl y ho me ro Auckland for
the holidays thar Sunday and sh e was besid e herself, fi eld ing 200
calls a day, trying to raise funds ro pay a Brooklyn undenaker so the
funeral parlor would "release" the body. D id I menti on all this happened while I was trying to write a book about the Holocaust?
For a while it seemed like there might be a wa ke on Sunday afternoon. In that case I'd drive down to Brooklyn so rhat Iso bel could
catch her plane.
On Thursday night I emai led Marrin very cautiously. Subject:
possible change ofplnns. Dear Martin, I wrote, 1 mfl)' not be abie to
come to Binghamton this Sunday. I wrote him how my fri end had
died, about the body and the wake and all of the confusio n. But
that I still looked forward very much to see ing him and would let
him know how things resolved. H e did not respo nd . O n Friday
afternoon, there was a decision not to transport the body until after
the Christmas holidays, and so I emailed him aga in : Sunday's cLear.

Arrangements, finally, circumvent NYc. See you at the Em barS)' at
J:30. Meanwhile my friend's body was still at the morgue, I pictured this, a tag attached' to his big roe, in Brooklyn.
For several years, a scene revolved around Bronk's house 0 11 Pea.rl
Street. Bronk sold the lumberyatd shortly after turning 60, in
1978. Paul Pines moved upstate from his island near Barbados, and
there was Sheldon Hurst, and other friends who Hurst employed
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part-time in the communi ty coll ege Humanities D epartment.
Lorin French and Dan Leavy were there. H aving eS tablished themselves as artists, they [Ook advantage of the kinds of opportunities
provided by arts councils and regional museums. Often, there were
residencies and exchanges with other artists in Quebec and M ain e
and Provincetown, and they liked [0 bring their new friends
" home" to meet with Bronk on Pearl Street. Sometimes these visitors stayed for months, and their late-night co nversations sp illed
over into collaborations.
T he artist Jo Ann Lanneville from Three Rivers, Canada made
an anist's book of prints respo nding [0 Bronk's poetry. Dan Leary
made a woodcut called The Light, The Trees in answer to Bronk's
work in Lifo Supports. All these works are part of Bronk's collection.
T he collection documents a kind of reciprocity that could only
happen over time. For years, Bronk wrote poems evoked by looking
at the paintings of Canacie, Maril and other visual art contemporaries. Later on, yo unger visual artis ts produced works inspired by
their readings of these poems.
So while the works in Bronk's collection might seem disparate,
they are actually parts of one large body created by a cIusterfuck of
influence. "I am a husband to my work," Bronk told the Albany
Times Union, and the marriage did turn out to be prolific. Composed in many differem styles, all the works in Bronk's collection
share a concern with space and emptiness, light and darkness.
Living alone with them so many years, Bronk wrote to them and
straight through them.

Once it had seemed
the objects mattered: the light was to see them by.
Examined, they yielded nothing, nothing real
. ,. In them, the light revealed itself, took shape.
Objects are nothing. There is only the light, the light!
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Bronk wrote in Life Supports, sittin g in his living roo m beside a
painting made by Canade. Voluntaril y ex iled in this backwater
Republican town, Bronk came hom e from rhe lumberyard to a
world of luminous ideas. The pai ntings helped him to create his
own imaginary realm, which was transmitted, then, to others.
It's only thanks to Hurst's work on It Becomes Our Life that it is
possible to see this. His commentary in ir is simulraneo usly modest
and mind-blowing. As if addressing a roomful of community college students, he describes the full range of Bronk's intentions in the
simplest terms. To look and to see. To ap preciate paradox. To know
what matters and not. Although my friend Mark dismisses the community college as "high school with a cigarette," wh en I visited
Hurst there I was amazed to see so many people working hard for
vety lirtle money ro give people like Mark some kind of opportunity.
It's possible to take two years of classes there for free and then
transfer to a four-year universiry. Hurst was about to leave for Russia,
where he'd talked some people into setting up an exchange program
at the Hermitage. He'd be back after the semester break.

Ar rhe hotel thar afternoon in Binghamron, Martin said a thing
that puzzled me. He was planning to pass my contact info Onto
Catherine, and I said something about how great that was, his willingness to take that risk, to bring the two of us together. "What
risk?" he asked . "Do you think there's anything the twO of you
could do to undermine me?" Later there was a strange dinner in a
restaurant with his daughter, in which the twO of them observed
my effortS to engage with chern, the couple. } thought abour the girl's
dead mother. There were no pictures of her in the display of family
photographs the pair had mounted in the living room at home.
After the Christmas holidays, I emailed Marrin I was having
seco nd thoughts about the "encounter" we had planned with

Catherine. } told him I was much more inrerested in them than
catsuits, scrap-ons , slurry secretary clothes or hairstyles.
He responded in the language of the office: I think it's clear
that you're seeking a broader focus to a relatiomhip than I, and that
the centrality of my foCU.I on sex, and on a particular kind of sexual
relationship (as I wish to define it) is not what you would prioritize.
If I see this correctly, it appears we are likely to experience increasing
conflict rather than increasing pleasure following our current course.
This is regrettable, but I think, beyond argument or salvation. 1 never
heard from him again.

Cole Porter's songs are infinitely touching because they conjure up
a world that's more "adult" than any website: a world in which
"ennui" can rhyme with "see," and happiness can be savored
against a backdrop of possible loss. A world in which "} get a kick
though it's clear to me/You obviously don't adore me," and it's
possible to love without being loved back in rerum. Witty and
brave, they make it bearable to live among the ugly things because
they give you hope.
Discovering Bronk's an collection proved that a life full of
meaning can happen anywhere, even in this isolate town . The
memory of Bronk's life and the devotion of his friends open the
door to what poetry offers us: a world defiant of bureacro-porn,
where people exist and everything counts.
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(1998)

Let's Call The Whole Thing Off
H aving just come back to LA from a trip through Eastern Europe
ro Romania, I am obsessed with relativity. Yesterday at the art school
wh ere 1 teach, I watched Julia D 'Agostino's hypnotic video, Eden
Between (1998). The camera remained sta tic for four takes and each
take las ted twO minu tes. The centerpiece of the image was a rented
trampoline. Cylclo rama blue sky, sheared green hedges, attractive
people of many and mixed races dressed in baggy hip-hop clothes
bouncing singly and in pairs on the big trampoline. It blew my
mi nd that the subj ect of the video was really "gesture" : how the
jumpers held th emselves, their relation ships to each other. \Vt> are

living in a place where young adults spend lazy afternoons jumping up
and down like kindergartners. I thought it was a fragment of the
Benetton dream.
Recently, I've fallen back in rouch with D an Asher, a form er
friend from the East Village in the 1970s. For an extended time,
Dan was living on the couch of the 400-square-foot apartment 1
shared on Second Avenue with my friend, Tom Yemm . Tom was
studying post-Frankfurt School philosophy at the New School and
I was working several shifts a week at the Wild West Topless Bar. I
met D an in the street and he didn't have a place to stay so I invited
him to move in. Dan had just gotten back from Paris where h e'd
been sleeping by the Seine and photographing the Maurice Bejarr
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ballet. ''I'd rather be:: with th e bums, th e c1ochards, th ey're more
interesting than the jerk-offs who run rh e culture industry!" Dan
would proclaim in his trademark nasa l whin e. It was one of those
endless New York summers. Dan wore th e baggy overcoa t of a
schizophrenic, which I just assum ed he was. He was a trul y original person and we had the mos t amaz ing conversations, but then
he disappeared and for fifteen years I never hea rd fro m him again.
Two months ago, I met him at a party in West Hollywood. He
was in LA on art business. Things change. Dan Asher is now an
artist and an independent invesror on th e stock market. I'm a
columnist, not a whore. Several years ago, Dan underwen t tests
that resulted in a diagnosis of autism. Jr's a condition that is rarely
diagnosed and often misperceived as schizo phreni a or attention
deficit disorder. Dan's favorite definition of autism is tI heighten ed
state ofhyper-sanity. This definition also pretty much describes the
experience of viewing his work as well as his id eas about art-making .. Since the early 198Ds Dan has traveled constantly, both by
chOIce and by design . Traipsing all around th e world in hi s overCoat with still and video cameras, Dan has been a participant
observer at the margins of the New World Order. Wherever he
travels, he's drawn to "the bums, the c1ochards" because these are
his kind. Autistics are said to have savant abilities, which may
e.x tend sometimes to art, sometimes to math, and his im ages functl~~ as seismographs of global culture. Anonymous and see mingly
dlSlnterested, his images catch the odd persistence of difference in
nations where the speed of change has accelerated faster in a
decade than a hundred years. He is no Alan Sekuta, and his images
offer no phony up tift, no poignant distance. Rather, he is a genius
at delineating the particularities of dereliction, th e odd individual
behaviors of those left behind.
In Dan's videotape Budapest (1996), a fastidiou sly attired old
man slowly and meticulously reads a newspaper at a crowded bus
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stop. Wearing a starched white shirt and a black suit that looks like
a frock coat, the man sits up very straight. There is an enormous
formality to his posture and gestures. At first glance, the man seems
oblivious to time. But as he folds back the page of his newspaper,
you see he's inhabiting an entirety different timescape than the other
pedestrians: a shard of 19th century decorum in the midst of diesel
fumes. In Dan's Barcelontl (1996) videotape, a homeless woman
squats in a similarly crowded city street, folding and unfolding a
ptastic bag. She does this as if her life depended upon it, with great
concentration and calm. Unlike Chantal Ackerman's rigorously
interstitial movie D'Est (1993), Dan's videos are selectively interstitial.
Documenting personal rituals and small significant events within
the flow of detritus in changing urban centers, he's more like an
anthropologist than an artist. Even as I write this, rm wondering
to what extent D 'Est's formal rigor shields us from the imptications
of its content. The endless tracking shots of huddled crowds in terminals in DEst, punctuated with the off-screen strain of violins,
makes the decenteredness of these newly "liberated" countries into
something existential and not circumstantial, and this (I think) is
the dilemma surrounding everything our culture deems "great art."
The seeming amateurishness of Asher's videos, his hand-held
cameras hovering over arbitrary rituals of the mad that passersby
don't want to see, brings us face-to-face with the reality of daily
life within the backwaters of what was once reputedly a world,
but is now a global marketplace. His work is indefensible, without
the rationale of compositional strategy or cinematic reference to
support it. Therefore it functions as direct current, forcing viewers
to adopt the same perceptual modality as the hyper-sane.
"Shit" is a favorite word among the Yugoslavian expatriate community in Paris, favored by both Bosnians and Serbs. I spent
several days in Paris trying to get a visa into Belgrade, but since the
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Serbian government has adopted a "reciprocal sa nctions" policy
against Americans, these efforts were ro no avail. Stepping through
the doors of the Yugoslav Embassy in the crummy 9th arrondissement
of Paris is a step back fifry years. Everyone's bu sy puffing Kents,
doing their best to keep up with th e rhree-pa ck-a-day national
quota. The war's about to start again, this time in the Albanian
provinces. Zika Swirr, who is my host here, expl:Jin s (hat th e Albanians see the ongoing balkanization of rh e region as their
opporrunity to expunge the Serbs.
"More shit," Zika says, offering me a cigarette. "Ir will be shir."
Zika is an importer of a rare strain of lingonberry found only in the
forest regions south of Belgrade. Traditionally, these berries have
been used as a flavoring ingredient in French jam. Berries, like every
other fruit, are perishable. They're good for roughly ten days after
picking, and then they rot. Since cargo flights from Yugoslavia to
western Europe have been suspended, the berries must be transported by truck and van. Each shipment is an unpredictable race against
the clock on rutted roads, past border guards with wildly fluctuating
scales of bribes. Zika's constantly on the phone between the jam factories outside of Lille and Yugoslavia, whenever he can get a line. He
does this from a tiny deux-piece apartment in Montmartre, and I see
him as a kind of patriot: nearly any low-paid immigrant job would
be easier and more lucrative than trucking berries through a war
zone, yet he persists in doing this. Zika on Yugoslavia: "It was the
most Western COUntry of the East. And now, ir's [1Ot the West, it's nor
the East. It's not a country any more. " Spending time with him, I
starr to get a sense of what it might be like living in a war.
After our unsuccessful visit to the consulate, Zika takes me to
the Yugoslavian Cultural Center. The Center looks and feels completely European. Zika's proud of its location, directly opposite
the Pompidou. We wander through a multimedia exhibition by
the artist Lana Vasiljevic. There is a photograph ofYirginia Woolf
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placed under 23 sheets of glass. There is a book placed on a wax
pedestal, encased in wax. Zika seems pleased by the international tenor
of this exhibition, though the only piece he responds to is the one
called Bloody Letter. The catalogue essay waxes on about "inscribed
represe ntation" and the "fatal break with the imaginary ideal."
The work is totally generic and the sheer gap between it and
my experience with Zika makes me think about the genre, from
Gerhard Richter's paintings to Uta Barch's photographs, to the
work of all their eager imitators, busily rubbing and obscuring and
re-photographing recognizable pictures into blur until they're
"an." Transmission by Romanian TV of the capture of Nicolae
and Elena Ceausescu during a public rally at the onset of the 1989
"revolution" was abrupdy interrupted. The picture broke up into
lines of dropout; the camera jerked, and offscreen voices rose
above and underneath the muffle: it's impossible to know, ever,
what went on. The ambient videos of Akerman and Asher plunge
us direcdy into the blur that is Eastern European life, and it strikes
me as hilariously perverse that Belgrade artists are now appropriating Western murk, where murk is used like Valium: a little
something to take the edge of things and make them "art." One of
Dan Asher's most subversive images is a decontextualized news
photo of a Benetton-sponsored race car bursting into flames .
A Romanian artist who I'm interviewing asked me not to
come at 6 p.m. but later, after dark, because, "I am not so good
with the transition between day and night." We are trying to
locate the particular anxiety that grips every visitor to Romania
from the moment they arrive here. He says: "It is difficult to
remember. It is also difficult

to

forget. "
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Pay Attention
Yesterday, Yom Kippur eve, I went to a Zen retreat in Sagaponack,
the achingly beautiful stretch of flat and gtassy land near the ocean
in Bridgehampton. The retreat began at 6 a.m. in the 18th cemury
horse stables that have been exquisitely converted to a Zendo on the
property of Roshi Peter Mathiesson. Before the sun came up, during
the first round of sitting meditation, Roshi uttered several sentences
about the need to "pay attention." In an open bur deliberate voice,
he said: "If you pay attention to the day there will be no difference
between you and the day and the day will pay attention to you." His
voice was steeped in the halting certainty that some men acquire at
his age, which is approximately 70, as if there was no time lag
anymore between his words and movement of his thought. And
then he said something about "soft breezes." It was a perfect lateSeptember day and everything proceeded as if within an internal
sense of order. Sitting on a black cushion stuffed with futon batting,
counting from one to ten, I observed the slow whooshing of a car
passing outside on Bridge Lane. Its sound coursed through my
body. I felt a little bit like Walter Benjamin tripping on hashish in
Marseilles before the War ... so sensitized that, "I daren't move my
hand across a page for fear the shadow might hurt it."
At 10 a.m. we took a work break. Because I had no special
skills, a priestly-looking guy handed me a plastic bag and sent me
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off to pick up trash along the roadside. There was a giddy kind of
clarity, stepping out of the dimmed room and down Sagg Main
to Sand Dune Lane-orange frittilary burrerflies lighting in the
coastal meadow grass, the sharp protuberance of banks of Montauk daises. In the past four hours all my senses had been
heightened through a narrowing of focus, and I thought this
must be something like the opposite of Tim Leary's psychedelic
Millbrook. Two black workers in a clean white private sanitarion
truck crawled along behind me on Sagg Main while I vainly
searched for trash. It was so very zen. The estate section of
Bridgehampton must be among the worst places in America to
search for empty cans and fast food wrappers. These guys, oblivious
to the butterflies, had it covered.

"But why," conceptual artist Chris Burden asked his 27 year old
graduate student, Jennifer Schlosberg, with faux-paternalist concern, "do you make yourself so scary?" Burden, as I'm sure you will
recall, burst OntO the international contemporary art scene when
he convinced a friend to shoot him in the arm. The resulting artwork, Shoot (1971)-a few grainy photos and a terse
description-ricocheted around the world, while Burden was
himself an MFA student at UC Irvine. Burden famously went on
to aim a gun, on-air, ar an unsuspecring female TV talk host. So
what, you have to ask yourself, could Schlosberg possibly have
done that this venerable Dean of Shock and Body Art would find
"scary"? Her idea was to invite her fellow art students and teachers
a( UCLA to her studio for a set of 45-minure duet portrait sessions.
Her idea was, they could sit together one-an-one and draw each
other's faces. It would be a way co get to know these people who
she'd recently just met. Coming from an undergraduare dance
program in Connecticut, Jennifer was ignorant of the values of rhe
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contemporary art world, as if knowing how to draw had anything
to do with art. She knew even less about the art world's mores.
Sensing a toxic cloud of paranoia seeping through the walls of the
much-vaunted downtown studios, she was trying to break through
it in a proactive way. "I was trying to be friendly. It was like, you
know, everyone is just a person," she said in her defense.
Only half her invitees responded to her directly. As she
walked the studio halls conversations stopped and doors closed
fast. Speculation about her motives and identity mushroomed.
Was Jennifer (who, in any other context but the art world, is a
poised and confident young woman) simply an ungainly dark,
desperate to make friends at any costs? Perhaps her agenda was more
Machiavellian. Several of her classmates were launching international careers, her teachers showed with blue-chip galleries: was she
trying to con them into giving her free drawings? Tormented by the
rumors, Jennifer starred writing. Documentation is the paranoiac's
favorite card.
During her first year in the program, Jennifer typed 425 singlespaced pages of what she called her "notes," recording in an
alphabetized dossier. the history of her interactions with everyone at
school. She compiled 78 folders on these colleagues who were friends,
ex-friends, teachers, strangers, boyfriends. Rambling and infinitely
digressive, the text reads something like Remembrance of Things Past,
if Proust had spent his time at an American junior high school.
Of course (he text became the work, and she eventually compiled these writings into a kind of anist's book. She calls it 78
Drawings ofMy Face. and ir is a brilliant chronicle of the very qualities that define contemporary LA art: ambition, exclusion and
anxiety. The book is written in the vein of adolescent self-mutilation, except that Jennifer externalizes the pain of all the cross-wired
contradictions that drive young women crazy. It's a project that's
been approached before in 'zines, but Schlosberg does it with a
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mania for precision that I've never wirnessed in this genre. It is also
the definitive case study of fear and loathing in the LA art world, set
squarely in the place where it begins: high-profi le graduate art
programs, where careers are made not simply on the basis of attendance, but (like corporate and politi cal careers), who you manage to
make friends with.
Schlosberg is anxious to "tell a1l" about her boyfriend Jon Pestoni
who makes her promise not to tell anybody in the program that
they're having sex, supposedly to protect the feelings of his ex-girlfriend, Jennifer Borman. Unsparingly, she documents her nervous
meetings in New York with Georgina Starr and Sharon Lockhart,
two women about her age who've already built significant careers.
But what wins you over is, the real subject of the book is Jennifer
herself, and how she thinks, or thought, at 26. While many books
have been written by people at the age of 26, there is very little
literature that is really 26. Most people (I include myself) are much
too busy at that age formulating who they think they ought co be to
tell the less-than-perfect truth of what it feels like fO be 26.
This, I think, is a tremendous breakthrough. But Schlosberg's
work was not perceived that way. Her classmates asked: How could
she? Chris Burden and the artist Charlie Ray both deemed her work
"unethical." Faculty member Morgan Fisher refused , outright, to
work with her. Burden then explained: "Artists have to do their own
work. An should not be based on social interactions. "
Last year r edited Airless Spaces by Shulamith Firestone, a set of
very shorr and barely fictionalized observations of the lives of deadbeats, suicides and losers who pass in and out of New York City's
memal health and welfare institutions. In 1972, when she was 25,
Firestone burst onto the scene of second-wave feminism with The
Dialectic of Sex, her analytic, brilliant book which soon became a
movement classic. Refusing a career as a professional feminist,
Fi restone's life began to take a series of odd turns, which led to 12
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years shuttling in and out of New York City public mental hospitals.
As a teenager, Dialectic was my favorite book, and I'd always wondered what had happened ro Shulamith ... JUS t as I'd often wondered
why so many of the confrontational, conceptual female artists who
were Burden's prominent contemporaries in 1971 have disappeared
in middle-age to live around New Mexico in teepees, or become massage therapists and cranial-sacral healers. What makes rage become
New Age? By all logic, these women now should be our leaders.
Schlosberg's chapter on "Chris Burden" offers several answers.
"In telling some men about the project, " Schlosberg writes,
"many have been horrified, citing the idea of betraying someone,
of "getting them in trouble, " maybe because of an affair they've
had . And it was my fault, because I was "exposing" them. No one
ever asked me how I felt or why I was doing what they were
assuming I was doing, which isn't necessarily what I have done .. .
I actually think I barely even mention affairs. But they do co me
up . And I think I have the right to feel what I feel, and they do
toO, and-I couldn't really think, myself, of anything I've done
that I wouldn't want ever to be said . I mean, I'm human. What are
we ashamed of? And what about it don't we want people to know?
Now r know this is an extremely complicated issue ... "
"I thought this was always my job-to make people see something ugly inside. Take them to a place in themselves they didn't
want to go, bur had to ... " the late Heather Lewis wrote in her
second book, Notice.
The artist Carol Irving was attacked at knifepoint in Providence,
Rhode Island, while she was an undergraduate at Brown. She
reported rhe incident and agreed to press charges. After the shock of
the attack wore off, what disturbed her the most was the insidiousness of the police investigation. Though Irving was being rrained for
a career in foreign affairs, the experience led her to conceptual an.
Shortly after the court case, she created the installation PL-055989,
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which was her case number. "I looked at the questions asked of me
after the incident and broke them down into five sets. The way the
police asked questions was differem from the judge, from the shrink,
from my friends, from the grand jury ... One man on rhe grand jury
kept trying to get me to talk about what it felt like to be stabbed. The
questions were so much creepier than rhe srory."
Fascinated by the power exerted within seemingly "neutral"
questions, Irving mounted a piece called Truth (J 998) two years
later, in New York. This time, she deployed the 20th century's
breakthrough machine of judicial control, the polygraph lie detector.
With an instrument rented from a sleazy New Jersey private
investigator, Irving administers polygraph tests to willing gallery
viewers. Volunteers are invited to choose from one of five batteries
of questions compiled by Irving herself. They're tided "Dirry,"
"Da maged," "Denial," "Sneaky," and "Guilty." The questions, like
Irving's presence in a tailored navy blue suit, are ambig uous,
insinuating, and titillating enough to elicit willing confessions.
Part old-fashioned stewardess, part policewoman or warden, Irving
fastens sensors with a cool institutional touch to the five primary
pulse-points of her subject's bodies. She remains firm but welcoming,
aware of the power of slight shades of emphasis. Is age a barrier to
intimacy? she asks. Are free elections possible? Do you feel free? Do
you know who is responsible for your problems? The subject's heart
rate, his breath, the exusions of sweat beneath his skin, all trigger
lines on the polygraph printout.
While participation in Truth is completely voluntary, many of
frving's subjects later accused her of violating them. Inverting
questions of Foucauldian control, Truth is one hundred eighty
degrees away from 18 Drawings' obsessively transparent babble.
Truth invites viewers to interact with a female presence that is
maddeningly opaque. Irving wills herself to become a blank screen
that others leap to project themselves onto. Perhaps because they are

female, it is both Irving and Schlosberg themselves and not their
works, who are critiqued. Both artists have been described as
"unethical" and "immoral." "It occurred to me," wrote a critic for the
nation's leading left-wing journal of politics and culture in a letter to
Irving, "that your intrusion into other people's lives was really quite
prurient and manipulative .. . a cheap stratagem for getting people
to reveal themselves. Art," he concluded, echoing C hris Burden's
dictum to Schlosberg, "is Llsually an act of self-expression."
What makes sophisticated contemporary artists and art theorists become essentialists? I think that "privacy" is to contemporary
female art what "obscenity" was to male art and literature of the
1960s. The willingness of someone to use her life as primary material is still deeply disturbing, and even more so if she views her own
experience at some remove. T here is no problem with femal e
confession providing it is made within a repentant rherapemic narrative. Bm to examine things coolly, to thrust experience out of
one's own brain and pm it on the rabIe, is still too confrontational.
Like the most canonical conceptual art, Schlosberg and Irving's
work forges an interaction that implicates it's viewers. It's the distancing of female experience that drives art critics crazy. Refusing
the realm of abject memoir/confession, Schlosberg and Irving's
projects presume to treat female experience universally.
Why did Chris Burden's female contemporaries retreat to
teepees? Perhaps they were weary ... all this venom released upon
those who set out to prove such a simple Heisenbergian point.
Maybe they gave up and realized, as Hollis Frampton wrote in his
exquisite 1974 essay on history, "As I sit writing this text, on one of
the days of the only life I shall live, a fine April afternoon is passing
outside my window."
"My an," declared Burden one year before, "is an examination
of reality."
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Posth umous Lives
A conceptual anist I know in New York City keeps a card file of
everyone important he's ever met. Each card contains the important
person's name and contact information; the occasion of their
meeting; a recollected transcript of their conversation. Additional
information, such as sexual habits, recreational preferences, significant achievements, birthday, spouse's name (if applicable), may be
added later as it becomes available. Through his diligence, this
artist has succeeded in becoming a semi-arrworld name. Meaning,
value are completely arbitrary. I think the card file is this artist's
greatest work.
"It's a real crap shoO(," Carolee Schneemann says, about the
chances that an artist's work many survive her. We're talking about
her gorgeous installation piece, Mortal Coils (1993), a visual
memorial to the lives of fifteen recently deceased artist friends. All
exhibited widely in their li fetimes, but in the few ensuing years,
the works of several of these people have already disappeared into
the legal limbo-lands of estate barrles, aerics, garbage dumps and
srorage bins. Best known as a structuralist film and videomaker
during the 1970s and t980s, Paul Sharit's subliminally fast-cut
"flicker films" previsaged digital effects and MTV As Schneemann
notes, he made "these exquisite tiny mosaics of color that are
orchestrated visually, like visual music. He was influential in taking
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film back into the primacy of the Frame." But when he died in
BuFfalo in 1993, Sharits was livin g virtually in the street and left
no will and no executor. Five years later, Schneemann says, no one
knows where his work is.
"It's important for anists to gain a certain cachet prior to their
death," states Alison Gingeras, assistant curator at New York's
Guggenheim Museum. "Certain mythologies are sealed by the fact
that the artist died." Because, she says, "much critical speculation
comes into being after their death. This whole aura develops
around the reputation of the artist because of the way their life is
narrativized by the person who takes over. "
Posthumous life, of course, has got to be the most grandiose of
all vain dreams. Still, the dead cannot keep card files, make phone
calls, attend openings, or realign their work with every shift in
curatorial discourse. Therefore, who they're represented by and
how is of primary importance. I was in New York Ciry so J decided
to chat with someone who manages dead artists' careers.
A visit to the theater artist Penny Arcade is always a little like the
moment in Fellini's Roma when Anna Magnani Rings open her
apartment door. Or else, it's like Veronique Vial's 1998 book of
glamour pOrtraits, Women Before lOa. m. (it's always before 10 a.m.
in Penny Arcade's apartment). Penny's premises have recently
expanded to an additional floor of a Lower East Side walk-up building that is perennially on the verge of being condemned by the New
York Ciry Housing Authority. The new floor is where she keeps the
artist Jack Smith's ashes. Outside the window on the fire escape are
six of fourteen potted trees (the rest are on the rooftop) that Arcade
inherited from the late photographer and Artist's Co-Op member
Sheyla Baykal. Maintained by Baykal until her death in 1995, each
pot contains the ashes of one of fourteen more dead artists.
Penny Arcade was a close friend of legendary camp artiste and
theorist Jack Smith for decades in New York. When Jack died of
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AIDS in 1989, she became his death mother. Smith asked her to
protect his work, and it's in her loft that Jack's spirit of "aesthetic
delirium" most vigorously lives on. Penny recalls that several days
before Jack's death his hospital room was crammed with important
visitors, including Allen Ginsberg, Ira Cohen and Agosto Machado.
When Penny came in and started cleaning up around his bed ,
Jack crooned, "Oh! If only I had a mother like you my life wouldn't have been so miserable." Penny replied, "Everybody has a
birrh mother, Jack, but you can have a death mother, too. I'll be
your death mother. " "How is it that you know how to take such
beautiful care of Jack?" Ginsberg asked her, leaning forward.
"What I was doing, " Penny recalls, "is ac ting. I'm a very good
actress. I was pretending that all these tubes coming out of Jack
were perfectly normal, thus dissipating the anxiety in the room
which was not only about Jack's feelings about being in this condition in front of Allen Ginsberg, but Allen's anxiety about seeing
it. I turned to Allen and said, ' It's because I love Jack,' and Jack
got up, and with all the strength he had, he said to Allen: 'It's
because I'm not a walking career like you!'"
We're drinking coffee in the yellow room up in the annex.
Penny's recently quit smoking. We're passing back and forth the
pickle jar containing some of Jack's remains. "People pick it up,"
she giggles, "and say, 'Oh, what's this?' and I say 'Oh, that's Jack,'
and they freak. That's what you end up with after everything is
gone: bone fragments. The skin burns up and what's left is chunky.
But I like having him around. I like having Jack around.
"The idea of death," she says, "is very small and hard, but if
somebody is holding your death with you, the death relaxes, it
fluffs up and expands and reveals itself to you. We're all afraid of
death . But ever since I was very young, I had this idea that your
death is always with you. It's not something that shows up at the
end of your life. We walk with our death, and when I've carried
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somebody's death with him, that's a very special collaboration,
because it's conceptually holding the idea of death and letting it
expand. Death is a screen for your life to be projected onto in its
entirety. It's very rich, like the plushest velvet. It's thick, it's slow,
luxurious, and Sheyla Baykal understood this very well."
In the year following Smith's death , Arcade made an extraordinary effort to preserve and maintain the Sistine chapel of the
underground that was Jack Smith's apartment. "It was a room,"
she says, "that by its very construction would expand your consciousness and make you weep. The layering of paint, the tile, the
Arab minarets around the bathtub ... Jack didn't believe in short
curs. The walls were imbued with living meaning that resonated
whether he was there or not. " None of Jack's former friends, she
says, except for Jack himself, Saykal, Machado and the film critic
J. Hoberman were able to see the value of maintaining Jack's
apartment as a museum to his work and ideas. Some people were
eager to grab Jack's $250-per-monrh apartment lease within days
of his death, even though it was a seven-story walk-up. But more
extraordinarily, there was no interest among museums or art institurions at that time in becoming involved in this preservation.
After eighteen months of single-handed curatorial effort, Arcade
finally gave up, documenting the space herself and placing aU
removable parts in storage. When PS 1 mounted the 1997 Jack
Smith: Flaming Creature retrospective of Smith's work, the exhibition
filled eight galleries. All the material in the show was transported
from the storage bins that Penny had maintained and paid for aU
those years, and her 800-square-foot loft.
Still, perhaps because Arcade is an artist, PS 1 curator Ed
Leffingwell was loath to follow her advice regarding the contextualization of Smith's work. "They were looking for a hook," Arcade
recalls, "and that hook seemed to be about beatniks, homosexuality
and garbage." The show received mixed notices, didn't travel.
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"Whereas I feel that Jack had five ideas, in the words of the poet
Rene Ricard, five HUGE ideas, and the public wasn't guided
towards them ." But then the conversation shifts again before she
tells me what they were.
We drink another cup of coffee and then we go outside. Penny
takes me to a jewelry fabricator's srorefronr twO blocks away on
Essex Street. As she unlocks the padlock to the accordion gate
outside the grimy plate-glass window and swaps greetings with a
Chinese sweatshop foreman on the stoop, I realize she's a kind of
unofficial mayor. It's in the backroom of this storefront, in boxes
stacked on temporary shelves, that Arcarde stores the prinrs and
negatives that comprise three decades of Baykal's photographic
work. The boxes were collected from the street. When Baykal died
in 1995 , there was no money left in her estate for professional
conservation. Still, het legacy remains prese rved so long as Penny
keeps this up.
Penny opens up the boxes, and as we look at the large, gorgeously hand-printed black and white portraits, I feel as if I'm
enrering a secret history of the Lower East Side. Once a Ford
Agency model, Baykal took pictures all her life. In 1968 she gave
up modeling, went to Europe and joined the Artist's Co-Op, a
group that produced environmental installations with her friend,
the late Paul Thek. Back in New York, Sayka! continued photographing the "flaming creatures," drag queens, runaways and
burlesque stars who once were Smith's contemporaries, roaming
Second Avenue before it was a feeding trough of upscale bistros,
when it was still an outpost of the Lower East Side. The photographs are visually stunning. Everyone is dead now, bur
captured in their self-invented splendor at the height of rococo.
There's performance artist Ethyl Eichenberger, playing the accordion in rhinestone shades. Eichenberger suicided so as not to be a
burden on his friends before he died of AIDS. When his friend
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Ron Vawter suggested they apply for grants [ 0 defray Ethel's medical
expenses, he replied, "Bur ROil, I am;J dl't1gqueen. They don't give
grants to drag queens."
Baykal's images bring me back ro a time I vaguely knew, one
that has s~ far escaped professional art histo ricizing. Still, I worry
about theIr future. Rem embering Gingeras' com ments about the
importance of the artist's reputation being solidly in place before
her death, I say, "But Penny, Sheyla Baykal was not an art star."
"When you get down to the year 3050," Penny snaps back, "Sheyla
Baykalled an artistic life. She did great work, she spent her entire
lifetime developing and honing her aesrhetic. That's what an art
star is to me!"
As Schneemann says, it's a crap shoot.
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Pussy Orphanage
My husband Sylvere Lotringer recalls visiting Hannah Wilke at her
Greene Street loft sometime in the late 1970s or early 1980s. Her
walls were lined with dozens of the delicate and winy chewing
gum collages she is known for: tiny cunts floating over watercolor
landscapes, over hard-edged photographs of ciries, fields and trees.
Hannah was the punk Magrirre. We are everywhere, she teased . At
that moment, Hannah functioned as the pariah of the art world,
equally despised by minimalists and feminists, and no one wanted
her collages. Sylvere found it very sad, a pussy orphanage, a ripening
field of unharvested femmejleurs. Yet in the six years following
Hannah's death in 1993, these same collages have become valuable
commodities, exhibited in permanent collections, collected, traded,
bought and sold.
I've been curious abour the way the work of certain artists
changes over the years. How is it that something everyone dismissed as insignificant or mawkish or derivative in 1975 can
become definitive and compelling in 1999? A compilation videotape made from Ana Mendieta's film work (1974-80) was
exhibited at Galerie Lelong in New York this spring, in tandem
with her sculpture Anima (1982) and a set of six photographs,
Volcanic Series No.2 (1979). The volcanic images were created
through a series of solo site performances in which Mendieta, alone
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save for her camera, used her body ro go uge spaces in the ground.
She then replaced rhe eanh with gunpowder.
In the video tape, a naked woman rambles through a land scape
near the ocean, approaching places where she'll leave impressions of
her body. She is very small , appearing so mt:timt:s like a pale smudge
aga inst the bleeding, early-Video G reen landscape. Far fro m bein g
a theatri ca l prese ntation of persona or of self, the video is a curi ous
and riveting ac t of self-surveillance. Cu lminating in the careful
pouring of a small co ntain er of red painr or blood inro a shallow
cavity excavated at the edge of th e ocean, the ta pe is a highl y clinical
d epiction of that most ex plosive subject-trope, "the body." As
D av id Pagel noted in the LA Times fo llowing last year's ex hibition
of Mendieta's ea rly pborographs at Blum & Poe (Sa nta Mo ni ca),
the predominant emotion in this work is "" . cool detachment.
Calm and unAappa ble, she has the presence of a docror doin g a
practice examination on hersel f."
T he film work and these photographs have never been ex hibited as a series before. In fan, mos r of this ea rly work was nor
exhibited during Mendieta's lifetime. The srory of ber work is as
stranded and haunring as th e images themselves. The video tape was
ca refull y compil ed fro m the anist's archives by her sister Raquelin
Mendi eta, who is executO r of her cstare, and Mary Sabbatino,
directO r of Galeri e Lelong. T here we re no bidding wars when
Galeri e Lelon g began rep rese nting the estate in 1991 ; no other
gallery wanted it. Mendieta exhibited brieRy with the femin ist coop gallery AIR during the late 19 705, but had no commercial
gallery representation whi le she was ali ve. As Lelong's assistant
director Rebecca Lax dipl omati cally points out, "dll[ing Mendieta's
lifeti me, her work existed so ephemerally ... She wasn't involved in
the commerce of her work, she was involved in making it."
Yet these films which once were virtually unexhibitabl e now
seem intentional and charged. Rambling for 36 minll[es towards a
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low-tech, verite event, Mendieta's film work was contemporaneous
with structuralist filmmaking, and yet different. With its casual
lyricism and indifference towards the big strucruralist questions of
duration and phenomenologies, cou ld Mendieta's work, like
Wilke's, have been parodying the received ideas of their time? And
yet there's something else, so willfu lly deliberate in her trajectory to
the water's edge. What is it that changes our perceptions of this
work? Does its authority accrue simply through what we know of
Mendieta's early death? Is it the legitimacy bestowed upon the work
through its presentation in the gallery? Or does it change because
we get to see it, finally, in the context of her other ~ork, the sculptures and the photographs of gunpowder silhouettes burned into
the ground? Consider, roo, that while video performances staged
by artists such as Chris Burden, Bruce Nauman and Paul
McCarthy were read as individual markers within singu lar careers,
performances staged by female anists were read en masse as "feminist." For decades, artists like Mendieta, Wilke, Valie Export,
Eleanor Antin existed only within the "feminism" constellation.
Though they were no less intentional or consistently productive
than the men, there were no meta-narratives told about their lives
and work. And so they had no value ...
"There has been a big perceptual change," says Mary Sabbatino,
"and not JUSt from the idea of Mendieta as someone who was outside the art world's nexus of power. In her lifetime, the concerns
and issues Mendieta dealt with weren;t seen as being that important. Now they are." She attributes this change to a cultural shift
that's brought more attention to female artists. Also, Sabbatino
says, there's a generation of artists doing work around the body
who have actively sought Out precursors.
And yet in Mendieta's case, this perceptual shift could not have
happened were it not for the dedicated, thoughtful management of
her estate. In the six years following her death, Mendieta ran the
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risk of moving from obscurity to the notoriety of feminist
icon/victim. In 1988, writing in ArtJorum, Donald Kuspit pathologized her work as evidence of her "troubled sense of self. .. . Her
trouble had to do with her relationship to her mother ... Mendieta
preferred to have narcissistic intercourse with Mother Earth than
sexual intercourse with man." In 1990, Robert Katz's Naked by the
Window: The Troubled Marriage of Carl Andre tlrld Ana Mendieta
presented new post-trial evidence that challenged Andre's acquittal
of murder charges following her dea th. In 1992, people chanted
Where Is Ana Mendieta? in a protest staged outside the Soho
Guggenheim ro draw attention to the institution's failure to
include more than one contemporary female artist in its inaugural
exhibition. "There were a lot of weird, forced reads," recalls Timothy
Blum of Blum & Poe gallery, who represent the Mendieta estate in
Los Angeles. "People were going back into her work in time to see
how she was going to die."
Poised to become a martyr of essentialist feminism, it was not
until Galer'ie Lelong acquired the estate in 1991 that Mendieta's
work began to be considered within the context of art criticism. At
that time, catalogue essayist Mary Jane Jacob asked to look into the
entire Mendieta archive and discovered thousands of unprinted
slides that Mendieta took of her performances. The gallery decided
to make and exhibit prints from these forgotten slides, and a
completely new range of Mendieta's work was discovered.
When an artist dies before his or her time, who manages the
estate and how, becomes vitally important. No one knows this
better than Marisa Cardinale. Hired by the Robert Mapplethorpe
Foundation in 1995 when the estate was at a low point of activity
six years after the artist's death, Cardinale understood her task
would be to look at Mappplethorpe's work through fresh eyes.
The Jesse Helms scandal that erupted over the artist's 1989 retrospective had bestowed tremendous notoriety on his work.
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Cardinale's job was to discover new contexts for it in the present.
Uncertain how exactly she might do this, when she moved into
the Foundation's offices on Wooster Street she discovered a
bonanza. There, piled up in cardboard boxes on a shelf, were
hundreds of Polaroids taken between 1973-74 which had never
been promoted or exhibited.
"I couldn't believe it," Cardinale says. "It was a treasure chest."
Taken during the years when Mapplethorpe was living with Patti
Smith in Manhattan, the Polaroids were intended to be used in
collages, an art form Mapplethorpe was pursuing at the time. Fast
and casual, the Polaroids lack the majesty of his later photographic
work, but have similar subject matter: friend's faces, his face, genitals, Slm games, Patti. "Every single bit of Raben's work," she
says, "exists here- everything that would later get developed. It's
like a little trailer for his later work." Cardinale's first big move was
to broaden the estate's exclusive representation by the Robert
Miller Gallery to a wider range. She brought the Polaroids to the
new galleries.

Within the boxes, Cardinale discovered a set of photographs
that had never been appraised, much less exhibited: a box containing 55 images of Billie Holiday laid out in her coffin. Taken in
the summer of 1959, the series includes tiny prints of various
exposures and odd crappings. Printing from a single negative,
Model zoomed in incrementally on Holiday's body, surrounded by
gardenias in the coffin. Blurred and chilling, the images are completely different from the formally composed, sharp-focus
humanistic portrait work Model was known for. Model printed
the images so close they verge on dissolution. Discovering these
images gave Cardinale some of what she needs to reimagine

Recently, she's begun to represent the estate of the photographer
Lisette Model. When Model died in New York City in 1983 at
the age of 82, her career spanned half a century. Once a student of
composer Arnold Schoenberg, Model began taking pictures when
she lived in Paris in the 19205. Throughout the 1940s, her elegant
documentary images appeared regularly in magazines and she
exhibited several times at MOMA. But in the decade following her
death, Model's work had fallen out of public view. Model's original
executor had been a partner in a small general law practice, and
when he died the estate passed over to the other parmers. Luckily,

Baykal's work.
Altruism aside, how is it chac any artist's work will come to
survive for ochers in the future? Works of arc, after all, are mute and
can't speak for themselves.

Model's work in the present.
Raqueline Mendieta, herself an artist, has represented the
estate full time since Ana's death. ''I'm overwhelmed," says Mary
Sabbatino, "by the generosity and love it takes for one artist to do
this for another." Meanwhile Penny Arcade guards Sheyla Baykal's
photographs, piled up in boxes in the backroom of a Lower East
Side jewelry workshop. Arcade continues to seek out venues for

someone had the prescience to enlist the services of Cardinale, but
when she arrived in 1988, Model's entire output was sealed in a
dozen cardboard boxes stacked up behind the metal desk of a
part-time legal secretary.
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Deep Chaos
At the art school where I teach, there's a lot of talk about "m ultiple
subjectivities. " "You will never succeed as an artist, your work's too
p ersonal!" the smarr pretry girl sneered at her dumbfounded classmate, and everyone agreed. While the word "perso nal" is genera ll y
used as a pejorative, multiple subjectivites-the knack of being
everywhere and therefore nowhere in particular-are seen to be a
very good thing. Everybody knows it's better to construct a narracive than tell a story, that it's okay now to be a girl, so long as you
don't want to calk about it, and that lesbians emit an awful smell.
I'm caught up in the haze of midsummer Los Angeles, the cosmetic
edge we give [Q its preemptive emptiness. Things happen, but they
never quite add up. I think it's something about the qualiry of
attention, information endlessly transmirred but never received.
The twO Los Angeles artists 1 want to write about, Christiana
Glidden and Julie Becker, both work in an atmosphere of chaos.
Chaos, of course, is a trope within art installations. It can be pretty
and light, like the sculpcural works of Jessica Stockholder and Sarah
Sze, or it can be messy and dark, like the works of John Bock and
Jason Rhoades. But the chaos Glidden and Becker make is consistendy internal. "There is a chaos in the head," an East German
skinhead told a reporter from the New Yorker, explaining why he
set fire to a Turkish immigrant settlement. Both Glidden and
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Becker create a kind of chaos that's sweetl y familiar to those who
lived through underground culture of the 70s. Except their chaos
isn't anything like "sca tter art" or ":Hte povera" and ie's not collective, and it feels very new. Like Proust, whose sentences spiraled
off into dozens of subordin ate clauses because he was trying to be
clear, the mess these women make is incidental and in some way
comrary to their inremions. Both have created installations that
attempt to marshal tange nti ally associative references, thoughts
and parallel investiga tions into a single sys tem. Such systems will
always, gloriously, fail.
Christiana's recent China Art Objects exhibition, Bitches Brew
(1999), is what they call a "narrative" installation. Except that
Glidden is Scheherazade on speed. Upon entering the room the
viewer is confronted with what seems to be a large, 1970s-era thrift
store oil paiming of the Anhurian princess Guinevere. In fact, the
work was painted by the artist's mother, Pooka G lidden. Guinevere
holds a rose that looks a little like a hot cross bun. Irs inner petals
are spread open in the shape of an expanded Celt ic cross, the SOrt
of emblem that medieval knights em blazoned on their shields.
Guinevere is looking OUt at us-towards nothing-except that
Glidden has positioned her direcdy opposite a painting of an orange
poppy. But while Guinevete gazes at the poppy, someone's flung a
can of black acrylic paint next to her on the gallery's white wall.
Shades of Rauschenberg or H ermann Nitsch? But then again the
black paint could be something like the water color paintings of Pat
Steir, the way she borrowed all the earnest drips of Ab-Ex action
painting umit the paint turned into something else, more delicate
and Japanese. Black dripping paint/black rain of Tokyo?
The black river-rain of paint spills down the gallery wall Onto
the floor into a puddle. The puddle turns into a pool, watched over
by a stuffed dead cat. (Glidden swea rs she didn't kill the cat-she
found it near the gallery already dead and rook it to a taxidermist.)
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This cat is crouching in a little grotto of some rocks, an empty beer
can and a frog. And then the story spirals off inro another set of
stories in a more amphibian vein. Is this something about frogs? The
Frogs is the tide of the fa mous play by Aristophanes, and in it there
were all these frogs croal{ing (get it?) near the River Styx when
Dionysus rowed his boat across this gateway berween life and death.
Is it a coincidence that Dionys us ended up presiding over the Who's
The Greatest Anist co ntest berween Aeschylus and Euripides?
Glidden's frog is of the granite, garden-ornament doorstopper
kind. She and I di scuss the sexual significance of frogs. She recounts
a fairy tale about a Frog Prince and a princess playing in her garden.
"The princess has a golden ball, and when she loses it in a well, she
cries. A frog appears and promises he'll retrieve the ball if she'll feed
and kiss him. So she agrees. But when he gets the ball, the princess
runs back home because she doesn't really want to be involved.
"That night rhe frog knocks at the castle and the king lets him
in. All night long the prin cess is rude to him, but rhe king reminds
her she must keep her word. When bedtime comes, he wants to
kiss and sleep with her. Finally she acquiesces, and rhe frog turns
into a prince."
I'm wondering whether frogs are more like penises or vaginas.
For the next few minutes, Glidden and I discuss this. On the one
hand, frogs are slimy. But then agai n, their skin is very thin, and
when you touch it, it moves back and forth against these tiny bones.
"But reaUy," Glidden says, "this work is not very sexual. I think I
became more interested in the death drive, in death. Sexuality is so
blatant and open, and death is something that's not talked about.
It's taboo."
So yes, there are frogs in the piece, but the piece is not about
frogs. All around the gallery, references are strewn to works by
Paul Thek and Robert Smithson, artists Glidden readily admits to
having crushes on. She can't talk to them because they're dead.
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I look again at the puddle and rock pile. This part of
is called Pirate. And yes ... about that dead cat? Didn't Pad 'f the
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Jetty bOulders, Smithson's mythic monument to doom? To Id be
memory, Glidden makes an offering of beer cans. They coU the
Cady Noland's beer cans from her breakthrough installation at
Whitney 1991 Biennial Glidden saw while still a teenager; or cher
could be Glidden's OWn.
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Davis album, Bitches Brew. Because across
th.ere IS a BUdweiser beer sign (Frog Sign 1998) Glidden s an ing
With, .a cartoon frog belching on a lily pad with a botde h gOn
from Its mouth. "Take Some Back To Your Pad," the sign reads .. dthe botde, Glidden's spray-painted the word Bitch, and I'm rero;od
ed of a line abo
h ' fi
' t novel,
Ut psyc OSIS rom Fanny Howe s grea
They
(1996): "The t I d
II tories.
ru y rna are not Content to merely te s
have to act them OUt."
. all
The mad ar aI r d '
I'
contaIIl
.
e r
so ron .
of diagrams. Strugg Illg
these digressive
I 'to Gh'ddell
references Within a single instal anon,
98),
an exhibition"k"
. I d lJ J Diaortlm (19 .l.
I' B OUt
Jgraphs
ey,
b"
u Ie ecker did th
. ennt e naues
orop I'sh
1
eu
.
e same thIng in her amazingly acC
After
debut Installation R 'd
3 1996).
.
, est ems and Researchers (199 cal
pasSIng thrOUgh
aI
.
hich s e
abruptly shifts fJ sever
I'r roOIllS and anterooms .10 w
I' e of 20th
eries,
rom Ire to Illiniature, and an entire S IC
dcentury urban history (the SRO hotel, and its attendant rnysstecker
reams and squalor) .
k
.
.
hat
IS evo ed, the viewer passes mto w

calls "the researcher's room ." And here amid the files and grungy
coffeepot, the cheap cassette recorders and the notebooks, the photographs of cats in alleys licking blood, are the schematic diagran: s,
in which Becker tries to synthesize her findings. Of course the dlaall1
g.r sonly make things Worse. Both artists' diagrams, executed with
(It seems) sincere intent only make the chaos more intractable. They
explain nothing but the artists' inabiliry to translate a chaos that
exists both in the world and in her head, into a systematic plan.
There is a truly frightening basement underneath the China Art
Objects Gallery. You enter it by walking down a wooden staircase at
the back end of the kitchen. Here, Glidden has installed a
acrylic body-cast of herself, lying on a kind of bier. The piece IS
obVioUsly an homage to Paul Thek's famous Death ofa Hippie
'Tomb) 1967, which, like a great deal of Thek's other installation
Was forgotten during the 1980s, placed in storage and then
aCCidentally destroyed. Glidden's sculpture, entitled Death of a
rep1ico.nt {sleeping} (998) is doubly chilling. She looks more
Ophelio. floating down the river than Paul Thek's bearded
and reality combine in Glidden's body poised for ItS
Journey down the River Styx. You wish her well.
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wO~k,

~ill~is'

~eference

hlpp~e.

Becker, in her current work, Suburban Legend (1999) continues
her gargantuan attempts to systematize disparate landscapes, social
facts ' cOlnCl
. 'dence and incongruities. The ch aos sean
h
d Glidden
Iltake IS' heartrending and very real: the consequence 0 f trylllg
. to
devise real_ time systems out of things too hazy and complex to be
Within a single system. They are faltering and grasping at
elltOtlon, the place to which all systems lead.

caug~t

82 I VUko G",,,,
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(2000)

Emotional Technologies
Los Angeles, sometime in the late 19905; I've been living here a
year or twO, and the landscape is an empty screen of white sky days.
There's nothing here except for what you're able to project onto it.
No information, stimulation. No digression. No references, associations, promises and so your own reality expands to fill the day.
And this is freedom. Driving from the GlenFed bank (0 FedEx co
the library to the type designer our in Pasadena, I have become an
independent contractor of my own consciousness. There is no
social web here, only single units, and 1 is more efficient. Los
Angeles is a triumph of the New Age.
The only experience that comes close to the totalizing effect of
theater now is sadomasochism. "It's so-theatrical," is about the
worst thing you can say about anybody's work in the contemporary art world. Theatricality implies an embarrassing excess of
presence, i.e., of sentiment. Because it's more advisable to be
everywhere than somewhere, we like it better when the work is
cool. And so Sim emerges as the most utopian effect of diaspora,
because anyone who wants to can consent to play. Comained
within itself, S/m does not rely on urbanist associative meaningthreads that were once described as "chemistry." It's portable, it's
emotionally high-tech: the most time-efficient method of creating
context and complicity between highly mobile units.
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, delea rllerwelg
' IIt p r'o- boxe r with
. airs In #lE,
no know n relatives, co ntracted Alzheimer's, W ithin a year, yo u
saw hi111 smearin g handfuls of his shit across the hallway wa ll , but
there I vas no Olle th ere to Stop hllll,
'
Eventua II y Ile d jed , and IllS
body rotted for five days before the Turkis h sup er fin all y showed
up With a co p to break dowil the doo r.
BUt'In I~A shI
,
' b teac Iling
' at a r' jch pres tigious
e lad a part-tll1le
)O
sch00,I "rh e LA an wo rld was stawng
"
d
to be
co llS I el'ed "hot,"
and' si nce'It revo I
'
h
h
I
ved en tr rely around t esc 00 s, t h e J' ob conferred
an Install t ered'b'l
' T hi,S parti,cular JnstltutJon
' "
I I Ity,
'""as at th e fo reaq

frOnt ofa' movement to ex punge Identity
,
' from COil iel
' npora
~ r}' art.
It' Was a •.... u-Year haZll1g
'
.. tl'C m odes of
process th at U(J'I'Ize d SoCla
,
II\Structi
"r-\ '
,
'
ch other s
on, J lat IS, when th e srud ents weren t tearin g ea
Work al)a'It III
' carefully orchestrated "t h eones
' 0 f co n strunion"
seminars' tI'
,
,
leI[ tIme was Spenr in private meetings
W!'tl1 in .structOrs
wh
'b
" ' ose )O it Was to draw them out in "discourses" a b ou t tl1 ei r
F d '
,
"
f l1pU tel'
Ipractice"
'
' ace With rOo mfuls of acryliC pall1tll1gs 0 CO l
ClipS and Illonochromes, she learn ed to cultivate a dreamy vaca nt
Stare, Sh I
"
,
d
~
e earned to free-associate and ve rbalize nonsequltol s, an
Illlally d,
"
,
,
I' I
'n
lOp the names of first-wave mInimalIsts With a s Ig lt
Illllectiol
I
I
'e
cl
1 UPwards at the end , as if th e names r lemse ves wer
Id >" Sh e ha d
hlallenges
( C Vaguestor qu estions, "Roben Ryman ' Donald IlIC,
BI
se nSe who th ese artists ac tu ally were,
h' ack security gua rds in golf cans crawled around th e lawn
Iv lie she and
I
I h
' t 'ees
d'ISCUSSIll
, g
Otler
part-ti me faculty sat benean t e pepper
I
,
d I
h
1101'
spanotemporal realism, Kant and H egel an t 1e tee _
oglcal SUblime, None of the other part-rim e fac ul ty we re any

~..
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I
onea
more Or ess qualified than she to talk aho llt tIl es e things.
D ItNowas
had any formal training in philoso phy, mLic h less a Ph . ' In', she
k'In d 0 fl leaven. Better sri II , unlike th e olher pan- lJ·me faeu
h '/band,
d'd
'
.
b
Her
uS
I n t have to teach at other schools in order ro ge l y,
York
and
a Colulnbia Univers ity professor, was Hill living in New
Ever),
he was nominal
. ly employed as an adv isor ro th e .II1Sr itLI [100, and a
at Iler week, two checks_ a large one in her hus ban d's namd
e then
1
smaII One In
. her own-arrived, lotaling $25 00 , She cashe
I , known
bOth, And So at 41, she had th e thing she'd always secret} [0 walk
to be he b' I . I .
d
h money
,
·
r In HigH: Independen ce an enoLig
v man)
InlO 'a StO re and buy a lipstick without ca ICLl Ian'ng ho\
hours of word-processing it would cost.
rnala
n
TI le IlOUse was up a Righr of 73 cement steps, (A Gua re
I auling
laborer's
I d
h
I y were 1 ,
SO n 1:) cOu nted them one day w en r lC
ees, II
bricks t b 'Id
. bber cr
o UI a patio.) Scrun ched becween cwo I U
in (he
looked OUt
h
b d I 'd set up r
· .
across t e ca nyon, Lying in the e s le
ou rof
irving rOOn1
I'k I· ' .
I perfect h se.
Was I e IVlng In a rreehouse. It was (le
Pipi ' l
.
, 'L ng eking,
)1 ongstocking. Except she didn't feel like Plppl
0
sro d rhe
because there
h
.
f d
rure beyon
Was ard ly any prom ise 0 a ven
hOuse OUtside,
hal
he Wa s trYIng
. to become a writer and was discover, iog
rI
' d I
d (lrn e. SlC
require arge blocks of empty and UI1S[[U cru re die ;It her
drew the shad
d
d I' .1 ca n
Ie
' es an read and mas turbated an It,
Il 11
desk. At nigh
'
d sex ads 0 5
t so metim es she used the aucomate
[posr
phone She Il d I
. h ot her a ll h r
'
l e t lat they cO ldd lin k her lip Wit
.dlin e
of lonel in '
d
"
'e/)' WJ
ess arO llll the city. She was livlllg emil
'
. k
. pets.
head, For a wh·1 I
I e s le eXpefimellted With eep1l1g
'
th IS

Half a
G cowski, begot!!
.
century ago in Poland, th e directo r Jerzy ro
Id art
develOPing a
h i .
rs call
alPk
·
tee no ogy through which hiS acw
mel'lOf
heightened t
f e , I' the fra
sates a perrormative ex tremity Wit lin

--of drama tic texts, Because he so ught a co nfrontali o n becween lh (;

~C[ors
and the text, rhe plays he chose were always myt hi c, hccaL:~(;
y that tinle myths Were dead.

The P I' h T
.
'. d .
o IS
heater Lab tec hniques were exe rcIse ,lim e d
PUshing
.
I k· d f
"
actors Into Stares of pure intens ity. Jr was t l e In o .
d.'
I
cruelty" A
envisioned
nOlllVeste ftaud
C
f
. in th.e 19305, inspired by tra . Ili o na,
'
rn lorms o · dance In whi ch perform ers enter rrance SraleS
SlJllply by repeating ancient ges lu res, According to the Am eri ca n
Ihealer dire
LB
·
'
"
I k I.
.
reverse th 'Ctor ee rcuer, It works thIS
, way: The Kat la a I gestul
TI es
InoVCllleneIT fWay
h up throu gh the. Stimulus
. syste m of th e body. . 1ef
h
to t e hands transmits se nsa uon to the nerve ce ntels 0
I C brain and h'
.
.
I
"B A. d
had never' d· t dIS creates emotto n, There IS a oop.
Ut ItaLl
he eVCr COuStll
Ie
Kathabli,
and
he
was
mad,
and
the
o
nl
y perso n
ld
. "
"
.
enact thIS cr uelty on Was himself
And Sth
o for [5 years in Warsaw, the Polish Theater Lab d evisedd
a sYStem
at Would
stares
an
teachabl e, Th
d . make these heightened
'"
.repeatable
n
•..
es that Plishedey L eVlsed a Set of exerCIses called pLasllques : kexel
d CISth e gap . , tile actOr beyond ord inary endurance, to brea Own
In tlln e between Cogni tion and res ponse. Afrer severa l hours
"iill
Pulse and a '
n .
"1' h b d
I'aillS
' hCs, bur Ctlon are co ncurrent ' Grorowskl Wrote.
'
.e "0 y
iill I " ns, and the specrato r sees on ly a serres of VISIbl e
Pu SCs. An d · I '
"
. fh'
It'"
G
In t lISWay, the acto r makes a total gift 0 IIn se.
rOtowsk'
.
d
I
"
I en
as bu '
1, a ml -century East European, never saw t 1e se r
rred trcasu
..
I d TI .
caille I
. re Wa itIng to be probed and finally revea e , . lIS
ater In A
. 'T'
I.k
Iran Sanol]
I . ' ~ ITIenca. 10 the Pol es, th e "self" was more I .e a
thin
A . that flows between th e d ialecti cs of behaVIOr.
Aill OVlng
'
' egenergy
of "reIease" Ll. ctJng Was re/easing, and yet ir never was a l1latter
Patterns
I .e the ancient Kathakali gestllres, the movemenr
rigid ' Co d'1[led
/Last''lues
"~ left no margin for improvisation. They Were
t
ll ' t h'
e ' . e find that artifi cial Composition nor only do es
110 lil It

of

¥e:\rs later he sp
it .actually leads to it," Gro[Qwski wrote,
S lrnual,
I
po ce scathIngly of the experimental th ea ter orgi es
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staged by h'IS US'Im ,itators as "wretc h ed pellol
,c, In ances " , full ora
so-called Cruelry whi ch would nor Scare a child, "
E rope,

Wor kin g in small citi es in mid -ce ntury Eas rel'n Umigh t
Gr Otows k'I Saw theater as a techn ology thro ugl
I Wll
I 'ch we
,
vha
"tr,'nscend
,
\ t
our solitude," It is hard to get a pi,cture 0 f Just
d baggY

that "sol' d " ,
k afes an
ltU e might have been, G rim y dar c ,
of rOO'
overcoats' 1 n k ,
I
r. ed cIrcle
"
'
' I spa en yea rnings und crn ea n a n x
, Ive an
tines and f' d
b th 1IW
n en s' Rehearsal and perfo rman ce 0
f O presS'
Utter open'
' l i a y 0 eX
"
Ing to ano ther perso n .. , lr IS a elL! rn sy ,
hunJan
In g It b
h '
fane
' ' Ut w at IS achi eved is a tota l acce ptance a
being by another,"

W

'dered
'hen the carpenter boyfrien d , who she'd seriousIYCOilSI
wonJan
Imllove"11 5 Iling
' herself to marry dump ed I1 er for a an 1,C'f
I
as "
"
,,
'
' d over on J
Ile, described
. a really ni ce girl , her tru ck Ripp e
' ide nIe
I
llg lWay in h d
ed Ins
b
t e esert. Fo r half an hour she was trap p
ninJa,
ca , feer for\ d I'k
I
as an a
F
va r I e an aStrona uT, She tho ugh t s l e W
anyone
Or
days sh
'
"
I I one (0
,
h two
'd ' ten
e Was trYing ro explain thiS on t le p 1
/lrYlng
\It 0
Its
h h b
c '
d Caro
d
'N
'Cr 'us and and her th erap ist, her m en '['II dl'ag nose
In
I ew York
, a' d
Unnl she fina lly passed ,
our. The hospl
co ncussIOn
! ' deci'd ed she
Se nt
Was Inuch toon old
r her home, Shortly after rhls s le
[Or co nventional romance,
" . 101l
...
1gllt
' L " Jei h
'
betwecll pIe
'
g sa id, "J am go ing

h d'fi
I iII'ere ce
n

to teach you t e

aSUre and pa' "
nY'
I'
tn,
b ut a
m Curious to I
h"
, st a a
he
thin h
ea rll r IS, ] In curious [Q learn JU
' waS r
g e wan ts to
I
"
aid It
d
I S9 h
'
teac 1 me, Today rh e relevision s'
srarre
t Straight day 'h
"
I en dlCy
S
'
- IVee LWit OUt ra lll, I can t rememberC wII1 the eUcalyprtJ
COUll lillg,
For
tree I
l\S Or even months the leaves 01 a
, h green,
S a ong the I 10 fi
b WillS
rce way have been a brittle ro

'Z "

NU l

I,

"!

tc

II

The sky is whire and nothing breath es. It is a kind of sum mer
hibernation h
' I'k
' OVertllg I e th e smoggy air.

.

~ Al l sUll1ll1er long leigh and I'd swapped sexv vo ice mails beFure
.

' eVer talked, [ listened to his vo ice mai ls from th e ferry lermil131
In Ca nada' I I' . d
'. ' d
' IStCll e to th em in New York, His messages IIItri gue
Ille, turned
H'
"
C
f k' I
d
IS Dam-VO ice reminded me Or a Tea ' IS1 graI e
school te IIne on,
I
'
ac ler w 10 we all called Snagglepuss , The ki nd of guy w 10
Illight describe himself as a "gentl eman," Low-cl ass, middl e-aged t:1g
:rylng
as
Intenseto play' butch, In his phone :1d l eigh descri bed himself1-1
d'Idnt, seell1
,creative,
and oh yes, very d o min ant" and that he was, e
be,
to e alTaid of me so I figured he was smart.
I th ink '
, , when thI' S Ilappene,
d 1-1 ec' I
'InstrUCted
It h
Was 'IS second VISit
I
SOllletlIn
' e ll1e'I'
to llndress ill 7 :30 and kneel,
n
aked,
by
th
e
p
l one.
'"
,
tlOllS,
'
The IVItlln
h
th e next half hour he d call WIth
" m ore II1Stl UCIv'Itty, HowP one rang
fucking
, at 7:59 and we ll , I found thiS pretty
C
I '
th'
many tim es have 1, has eve ry he terosexual rema e 1I1
IS culture
"
I
'
d
' spent evenin gs m oo nin g around o ur louses an
parti11ents
!'
k
h'l
Iv ' ,
' psyc llca ll y stripped bare and all aLII' necs W I e
aili ng fa "h'"
,
,
II ?
And
r
IS call? Why not take th e co urtship ntu al li tera y,
then th ere W
hi' I
I ' k"
" II '
bUt suspcndin d' asb tI' ef psyc 10phys lca part: 11111 IIl g , It, was SI )
knees UnTil I f,g I IS e Ie eno ugh to do it," and th e n walt1ng
on
,
" my
I queasy shudderin g anti ci pation , like be in g 111
the Car that's eta
jJle arrtved
,at t Ie
fi top
d th e moment when th e Ferris" wheel stops,
11 said, "'1\1
L'e '
to n ine kn eeling naked in th e studiO down stairs,

a

eYes , as 'hed
, ein need to have a littie talk."

r didn't look at

him, My

"Th
Strueted when he ca lled, were focused on th e Aoo ,
ere are t h ,
d ' r
and
ree Stages
In a' rel ationship between a omln J lldt
Ii
' a Submissive TI
IS to agree to I ' 1e rst stage IS to play"
together Ollce,
The seco n
,
do You
Pay together On an ongoing baSIS, And rh e thlrdincredul know what the third stage is?" I shook my head
I
OUsly, Imag ' ,
f
'
R
uN 0, " h e
aUghed "] ,
' InIllg sce nes OUt a [)aultn e eage,
' didn't think you d id ,»

i:.1J10IiofJal
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d, We
. In'dcodecide
nsen[Cwhen
He told me he would put me on probanon.
were enteri ng rhe second stage. The rules were:. he hen and hall'
and how ofren we wou ld see each or Iler. H e'd deCIde W . addresS ar
.
oFten we'd ralk on rhe phone. I wou Id nor know. Ills 'Is for hUll
JI
phon e number, bur I was free to leave as many VOJCcmnd [his vcr),
as I wanted, providi ng that rhey made I11m
' I1ard . I fo" udaring sitU
. ai'b
I eratl.ng. H ow many hours Ilad I spent .In "normal ~ ck ca 111.
rlon
· s, Pondering rhe etiguelle an d timing
. . 0 f the post- U n thoU"uhr
An d th en his voice turned mock solicitous . "l 've. eve
b comes roO
about YOur safety. IFwhen we're plaYing
. any of thiS
. ' e30 seco ds
ll
mUch for you to take you'll say ,Enoug
I1 .' A n d wnh ll1 "
' .
of YOUr saying it I'll pack
my bag and be our t Ile d0 or
'd' [he room

B

ecause rh ey Were Itstel1ln
'. g
see med small.

F

to

eae I1 or her hal ,

I
house, she
or n e fir st few momhs after she move d into rhe ed AIOl
. eC.
renred
OUt
the
down
stairs
studiO
.
to
a
g
irl
nam
'd
the
ios
'rUA
CJ
·Inlec Was tlI e glrlfnend
"
of an a rti.st s h e(' I III ec outSI e 11ping e,.ch,
· , a hl'ppJ
. e guy who painred Disney
.
· cers hUI
IJon
c I1arac
I e guy d'dn
I c
h
Ot
er
In
rhe:
Woo
ds.
In
ternlS
of
art
wo
r
IS
Id
d'
course,
t 1 vith n sseS
.
I
1J
lave
e. At 22, Aimee was a goddess: ta II an d lean, \ as brt'11'anc
I,
( bl a clu
d I
o on e la ir.
vn she w f her J 6[h
. Born in a redneck desert 10\,
and completely fearl ess. Aimee'd spent a goo d part 0 rkin g c,lasSI
year .In a mental insritutiun, like most 0 f' tle
1 other .woee nle rei
C
glr
· I gen .iuses the WOman knew. Every b0), rhat Aim Rea ding
d
.InStan"y in love with her and Aimee loved boys coo.
f
the WorI
I I B k
lar es u owskl,. ~hed
at a G 0 dd es s Vision a oJ1le hillg
, arnved
.
h
t
. . Jews. It wen tId5 be use
t at echoed the belief system of I-1assldlc
ca
.
like:
Men should ha ve all the power, run t he war,
. Is. Sci II, t he),
they're spirirually and biologi cally inferior co glr
beca nle good friends.

full Aimee'd JUSt dropped OUt Cal State Northridge: tu beco me a
'time Singer songwriter. The WOman hired her as her
and
her Nhavedfree
laVe let
In the
d rent. _TOgerh
. er, th ey produ ced a .philoso ph y
tIlelr. office ' evah a eseft. For nin e months, they sold t1 ck<.:ls (rom

assi~tal1t

elab
In t e treeho use and chatted up th e press while Aim ee
orated her ex' ·
. I'
b .
db
'
"v
'
b
·
eco llltn g: lOll rl'
Orn Into the Istenna " Views on clng an
>

Ih
Set-LIp... The eVe nt wa~ finall y a hu g" , uccess.
ere Was a go .
hi
, I LA 7r
AiIllee Singing
.
[geous
Inles 0
h s Ot on
. t le Front'page
. of r l e
.
Stage
In a coc ktatl WJltress o utfit, 10wenng
abaVe Jean B on
dt 'e l
i.
.
.
hardl
au n ard- a rhln g, ir sec med, so easy to achi eve It
YCO Unted Ai
.I
d
"
hr
Ny b
. mee met Wlr, manage rs an sat In Wit ralllO I"
ands bur h
1
J
SI
SIO Ppe d worki l r en sIdle'
gOt depressed,
. spent days in bcu. 1ed
orr
b OWing
· Ino Ig, COLI
0 n r find anothe r Job, and then she sta l.te
up f,Or aWhile
. 'II
ney.
d . n Sunny days thal winter, Aimee would ge t
on her gUItar
. I M'
SIt on the .steps ourside th e studi o writ in g .so ngs
.
Vibrant b
. USIC POllrtng Ollt across th e ca nyo n. Aimee s
rash sap
.
...
b
'd
an d nlacIHnery
'
tano VOice, sln glJ1g stnngs. of wo
Th
. rds a OUt Spl ers
eco ll
b le a Star. . e wOman Was so ce n al11 Aimee was abo ut to
lJt
B n as the mOnths \IV
I '.
A'
d
S
.
.are IOn, t lings JUSt gOt worse.lJnee stane
hllJoki g POt With'"
ad been a ilIa
HaVIS, t le idiot savant nex t door whose mom
fo r spou SaI battery
<nagetA'for Devo . And then when Travis went to jail
Ya rd. Sh e Ilid
' b I'' lIll ce took to dumpin g bags of garbage in the
aPPrOad
d
e lindb the CLlI'{::tins
each tim e the woman timidl
I
Ie to ask
h
. y

a OUt
bler OUt. lvt Ontns later
Ai t e rent. Eventually th e woman kI cked
oYfriend Sh
'mee mOved to San Francisco with anorher

Wint~ r. ,,:l~\}neCO uldof nOt
h remember any of .the so ngs she'd sun g

thatI

he thin th
t em were taped or Wnrten down.
I\ngclcs \Vh
l'h
as gOw ath'StrUck the Woman mOSt about livin g in Los
. t Ings
bur
to e \Vay
Ik it's POSSible
to bhappen
.
I nothin g ever quire acids up.
ta

Oil

tIle Pone
h
t e In regu
b ar co ntact with another pcrso n,
' 0 rnay e see each other once a week and
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)

drifts
then For no dl"sce tnlble reason nI e co ntact Sto'pS,
t t he
Theperson
gu1 at R[heY
en rirely OUt of range. Perhaps If
, was depreSSi on'Manna
,
' del es
bookstore, rhe phOtograph er, th e womd' n li ving I111 sudden
'
I1 srop
we re all like th e lll ythlC
' agem or pi 'odu ce r WlO
retu rnin g ca ll s,

It.

'

,

IGilb' n'Ro'fe, Bry"d Pi«y, 1995) Soboc'di,,,,, d,",,, "" yo",
at r l e ell eI, w Ilei1 the suhJ ec ( or
f'nen ds. I t's best to drop the pOison
'I
t le sentence has been buri ed ill th e dn I' all ca ll n
I
'r d
0 10 ll gn be
,
Yll b,,, 0" i; i, i mp"n ib I, " d'md,.
n 'er
l1lllla
ISm
,
HCldegger,
Kant,
anll
~eaUl}.
.
k,"
I',
I'
,The ca tego ri ca l
II P atiYe and monochrom es,
>

""cd

j

as iii
mance,
" SSion, This is L'l
pure
ro
or pure
And that ,s the end of Our diSCU
e [hearer
ce
/'onl(lI1, a Story that's con tained Wit
1111 'tseiF.
I
' I ( gh to re fe 'on
' I'
ren
'
m" h, S/", i, ,
"'"
m large
, cnou"", "P'[[a Od"'

''''y,h"" d",

~If~g,"'m

'Y'"

"dod~ R"m",~,

"'0'"'' ,.'

"
con
'I> para
a
, lem'e,
,
,
loop back and faIT h berween us thrOLlg'I1 0 ur tob, mplere Wit
yle
I' 11e ga m e is rorallaymetap
' ld"Ing rn ple penetration,
"
co h01' of love,
'nse',
If Vnl'k
I e orliinary sex, Il IS an ae t , ,'lnd nor ,
j'

"

M
o

..

It \Vas POssible to make up a story abou t anything, she supposed,

i~h

GrOtolvsk'I SO ugH
[ OUt mythi,c texts heca use Ile wanCe>J to demol
SUbtext ' Th ere are no ,Internal Co n fl"ICtS Wit I1111
' an a
IIe.,-o
D1')'
, Every.

'hi,g',

di,,,, '"d ""

'h, ""f,,, Wh, ,, D",h w " I;o"" him ,

EverYma' ll see ks OUt Strength and hlCIl
" d Slip,
I' G 00 ds and Kin ami
Beauty "Ild
f'
'
RUl can't there
"
fill d s tIlat none of them ca n IleI p h I/n,
be a IVa),
'
,
' I realm 's'. The
'
0 f transI
aCing
allegory I/lto
psyc I10 Ioglea

" , ," "d ch, ","', 'h, Mo""" 'ad ,h, S'"" All ' h, Ii,d,
'" of
go< b""d ",' k '"d fonh b,<woe" 'h,,,

CO"""""'''y '"

B

a[

~'"

,h'

,hoc
" " , here, t ble "h' mcaOI
d 0
narrow y escaped her. She recogni'd
ze t I1 e words,
' d UOllr be),on Llch
of 'h, wo", i" ,he" " OW
of ," '~s "
'
' d n f ie
'
, ' h, k",w, G ''"'" no<
,[
"th e, WO I,"
( " ,re 'J"
"",,
of "" y,h"'g
,b ", I

'",,,hm,,,,,,,,

,

a fC

' ro manufacture
.
. , ",1
' .. eX iSts
amb igUity,
11 e trick y...
f any /,11 ,./1(1
"a

"~"pbm

nd
an ng of " ',"i"g wi,h"", 'I" 'b' rd ell .0 I,h' "lelT io'
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says. He grabs me by rhe hair: "\Vhat do yo u say?" I repeat one of
rhe lines he ra ught me: "Yes ir. Whatever pleases you the most." The
line's :1 trope, pure Punch & Judy, an S/m cliche and yet it's not, it's
[Ot311y alive because by saying it 1 know thar I'm inviting him to really hu rr me iF he wanrs. (When I use the other line, "I understand,"
Illy pussy opens like a mind .)
He says Get lip. Yes Sir, 1 srumble. H e clips my handcuffs to
so me device he's mounted on rhe door. Legs spread. Hands against
Ihl' wall. ThaIs rig/H. He Icaves me there, I feel him watching. This
mllst be love beca use I feel myself expanding in his gaze and so I
say I W(IfII YOII to know I take tbis ller)' serious0'. He listens, takes this
in and slams an index fin ge r lip my cunt. Heh heh. just as 1
tbought. T here are olll y two crireria for success within an S/m perform:1n e: wet o r hard. And then his whip comes down across my
back abrupt" an d sharp. We'lL start with ten. You'll count them off.
T here' not hing sex ual abo ut rhis. The pain shakes through my
back aro und the roo m and then there's two and three then-

Oooops. You. forgot to t/Jank me for them. We'll have to start again.

Towards the end of his life, Michel Foucault began to write about
"technologies of the self." He was interested in how the "self"
creates itself wirhin a framework defined entirely by the institution. He only got as far as ancient Greece: and there he saw how
individuals became "citizens" by internalizing codes of ethics,
investing them wirh subtext.
Interestingly, Foucault loathed American feminists and dykes.
For many years in Paris and later on in California, Foucault played
S/m. It's only in his interviews with the American gay male press
that he began to talk about what ir felt like, what it meant. He
described S/m as the "reterritorializarion of pleasure. " Foucault's
biographer David Marcy does not repress this information, but casts
him as the top. He apparently admires the philosopher so much he
can't admit rhat Foucault played the bottom.
Grotowski criticized his American followers for seeking our
security in the group, creating false familial situations. "A direcror," he once said, "is not a father. A fellow actor is not a lover.
These are elements of a banal sentimentality which is irrelevant
ro creative work."
I think stupidity is rhe unwillingness

Grotowski co mplained rhat his American imitators and successors
were mo re concern ed with working with the "I" than with the
"self. " I think the difference is important. In the last scene of
Diary of a Mad Housewife (1970) the Carrie Snodgrass character
submits herself to "gro up th erapy"-a pack of stupid dogs yapping
ar rheir prey with one eye towards the bone, an approving nod
from the leader of the pack, rh e rherapist. Thar's pretty much how
1 remember experimental rhea ter acring in New York. Art schools
bring rhis pracrice back ro junior high school, because it's not the
perso n who's confronred, but their coolness: their ability, or not,
to learn a secret set of rules.
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to

absorb new information.

The first time that we met, Jeigh handcuffed me to the passenger
sear of a rented Ford Aspire. We were in the parking lot behind the
Dresden. On the phone I'd told him I was more turned on by
people's energy than by their looks, so he decided not to ler me see
him . In the restaurant 1 was told to keep my eyes down. Then
outside, the blindfold.
In the car he pulled up my dress and slapped my thighs until
they bruised. This hurt more than I expected. With every slap I
moved a little deeper down inside myself, associating this hurt to all
rhe other hurts I've known and witnessed. It was a bad trip down
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the well of psychotherapy. I was a thousand miles outside the car but
then he brought me back: "Don't pout." "It hurts. " "Then find some
way to tell me." I starred gasping, moaning and then eventually I
came. It was a micro-moment of intense theatricality.

Let me tell it to you all ... But no, the lines
the rhythm forced ... the heart is larger.'
The coLhted works a/Shakespeare and Racine
are not enough for this occurrence ...
Misery! There are no sho/·fs, no roadmarks.'
Yes, J agree, losing score,
okay, by losing you 1 lose whatever
whoever or anywhere never was.'
It's useless-she's in me, everywhere-shut
eyes, she's bottomless, no day-and the date
on the calendar lies ...

)
/

There isn't much I want here in Los Angeles because without
a context everything's the same. The streets of Manhattan are a
find-Waldo map of personal shortfall and inadequacy but here I
don't envy anybody's children cars ca reers o r houses. I think it's
'cause the dead are missing from the landsca pe.
In a disembodied floating space, S/m offers little pockets of
theatricality and connection. So long as they are playing, two people
are totally accountable and listening to each other. Slm radically
preempts romantic love because it is a practice of it.
To see this fact as cold or cynical is as naive as thinking writing
ought (0 be "original" or that speaking in the first person necessarily
connotes any kind of truth , sincerity.

Through what seas and cities
Should 1 look for you?
(Invisible man to a visionLess
spectator)
Leaning up against the teLegraph poLe
J hand down the ritual of the road to the wires.
Exiled in Paris in 1923 the Russian poet Marina Tsvetayeva projects herself headlong into submissive space. "I was born to be
ca rried away," she wrote, and then she was. Running between
countries, using strange punctuation, dashes, exclamation marks,
ellipses to write poems like telegrams, the most advanced technology of her time, she was a ball of longing projected onto the
European landscape.
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It turns Out the "submissive" who he said on the phone he
Would "train me to top" is his wife. They've bee n together twO
years; they met on the computer in a DIs chat room. Most female
submiss·Ives, h e says, are 100kll1g
.
for unattac hed D oms, s0 ·t'S
I rare
that they find anyone to play with. Given the fact
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married,

I'd
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.
d . . I "I
' , SOme fflendly feelings, but then John gets up eClSIVC y.
WOnt tak e up any more of your time. I shou Id go. "
There are numerous buildings ringed by concrete-block walls
all OVer Los Angeles. Cheap and otherwise drab, many of these
walls feature a line of decorative blocks with spaces cut our in a
Pattern . Th e tec I1111q
· ue IS
· known as b·
I·' h· I . French
rue-50 CI , W IC 1 111
mean s "b reaks the sun." These blocks proliferated d uflng
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sidewalks that nobody walks on because the strip-malls are srrung
so far apart you have to drive. Like much of LA, it's interstitial: a
co mmercial high-densiry zone of low-rise retail and warehouses,
constructed cheaply, lot by lot, a half-century ago, when this was
stIli profitable. Eventually this will all be bulldozed, consolidated.
But paying such careful attention to these generic details al:d
facades Petropo I
" 1
'thID
'
u os uncovers traces of hIstory and sentIment w
everyday blankness.

B~
.
h'
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No rth Africa 0
I
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. d
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tell whether her dress had green suns on it or if you were seeing her
flesh through the holes in her rags ... "
In 16th-century Persia, Shah Addaba instituted the court production and design of carpets. Combining a tribal practice of
bOtdered rug-making that was already 10 centuries old, with the
COurtly fashion of illuminated manuscripts, his artisans wove elaborate floral patterns encased in seven borders corresponding to the
seVen levels of heaven described in the Koran.
In New York Ciry for the past ten years, the artist Brigitte

F.~gler has been dissecting logs and shards of wood to reveal their
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Bad Nostalgia
Last week at the art school where I teach, I was talking to the
Russian-born artist Zhenya Gershman. Though she's already shown
widely, Gershman is presently a student, and we were talking about
a recent LA exhibition of her paintings. Loosely copied from a
collection of her family photos, Gershman's images depict a cavalcade of bourgeois life from what used to be the Soviet Union. The
images span forty years. Does the very fact of painting it transform
a casual snapshot into an emblem?
As emblems, Gershman's paintings are exceedingly complex.
Like Eric Fischl's paintings, they are as ugly as real life. Both artists
concentrate on family groupings-the most humiliating of social
units, in which individuals have zero choice as to with whom they
will be paired. Is it a coincidence that Gershman and Fischl are both
Jewish? The quasi-figurative portraits Gershman makes of parents,
fat uncles with theif little dogs, aunts and children coax the viewer
into a dozen different readings. There is a dash of heavy-handed
posr-Soviet irony in her renditions of the settings (the Worker's
Holiday Camp; the dacha); there is the psychoanalytic kitsch of
FischL In Boria and Unknown WOman #2 (1999), a young couple in
horrendous swimsuits splash around a lake. Here, it is the lake itself
that is symbolic. Boria's two-week vacation was a reward for loyal
service to the Party. As in the paintings of another Jew, R.B. Kitaj,
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Gershman's images enact a world where doubt lives happily ever
after with affection.
Here in Los Angeles, Gershman's show has been derided for
the "nostalgic content" of its images. When I tell her I like the
sentimental aspect of these paintings, she seems very much
relieved. Apparently she's been told that while nostalgia is to be
avoided, sentiment is more acceptable.
I'm curious about this. The language of art criticism can be as
emblematic as the summer lake resorts of Krushchev-era Russia. If
"sentiment" is good, and "nostalgia," now its opposite, is bad, what
is the repellent thing nostalgia means? And why has sentiment been
rehabilitated? I get the feeling neither word has very much to do
with Latin or Greek roots, in current usage.
I called up Warren Niesluchowski in New York. A long-time
art critic and a curator, Warren's also Professional Friend to many
famous artists, so he knows everything that's happening in the art
world. Warren immediately assumed that "sentiment" is being
used as an eq uivalen t 0 f "adolescence." He talked about the work
of a new wave of art school graduates who look back across the
years to a time (perhaps three years ago?) when they were still
inarticulately naive. Sentimentally, he says, they recall this state as
being more "authentic." When he used the word "postRaphaelite," I looked up Anna Gaskell's work but this was even
more confusing. Was it sentiment enacted by her photos? Or even
a faux-return to even faux-er authenticity? It was more like softcore porn ... all these gorgeous white girls with their long brown
hair splayed out in the golden light on beds of £ber£lllike clouds or
cotton candy. Writing in Flash Art Qanuary 1998), the critic
Michael Cohen sums up the appeal of this "postfeminist" romance
in his comments about Gaskell's debut work, The Wonder Series
(1996). " ... Alice's continuous play with her stockings and panties
in rhese photos turns them into fluid sensual terms, signifying
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many meanings beyond 'innocence' ... " WelJ yes of course, but
isn't Cohen really just describing that most classic pornographic
trope, Young Girl Tentatively Explores Her Sexuality In Ambiguous
Relation to Voyeur? Equally beloved by the Enlightenment and
People magazine, it is the Heisenberg Effect of sex and it works
across the board, from Brooke Shields in Blue Lagoon to Lolita to
Justine, that most vicious comedy by de Sade.
Nostalgia implies the irrecoverable. The act of remembering) rather
than recover the lost to consciousness, serves only to activate the longing
to return ... The act of memory itself and the quality of the remembrance of the past brings no satisfoction or joy. It serves only as a
springboard to the state offeeling desired: a time when one was content) happy, fulfilled satiated. The emphasis is on the self, and on a
desired image ofoneself. The people and places in the memory are stilted, frozen in history and in relationship to the self which has
been-which has been-which has been lost.
Lonely girl from Wellington, New Zealand in New York Ciry
office ryping words on a primitive word processor and shooting
them in single-frame animation. The pixilated letters dance. Words
close the edges up and pictures open them. Pictures, dreams of
railway wheels and parks and wood-frame houses, from which she
wakes up sobbing. Words and pictures. She wants to know which
has more power. She wants to creep back into an imagined womb
of tenderness which she believes the past might hold, and so she
makes a film.

I think nostalgia is a product of diaspora. One of the standout
pieces in the Greater New York show this month at PS 1 is the video
installation Sweet Illusion by Adriana Arenas. Arenas constructs a
faux-karaoke machine via three-channel video. Masses of pale pink
cotton candy waft and spin against a bird's egg sky in random sync
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with three valtenato love songs. Vallenato is a Latino cowboy style
performed along the Atlantic coast of Colombia, dose to Arenas'
home. Beside the viewer, against a color-field backdrop in candycolored saturated hues, the text of the translated lyrics bop along
in and out of cadence with the music and the sugar-drift of cotton
candy. It is a joke. And like the greatest jokes, it is completely
truthful.
What would I give to have you?

My life, my entire life
1 would give.

To discover the mystery
That is kept
in those beautiful eyes
Omar Celes, I Met Him Late
Arenas grew up in Colombia and she conceived the piece last year
in New York City. Like Gershman, like anyone who leaves their
country; Arenas kept returning in her mind to the past, which has
become a mythic place: "I was remembering the fictitious world you
think of when you think of what you left behind." Sweet Illusion
brilliantly acknowledges the nature of nostalgia without seeking to
escape from it. The lyric's sentiment flashes baldly on the monitor
for aU to see, conflated with the cotton candy, and yet the sentiment
can't be denied. As Arenas says, "I love this music ... it is the music
of nomadic people, cowboys, telling stories about people in the
town. It's played with accordions and drums, and yet how much
poetic feeling it entails ... that approach to life that is present in
most folk music."
Every first-world immigrant city swarms with populations
imprinted with tattoos of memory from their countries. To be here
and there, to close your eyes. Nostalgia.
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The Blessed
Dear Chris,
I'm sorry about how I was on the phone the last time we spoke. As you
can teLt Tm a wreck. Tm loosing it more and more each day. I never
know what god is going to do next. As of now I'm six months behind
in my rent and even though lowe you five more cleanings on the checkoffsheet I can't come back. My t-celts are down below 200 now and I
get sick every other week. The car you bought for me is wrecked. This
is just one more example of god's evil little tricks. When I had the
accident I found my self carving the words "God Is Evil" on the hood.
No matter what I do or try god will be right there to take his monumental shit on me, like the weeks I wasted trying to raise those one
week old abandoned kittens. God killed seven kittens in one week and
at this point J can no longer hide my contempt. I want everyone to
know that god is evil.
Look at the day the washer and the dryer at your house went out. That
was all planned by god and I don't want to infect you with god's curse.
You have been very kind to me and Tm greatful and will not forget but
you need someone you rely on. What I'm trying to say is I'm going out
of business. I just give up. I just can't clean anymore. Every day I go to
work full of such panic and anxiety because I know god will play
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another trick. I feel like a ghost has wrapped its hands around my
neck. My chest feels like some one is kicking there. Look at what
happened when I was going to help you with the move. And what
about the apoLstery guy I overpaid who did those chairs for you? Tm
sorry about those last cleanings but there is no way I can pay you back
for them right now. I hope you'LL let me pay you back another day.
God is an evil fucker and the accident was just his last revenge. I
should have known two months ago when he let those kittens die that
something else would happen. What kind of cruel and heartless person
would leave seven innocent kittens out to die in a cardboard box next
to a dumpster? I spent the last money that you gave me taking them to
the vet and still I couldn't save them. Do you know what its like to
have a four week oLd kitten dying, in your hands?
You have been very kind to me over the past three years, but every time
. you advanced me money, something happens so I go into more debt and
I'm behind again. I have tried for years to contain my depression, my
anxiety attacks, my post-traumatic stress disorder, my alcoholism and
my food binging. ALL I can control is the food and the booze. That's it.
Ten years ago when I got sober and started up my cleaning business I
promised god I'd never go on welfore but why should I keep my

1m

promises? Tm going to apply for Section 8. I guess you could say
filing
bankrupsy on my life. God wants everything to die. Myself included.

Your friend,
Bo

This is a reconstruction of a letter Bo Wilson left for me in June when
I was away at Yaddo. When I returned my boyfriend and his teenage
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son and my husband and his girlfriend's taffy-colored dog were all
living at the place downtown I bought this spring in Westlake.
My clothes and papers had al l been boxed and put away and
there were Marine recruitment posters hanging in the bedroom.
My boyfriend and his son had hunkered down there with a year's
supply of Ramen noodles, paper towels and toilet paper, Pepsi. Bo
hadn't come to clean for a whole month and everything was dirty.
The house was my great hope: a large three-leveled stucco thing
ambling down a slope with a courtyard and a guest house, built for
a female client at the height of the Depression. I bought it at a
bankruptcy sale two days before my birthday thinking it would
change my life. Now the place is renced out and none of us are
living there.
I picked up the letter in the living room while my husband,
boyfriend and his son, and the son's best friend from Christian
Camp sat talking to each other, nervously. My husband and his
girlfriend's dog were living in the little house. My boyfriend and his
son were living in the big one. I didn't know where· they all expected
me to sleep. I remember holding out the letter at arm's length,
hoping the two 14-year-old boys did not find anything unusual
about this situation. I was thinking: 1 don't even have a place to
standI I was a stationary object teetering without a station. Meanwhile I felt Bo's letter pulsing in my hand as if it was an amputated
finger. And so I put the letter down or threw it our because it was
just too painful to absorb. Bo's letter hit me with centrifugal force,
and like I say, I probably lost it.

I met Bo three years ago when I was still living in a treehouse in
Mr. Washington . He had a stack of business cards for (( Bo's EarthFriendly Cleaning Service" at the hardware store and I was
looking for someone to dean. Preferably, a profes'sional. The
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housekeeper who'd preceded him was the grandniece of the
Guatemalan day laborer who'd hauled bricks for my patio. She
spoke no English, had no car and refused to use a vacuum. Every
week I picked Maria up from her East Hollywood apartment and
watched her child while she stole jewelry and dusted. The child,
Diana, told me stories about a murdered uncle in their village.
Diana'd watched the uncle clim.b a tree, and when the soldiers
came, she pointed. And then she saw his body falling from the tree.
Her mother interrupts: She was just a baby ...
I'd only been here 18 months and was still a little queasy about
embracing th e "entitlement" the city's endless pool of indigent
undocumented misery provides for folks like me. But still: after 6
months of therapy, it seemed not unreasonable to expect that if you
paid someone to do a job, they'd show up alone and do it. Bo, a gay
male Virgo, lived to clean. He was a little bit slow-witted: a large
man who embraced the rerro-culture of a 1950s queen, humming
show tunes while he alphabetized my groceries. It was like he'd
studied queerness out of the wrong book, but still, this seemed like
a big improvement. Bo's shining moment was the time he'd placed
the winning bid on a pair of Judy Garland's scuffed-up mules,
tenth cousin to the ruby slippers that she'd worn once in a movie.
He told this story [0 me larer, teary-eyed and sniffling, when things
got really bad. By then he'd lost them in a nre.
I used to like to read a lot of books about Buddhism. They all
said: If you can't do any good, at least don't do any harm, and this
seemed very realistic. At that time I was seeing myself as something
like a fulcrum, creating order in a discontinuous grid through a
small ecology of kindnesses. Though my husband lived 3000 miles
away, we saw each other as the Greater Good. I believe that marriages are sacred. Because we loathed the capitalist system, we
aimed to make as much money as we could and give most of it
away. Since there was no longer any physical, love, between us, we
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thought we could create an atmosphere of love by giving things
away, by sharing.
In Mt. Washington I didn't have a lot of friends, and Bo
became one. Stories of his life come out in dribs and drabs. He
shares two rooms in Silver Lake with seven cats and whatever
"transients" he's placing. When I get home from teaching at the art
school, Bo is standing in the living room, ches t pumped out, brandishing his feath er duster. Often, we talk about his cats. "If I ever
catch the bastard who abandoned little Calico in the trash, he'll
have to mess with this faggod"
On Friday nights Bo likes to take a walk to Circus Books
around the corner from his house. Circus Books is like the all-night
Gem Spa newsstand at the corner of St. Marks Place in New York:
a magnet for the lonely. He buys his favorite brand of root beer and
browses through the racks of porno mags, looking out for young,
ideal exotic bodies. Mixed race is best. There are no social overtones to this. It's just a feeling of perpetual sunset.
Eventually, Bo walks around the parking lot to a row of trashcans and a dumpster. Vaguely aroused, he listens for the telltale
mewling sounds of kittens who've been thrown away. These are the
good times. When he finds a box of strays he knows that God has
placed them in his path, and he is following God's will to save
them. And so when Lucy, Bo's favorite fluffy black & white, is
diagnosed with a malignant rumor, I loan him several hundred
dollars for the vet. The cat is saved. The next week I come home
from school to find a heart-shaped ashtray and a note: God Bless

and Lucy Thanks You.
When the art school where I'm teaching moves its studios to
downtown Pasadena, I discover that the ASPCA is located right
around the corner from the new facility. Sometimes the students
don't show up for our one-an-one tutorials and I spend the hour
visiting the lavishly appointed shelter. The dogs speak straight to
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my heart. They don't need to mediate with art. Like the students,
each dog has his or her own kennel.
Bo, like the dogs, does best when following a routine. Sometimes I forget, and ask him to do some extra task as a pretext for
giving him more money. But these concierge-like duties almost
always end in some disaster. He can't remember things. He has a
short attention span. He artributes this to long spells of sensory
deprivation he experienced in early childhood.
Inspired, perhaps, by National Enquirer exposes of the period,
Bo's mother's favorite means of disciplining her fat unruly child
was to lock him in a closet. Bo remembers living with his mother
in Canoga Park. His dad was gone, they didn't have a car. He
remembers nine gasping months of summer heat, flies buzzi~g
round the kitchen, a rusted Chevy Nova , its transmission shot, SItting in the driveway. Bo remembers his mom's stiletto heels; also
. p1astle
. pone
h
the belts and straps and BakelHe
s h e used to beat
him around the head. To this day he is a fan of all things retro.

When he didn't
go to school for several days, the guidance counselor alerted the
Dept. of Child Welfare. A series of foseer homes ellSued; eventually
they dug up a distant uncle and Bo was ent (0 live with him outOne time the closet-punishment went on
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On Friday mornings 1 taught a diary-wri ting class at the art
school. Attendance in it was t he kiss of dea th fo r anyone expecting
to succeed within the instituti on. T he di ary-writin g class attracted
mostly girls, of course, who'd dri fted foolishly into art, thinking art
might be a medium for change or self-express ion. Girls who'd slit
their wrists and been hospitalized for mental illn ess. Unlike the girls
who'd go on to good careers making videotapes of lawn-sprinklers,
the diary-writers wondered why th ere were no senior female faculty
at the school and why the Insti[Utio n's only black emp\.oyees were
security guards and secretaries. The di ary-w ri ters wondered why the
institution's only class on "feminism" was perennially taught by
men. They wondered why the works of major 20th century black
writers were referred to at the school as "crappy."
Still, in Los Angeles, it was poss ible to make a lot of money.
Neoconceptual art-school art was flouri shing around th e world: it
was a blue-sky opportunity. LA anists rightly saw themselves as
trained professionals: like doctors, lawyers and other lapdogs of the
ruling class, they referred to what went on inside their s[Udios as
their "practice." Once inside the loop, there was very little competition so long as you abided by the rules: 25% percent of
institution graduates obtained major representation within their
first year out of schoo1. Meanwhile in New York, artists who'd
worked for twenty years languished without galleries.
At that moment in LA it was also possible to make a lot of
money buying real estate. Since this required a certain curiosity
about neighborhoods and human nature, it interested me much
more than artistic practice. And so I bought and sold. Meanwhile
colleagues who'd arrived here from New York were establishing
great careers as curators and critics. Anyon e from a decent northeast college willing to work a New York 60-hour week could
become a leader in their field. You didn't have to be that smart, or
rich, or lucky. In Los Angeles, anything was possible.
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There wasn't much in this environment that interested me and
I was lonely. Did I mention there were honeysuckle bushes all
around the house? The trees here seemed to have no roots, or was
it that the roots grew horizontally along the dusty surface of the
ground in order to absorb the dew that settled in the morning? At
any rate the leaves were hard and rubbery. There were old wooden
cupboards in the kitchen, cottage windows painted 1930s green.
The house was both strange and familiar, like a New Zealand
bungalow that'd been airlifted into the Tijuana hills from that odd
premodern world of social leveling.
In New York City, performance artists were still biting heads
off rats and splattering HIV-infected blood on paying audiences,
but here the discourse was more apt and more contemporary: the
celebration of a state of active blankness. It was as if the LA art
world had willed itself into the Orwellian state of knowing "what"
without being able to say "why." There was "a continuity between

outsides predicated on the idea of the surface, the plane and the point,
as opposed to the form, the shape and its interior . .. the substitution of
becoming-electronic for becoming-animal, conceivably as a logical
consequence of modernism's transparent humanism." (Gilbert-Rolfe,
1999, p.1l8) How this logic worked no one could say, but in this
context drug use triumphed over sex because it left fewer messy
humanistic traces.
At first I used a South Bay escort service. Fucked up beyond my
comprehension, the escorts inhabited a hustle-world that made them
generally more interesting than the artists. But when one of them
showed up on crystal mech at 4 a.m. ranting about decapitated heads
and graveyard worms, I switched to the LA Telepersonals. At night
in bed I used the telephone to reach out across the 50 miles of city.
I met a New Age Dom who made me promise to comply with
all his orders. Jeigh, a graduate of EST, was now active in Agape,
Self-Empowerment and the Pussy Busters, a Santa Monica offshoot
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of the Justin Sterling Men's Movement. leigh's [raining surpassed
any normal Slm protocol. He saw me as an agent and a victim of
the "negative evil culture" that in his mind, originated in New
York circa the late 1970s. Jeigh thought it was his job to save me.
Towards this end, words like "luck" and "chance" and "fate" were
to be eliminated because reality is self-created. Since poverty and
sickness are created soLely through the negative thought-patterns ofthe
individual, adjectives like "depressing" dearly had to go. Also, my
clothes (too mannish), tastes in film (elitist), queer friends (whose
aberrant sexualities violated God's plan) and sense of humor would
be rehabilitated. Since my job required reading, he didn't outright
forbid the printed word, but suggested I curtail it.
I stand in the center of the room while Jeigh instructs me on
the phone. Exploding. There is this softness now that threatens to
take over, and I wonder if it's God. Or else it is belief, same thing.
I don't know anything about this person exce pt for what he tells
me, but when he says "Your training is the only thing in my life
right now that's dean and pure," r melt. The top draws out the
bottom's sexuality and hands it back to her, a gift. It occurs to me
belief is a technology, a mental trick for softening the landscape.
When all value has become exchangeable, stupidity emerges as a
new topic of investigation. If the world becomes more sensuous
and beautiful when God is there, why not believe? "The extreme
mobility of the contemporary sublime erodes autonomy because it calls
for movement through the heteronomous which is itself heteronomous~
provisional singuLarity taking the place of the irreducible~ movement
being the basis of the indeterminancy of what is erased and represented
in it." (op. cit., p. 55) California is a chance to rethink everything.
That fall, the night my book came out, the diary-writing girls
were gathered in the living room of my treehouse for a party. I
escaped downstairs and let the New Age Dom cane me once for
every cigarette I'd smoked. I didn't want to be a role model.
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Bo charges 40 dollars for a weekly cleaning. His clients are spread
out between Mt. Washington and Silver Lake and the San Fernando
Valley. On good weeks-that is, the weeks when no one cancelshe nets $400, and with that he has to pay his rent and bills, and
pay for cat food, kit ty litter, the vet, and various cleaning products.
Needless to say, he has no medical insurance, no vacation pay, no
unemployment coverage. On the "ann .iversary" of our first cleaning, Bo brings me a bouquet of Rowers. Meanwhile I fly around the
northern hemisphere on ti.ckets paid for by the Institution. Though
every word I've spoken challenges the Institution's values, my opinions matter less to them than my husband's artworld srature. When
it occurs to me, I pick up the phone and sell the frequent flyer
miles to a Florida developer for another thousand bucks. The
absurdity of this does not escape me.

J love myself the way 1 am
There's nothing J need to change
I'll always be the perfect me
There's nothing to re-arrange.
Tm beautiful and capable
Of being the best me I cal'lwere the lyrics of a Self Empowerment anthem leigh liked to play
while he was beating me.
That faU (if you could call it that, the temperature always
hovered around 80), I didn't see Bo for a while because he was
home sick with pneumonia. But one Friday in November he came
up the 72 concrete steps, hysterical and breathless. He'd finally
gone to get some antibiotics ar a clinic and rested positive with fullblown AIDS. Nor knowing where to turn, he'd immediately called
his eleven other clients. Five of them expressed regrets, then cancelled.
"It isn't personaL" they said. ~~Bu t we must protect the safety of our
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homes/ our animals/our children." I begged whatever artworld
friends I had to hire him, and then two weeks later the front end
of his '93 Chevette got hit in the parking lot on Sunset Blvd. Like
him, the driver of the other car had no insurance and rhe Chevette
was a write-off.
To reach Mt. Washington from Silverlake, it is necessary to
catch three different busses. Becau e 1 found the image of him
standing with his vacuum cleaner in th e blazing sun on Figueroa
Blvd. personally offensive, I gave him money for a car. Bo called
me his Fairy Godmother, told me more about his life, and we got
closer.
The New Age Dom believes that poverty, like a virus, is contagious. He believes that money is a sym bol of God's love. Therefore)
he imagines his house in Santa Monica to be more" pi ritual" than
mine, adjacent ro the slums of Highland Park. (In fact, my house
is chic-er than the Dom's and I have considerably more money.)
"Look at your self-created misery!" he rails. "The clothes you wear,
the books you read, your AIDS-ridden housekeeper ... " At that rime)
I was trying to understand the nature of compassion by following
an emotive logic-chain as far as it would go. I thought that
emptiness could be offset by acts of kindnessI love the world the way it is
'Cause I can clearly see,

That all the things I judge
Are done by people just like me

Bo took, as the New Agers say, personaL responsibility for his wellness,
but he continued getting sicker. He changed his diet, took the
clinic drugs, but soon his face and chest were covered with exotic sores. He couldn't climb the steps up to the treehouse without
wheezing.
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Where does luck begin and self-dete rmination end? In LA it's
possible ro achieve a meas ure of success, providing you respect the
process. No one cares enough to ask too many questions. The airport's close. Freeways make v rything accessible. You get up at 7
to do business in New York. You talk and write, you buy and sell.
And yet: the luck of the ri ch and of the poor are very different. Bo's
cousin Kevin has leukemj a and is jusr finishing his second round of
chemo. Together they [Ow the wrecked Chevette to Kevin's yard,
and a homeless woman and her three-year-old move into it. Bo's
thrilled by this, the idea of being so meo ne else's benefactor. Like
me, he is seeing himself as somethi ng like a fulcrum. Still, I wonder: what kind of co untry is this, where slee ping in a wrecked
Chevette could be const ru ed as a step upward? When Kevin's married sister in the Valley buys a new Fo rd Windstar and the dealer
won't take her old su bcompact Hyundai as a trade, she sells it to
Kevin to sell to Bo with my money. What kind of country is this,
where a person sells a worthIes Hyundai Accent ro a relative who
is terminally ill, for $ 1800?
There is a certain pre-emptive emptiness that pervades the
artwork thar is produced within the Institution. Conceptually
coherent and well-made, the greatesr triumph of this artwork is elusion: the way it references so much co ntent dancing on the surface
like a million heated molecules until yo u can't exactly pin it down
to any given meaning. As such, it is an em bodiment of corporate
practice: Never put into writing what can be mumbled on the
phone. It's better to be eve rywhere rhan somewhere; to manifest a
certain surface edge of elasticiTY in which authority might see itself
reflected: a quality that's come to be defined as "beauty."
One night, Bo s lower wisdom tooth becomes impacted. He's
sick to drjve to LA County Hospital, too poor to rake a cab,
and Medi-Cal doesn't cover ambulances unless you are uncontoO

scious. So Bo caBs Aston, who he's met at AIDS Project LA, and
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asks him to drive him to the hospital. Sin ce Aston doesn't have a
car, they take the Bo's Hyundai, but they don t have money for the
LA County parking lot. Meanwhile, Bo's elm hing at his tooth and
howling and when they finaUy fi nd a parki ng pot, Aston forgets to
lock the car. While Bo's tooth is being pulled, someone pops the
hatch and steals his waxer, which he'd been roo ick that evening to
unload. The whole adventure left him feeling b ner, but he lost
$200 in canceJled cleaning jobs, and then he had ro borrow $50 to
buy another waxer.
At the Institution, I watch a video installation featuring an
exercise machine suspended by a rope and pull y from the ceiling.
The art-practitioner has placed it in the middle of a makeshift set,
consisting on a disco-baH, some as tra-turf, and sheets of mylar. A
stationary camera is positioned center-frame of this environment.
For thirty minutes, feJlow students (known as «coll eagues") walk in
and out of frame. Some of them try hangi ng from the pulley. One
boy wears a dress, and three cute girls are dressed as cheerleaders,
though they seem ambivalent with this persona. They shake their
pompoms, shrug and leave. Col1eague approach the exercise
machine, but no one can figure out th pull ey. The video maker is
36 years old. I can't help wondering what he's doing here: why he
isn't making Volvo ads, or late-night infomercials. "Mmmm," I say,
hedging for time. "Amazing. Uhh, what is it about?" Then I
remember how a work of art is nor about anything, .it just is, the
student catches this and smirks. (CIt's about video," he says helpfully, "the color. It's pure video green. The astra-turf is the same shade
ofgreen as the green on videotape color bars." And yes, he's right,
the green is kind of smeary.
And then I pick it up, remembering the Institution's discourse
about how color saturation can dissolve the boundaries of the pixels.
hemorrhaging across the surface of the screen. This, of course is paradox, because video defines a surface without depth, a geo-entologic
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fourth dimension. Still, the videomaker adds, (here is a great deal
more to say about it. The work enacts the reductive nature ofperformance, because the astro-turf defines a play-space, to which the
colleague-actors (given no direction) enter in a self-conscious way.
I wonder if this underlines the difference between being 5 years
old and 30.
Bo's father disappeared when he was three. He and Bo's mom
had moved from Oklahoma to LA in the 1950s when Route 66 ran
all the way to Colorado Blvd. in Pasadena. Bo's father was a country
& western singer. At that time, there were all these little record
labels in offices along the boulevard and Bo's dad got signed by one
of them. He cut a record, Dusty Roads, and then the company went
out of business. He went back to Oklahoma, drank, died sometime
in the 1970s.
In between his first and second round of chemo, Bo's cousin
Kevin was browsing through the bargain bins at Final Viny1. There
was a promo copy of the Dusty Roads LP, obviously never played
'cause it was still wrapped in the original cellophane. Kevin bought
it and presented it to Bo, who keeps it underneath his bed, his most
valuable possession. There is a photo of his father sitting on a stool
with his guitar. His dad looks like the young Merle Haggard, his
face frozen und er klieg lights in a mask of bitterness and aspiration.
So's never listened to the songs, because he's vowed to never open
up the cellophane. He believes the sleeve contains the spirit of his
dad. If he never breaks the seal, he can preserve it.
The orphan Heidi carries a smaH snow globe with her to the
city when her parents die and she is banished from their cottage in
the mountains. Each time she shakes it, she remembers home. It
is the only thing she owns. When H eidi holds the snow globe, she
is transported backwards to a world of hollyhocks and cowbells,
her mother's face, featherbeds and cocoa. It is her talisman. But then
one night, tired of the orphan's homesick sniveling, her wicked
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guardian wrests it from her tiny hand and smash es it the stairs.
The glass globe breaks, and water spill s. The object is destroyed.
Why is it, some people are born to act as magnets for the cruelty
of others?
Driving back from San ta Barbara to LA, th e body of a man
dropped from the Fairview Avenue overpas onto the car in front
of me. The body was rransponed from the sce ne to anra Barbara
Cottage Hospital and pronounced dead 20 minutes later. "It was
a deliberate act," said Sgt. Mi ch ael Burridge . "H e wasn't hit, nor
did he fall off his bike. He stepped calmly over the guardrail and
dove forward." I was driving back to see a conceptual sculpture
show by an artist critics hail for successfully isolating the idea of
form from surface.

Three years later, the word "blessed" remains ill vogue in Southern
California. "Blessed" has dribbled down from self-empowerment
literature and videocassettes into co nversa tion and institutional
correspondence. "We are bJessed ," began a form letter from the art
schooL "to have retained the services of Ms. XYZ as our new IT
consultant." If we are "blessed," then who are th e Unblessed? And
do we celebrate our blessedness a[ their expense?
I am now living by myself in a cabin in the central California
hills. I don't know where Bo is. I imagine he'll die soon. I am no
longer taking comfort from the small ecology of kindnesses.
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(2000)

Military Culture
Central California, July 2000-This morning I drove past the
Space Shuttle Motel on the road between Los Alamos and Lompoc.
Plopped down in the middle of a field, the motel serves the Vandenberg Air Force Base, a facility that's shared by NASA and the
US Air Force. I arrived last night at a ranch outside Los Alamos,
about 20 miles away. I was disoriented, wanted to see where I was,
but the road here didn't have a lor of signs or answers. Two lanes of
freshly poured black asphalt stretching 12 miJes out of Lompoc ...
The road dead-ended when it reached an electric chain-link fence
around the Air Force base perimeter.
Last night, Syivere and I drove our here from Ventura in two
cars. We'd left LA in one, but then we'd gotten sidetracked, admiring a classic car For Sale By Owner, a mint-green '59 Rambler
Ambassador. We called the owner on a whim. When he turned out
to be Romanian, it became apparent there'd be no escaping this
transaction. We were both more interested in Romania than in
getting a good deal on a used car. The man, whose name was Petru,
ranted brilliantly. He was a slight man, about 48 or 50, wearing a
straw hat, who claimed to split his time between Bucharest and
Santa Barbara. The difference between these cities is greater than
the difference between Dostoyevsky's Crime and Punishment and
Baywatch, and we wondered how he did it. Petru was a clockmaker
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by trade. He was nostalgic for the Ceausescu years when people
plied these archaic occupations although he'd been arrested twice
for "crimes against the state" before escapi.ng across, I don't believe
he said which, border.
Several hours, several thousand dollars later, we were registering
the car, which turned out (0 be incapable of accelerating more
than 30 miles per hour on the highway. We didn't get here until
after dark. "Here" being Wild Rose Cabin at Moon Valley Ranch
on a hill above Los Alamos. With its fresh pine-paneling and No
Smoking signs, Wild Rose was well equipped with scented candles,
New Age tracts and executive self-help books. I was to spend the
remainder of the summer here, because my boyfriend and my
husband who were still living in Los Angeles at my house, thought
this remote and para-military locale would be "perfect" for me as
a wnter.
Moon Valley Ranch had been a marijuana farm for many years
before the present owner, an ex-corporate lawyer, acquired it on a
fluke from MIT, who'd received it through the estate trust of an
alumni. The cabins all have cute names like "Hummingbird" and
"Garden View," and it's difficult (0 get a sense of what might actually go on here among the bare burnt hills. Army towns and
testing grounds, strawberry fields and vineyards. The cloudless
deep blue sky of inland central California. Behind the gates at
Vandenberg, scientists are working on an electro-magnetic interceptor to protect us from the "imminent threat" of nuclear
weapons launched at us by «rogue states." According to former
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfie1d, these rogue states-a synonym for third-world countries-don't only have the atom bomb;
chey have developed ballistic missile capacities to launch them at
America. Obviously these countries got into the nuclear warhead
game so late they are still trafficking in bombs, rather than infowarfare and electromagnetic deterrence.
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Last month, an odd mix of Israeli military strategists, highranking US and British army officers, and American, Canadian,
Australian postmodern theorists and cultural critics met for five
days at a resort hotel on the Israeli coast to speculate on 21st century warfare. Organized by a group of brilliant young Israeli
theory-heads who were performing their mandatory military service, they called the meeting "Martial Ecologies." Sylvere and I
were there, and as the week unfolded, Prime Minister Barak's bold
plan of pulling Israeli troops out of Lebanon, which they had occupied for nearly 20 years, spawned a series of disasters. First there
was a spate of violent riots, the most serious since the Intifada, in a
handful of Israeli cities populated by Palestinian Israeli citizens.
The instigation of these riots remained vague and undisclosed.
Presumably they challenged Arafat's authority. When Israeli troops
withdrew from Lebanon, thousands of members of the Israelifunded Southern Lebanese Militia and their families rushed to
cross the borders. As collaborators, they'd be lynched if they
remained there. Although Barak's plan promised them Israeli citizenship and asy~um, they were repelled when they arrived by the
Israeli army.
The purpose of the conference was to better understand these
kinds of skirmishes. Lebanon turned out to be a paradigm. How
will war evolve when you are dealing less with nations, more with
ethnic groups and tribes? What will pure war and postmodern war
really look like? The papers read by military personnel, like US
Army Colonel Douglas A. MacGregor's Transforming Operational
Architecture for the Information Age were incredibly programmatic
- and specific ... although he'd never read Deleuze, he'd visualized a
rhizomatic plan involving robot-warriors, decentralized systems of
command and autonomous sub-units.
The Israeli strategists had impressive flow charts. showing how '
the principles of complexity theory could be channeled into military
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decision-making and command. Those in the field. however. had
their doubts about post-Desen Srorm, Ninrendo-sryle scenarios.
They were nostalgic for rhe old ground wars where chaos is more
finite. The postmodern theorists and cultural cridcs were more
interested in what war meant, and how it served the bigger picture. War was "the vertical control by electromagnetic deterrence
and space-based info-warfare over the induced chaos of un ontrolled market forces" (Sylvere Louinger). or else it was a
side-effect of globalism, based upon "an all-around splintering and
polarizing, producing destruction and annihilation. not through
wars and military machines but through srarvarion, pestilence,
crime, social erosion and loneliness" (Janine Brody and Rajni
Kothari). One beefy American corporal cur right co rhe chase
when he reminded us that war is still the willingness to "Get out
there and KILL!"
The artist Christopher Lucas sees war as an exchange of energy. He
told me this last year when I met him at an opening, and so I
stopped off in New York to finally see his work on the way back
here from Israel. During rhe past fifteen years he's created an extraordinary body of work (both exhibired and noc) that conflares war
with transport, transport with ancient spirilual technologies. As his
friend, the writer William Burroughs, said about his exhIbition
Passages: "Lucas aims for the correlation of spiritual and spatial
movement-boa.ts. sleds, navigational charrs-breaking down the
line between the utilitarian world and the magical world of the
artist ... " Lucas' Chelsea studio contains a fascinating array of lifesized replicas of heraldic shjelds and fighter pla.nes, space shuttl.es,
paintings and collages.
As with all my favoriteanisrs, I think his work is truly mad.
It zigzags through a thought system defined by Kabbalah and
Hinduism, Shinto, the Sephirot, various Korean pop-culture artifacts.
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ghost-spirits, toys and games found at a children's playground.
Lucas believes that warriors, like children, are engaged in an enterprise of magic transience. Both need to know how to get from here
to there. As Burroughs observes, Lucas' "vehicles" are designed to
be used, not just looked at: bringing the psychic and the real into
crisp alignment.
Lucas has spent the past decade extrapolating military applications from the children's sleds and slides he constructed during the
1980s. Among these early pieces are the terrifying Chakra Slide
(1989), a conveyance made of polished balsa wood. It's like a children's slide except it's base is witchily curved upwards, so that the
ride you'll take on it will leave you further in the air before you hit
the ground. A visceral metaphor, he says, for how children reach the
highest energy levels just by playing, while adults may spend their
whole lives in prayer or meditation seeking enlightenment and reincarnation. Crowned by a Buddhist swastika, the slide is decorated
with seven emblems that represent the body's chakras.
In 1996 he built a life-sized replica of an F-lS/MIG fighter
plane called Adam Kadmon's Jet. Kadmon is named in the Kabbalah
as the symbol of Primordial Man, the first being to emerge within
the metaphysical void that was the cosmos. He arrived with symbols emanating from the orifices in his head which were
subsequently codified and written down as the Sephirot. According
to the Kabbalah, the World of Adam Kadmon functions as a bridge
between the Ein-sof (God) and us on earth. From this position)
Kadmon remains to direct all subsequent events unfolding among
humans. The shape of Adam Kadmon's plane follows the zig-zag~
ging diagram of the Sephirot. Based upon the number ten, the
Sephirot supposedly contains the key to everyone's potential destiny. Like Chakra Slide, the plane is highly decorated, but this time
with Lucas' own religio-military iconography. There is a painted
Jesus. There are sets of human hands performing Hindu mudras. .
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There is a picture of a Korean hama n r il ing l pair of di 'c (a nd
this, says Lucas, is borrowed fro m I:hc Korea n-wa f cr3 U (o rn 0
US airmen decorating (heir planes widl di c and nakc:d girls) except the shaman's dice are rolled [0 (en, J number irding ba ·k
to the Sephirot.
His latest piece, Mother (2000) i a spa e 'hurtle on. eructed,
boat-like, of fine resinated wood. A choirboy m l.ded fr m blue
styrofoam steers the space-craft, . itting all a battered · hildr on's
sled. Transport within transport. T he boy' hand ar,e 10 ked in
prayer religiously, and benearh the hat h are tick-o n de ,\I
turing fractured hands bent in to mudra . There i a hu k d and
a picture of a dark-haired girJ who e hand are · I p d I eeher,
praying. This is an image Luca fo und on an extended i it (
Korea. The Girl appears onl eafl ers di tri bur d ro Ko re. nhlnto
Buddhists by the Catholic C huf h, promi ing [ar i o n .~ r rhdr
families if they accept the teachi ng f Lord J. 11.
spacecraft echoes the graciously cu rved line
sailboat. But decals of oxygen mo le ui e dan e al ·n it ide U gesting ways religion can be tra n po ed 7 [ran porcedthrough U
kinds of diaspora. And in the face of ch unkn wn the i lnfinic
adaptability of faith between che gridwork f religi u
cern ..
We talk awhile, and Lucas bring oue. a book . aUed Tht Jom."'11 of
Alhion Moonlight. Written by Kenneth Patch n in 1 411 the t t
begins as an invocation against hunger, fcar and d rkn
nd
ends: There is blood on my hands.
I
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Shit On My Sleepmask
For month I'
.
I
b
'
s ve wanted to write something in thIs co umn a our
dIaries and
b
'
MF' II.
note oaks. I teach a diary-writing class 111 an
n
Studio A
I
rt program. Here, diary-keeping is not a popular art. t
sounds to
h l'
,
b"
.
o mue Ike something girls do. Theortes of su JeCtlVIty
sounds sex'
d'
.
. . , . b'
,
Jer an more ImpOrtant. Smee dlary-wnnng IS su JectlVe pract'
',
"
f
, h lee, It s more fragile " looser messier. As a transcnpnon 0
IIV
,e taught, diary-writing's destined for confusio n because the
mind doe
.
' , ,
s nOt stay stjJJ for very long. As an art-making practlce,
It s Incohe
T' rent and therefore essentially flawed.
fo

~Ings

change when the artist is no longer alive. Just as
renslc c' . 1
b ' d
tImInO ogy, with its crime-scene videos,
arrows and
, arnca es,
. be an markers, construct a monument to what might otherWIse
th
anonymous life, curatorial practice bestows value upon
e nOtebo k f
d
th' . 0 So dead writers and artists. Once they have entere
e InStltuti
h
' l'
d d
an, t ese cheap spiral binders are qUick y msure an
Preserved Th
th'
'
ey may no longer be xeroxed or rouched by unauonzed ha d O , 11
se!ecte
n s. ecasionally they are spread open to curatona y
y' . d pages and exhibited in climatieai1y controlled, alarmed
!trInes. 1'h
,
e
very
act
of
selection
(why
is
the
diary
opened
to
thIS
Page, and
.
es·
pecIalJ b'nOt another?) imparts meaning. This practIce seems
ret
Y lZarre when the artist's not dead yet. At PS l's Fluxus
fOspectiv I
61
e, saw one of Joseph Kosuth's notebooks, circa 19 ,
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.
d
y weird,
spread open, preserved under glass-and thiS seeme ver
.
d
~~
because I'd run into Joseph just twO days ago on Broa way.
,
r ks, they
haps because notebooks are rarely conceived as art wo
eem, when placed under glass, fetishistic, corpse-like.
.
these
There is so mething so deeply subversive about seeIllg
. ,In the world. Unprotecte d b Y g1ass, uns electdame art!'facts adnft
ed, ostensibly flimsy and worthless, they remind us that the dea

in question was just a person once like you.
.
"
h b n carrYing
F. or mont hs, my husband Sylvere Lotnnger as ee
' his backaroun d one of Antonin Artaud's famous noteboo k s III
f
ok Ie t
'
"
h
'I
.
S·
h
otebo
pack . P0 esslng It IS t e gm nest pleasure. IDce ten
.,
"
f
'
h ago ItS
It lmper ectly-guarded vitrine at the Pompidou SIX mont
'
cket
.
his
J'
a
·
ch anged h ands several times. A young guy slippe d It 111
.
'
.
1
O ffenng (0
at [h e Artaud retrospective and gave It as a ove). , f'
.
1 king for
yIvcre s nend Rochelle. Meanwhile the pollee were 00
k
N w Yor .
.
d
.
It, an Rochelle gave it to Sylvere to take with hIm to
e
Awaiting further orders, Sylvere keeps it with him at all times.
. ,
. I charge.
Because It IS so ordinary, the notebook has a mag lCa
I.
.
bl on the
t one of those kid's notebooks with multiplication ta es
.
b k
. 1 use 111
ac Cove r. It's not unlike the composition books the glr s

arti

t

.

I we were

my c1as , With black and white marble covers. Recent Y
. d
e
fC
.
S
l
'
unved
·
h avmg co lee WIth our friends John and Jim, and y vere

'f

lt

.

rom hls backpack. On page

twO ,

.

there's a drawmg a

f a man

gagging with a cock jammed in his mouth.

The probLem of all beings on top of me and their behavior
gleia glesifa
aghifa ipse
nanas

\

\
I

ihsa bauzz

h i e because
W It me and in me is a problem that only I can so v
I am the only one who can feel them

lvr
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It Was summer 1942, the third year of the war, and Artaud was
confined to a large psychiatric hospital near Paris. People were
starVing . H e Was Wit
.h
'
. an d h e WrItes
.
. h'IS
drawmg
from herom
m
notebook about a "head" that has been "gone from the point,
conferring
.
h
. f
d d
.
evenmg, and making me feel old, t e pam 0 nee an
the tntoxication ... "
We were in Di Roberti's looking at this. We passed the notebook aro d J'
un . 1m, an actor and translator, read some pages out
Ioud As J'
.
f
.
Jm read, there was a definite spark-as if some kmd 0
transmis '
h
dh d
d
S10n Was appening between the marks Artau
a rna e
on these pages, and what went on in Jim's eyes. The notebook made
ArtaUd seem'
d'bl
h
A'
tncre 1 y human. No more mythic era. gtant army
a/tOilet b h
1_ db
rus es to sweep out all the beings will then be replace ')' an
ofsoldiers of true men, This army in order to be known as alive

:rnzy
as
L

obey h i ,
k D '
t e taw of a certrain order, which is Don t Loo,
on t
Dau~h, Don't Desire, Don't Swallow, Don't Lay Down On Your Belly,
Ont Swall
A..r L
'
'I fi
h
ow J.yua So,. The notebook was written m pencJ , a rm
and, cursiv
'
,
d"
f
AI
'
e-sCflpt, movmg fast on a slant. The gran IOSley 0
tauds Wr' .
d
bI'
'
mngs su denly shrank to something more trau rng."
JUSt a guy
"
fi' d
to

b
wrmng his notebook. Artaud became our missing nen
ecause his
b
note ook could have been one of ours,

For Weeks l' b
,
' Ve een carrying around three of the late Kathy Acker s
nOtebooks (N '
,
b
atlOnal Brand " spiral narrow-ruled,) I ve een
resear h' .
c lng hI'£'
, d'
arch'lVe at D er
k lIe and these books, soon to be deposlte 1D an
Ii
'
U e University, are among the last things Acker wrote.
er fnend M 1 "
h ' 1
1\ k'
S
e Fnehcher and Mathias Viegner (w a IS a so
c er s -exe
) d'
' fh
baXes As CUtor
Iscovered
them
while
unpackmg
some 0
er
b'
haVlng
" nOt0 Jects,
b they're in what the Tibetans call a "Bardo" state,
A k yet een catalogued, insured or classified,
later
e eshr'dWrote all her first drafts by hand in various notebooks.
' e transcribe and revise them on her computer. In the first
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. es
of the notebooks_not dated , but probably wntten
h 'd been
.
sometlm
du rin g th e spring of 1995-Kathy's drafting a talk. S . \ t the
invited to speak to the Author's Guild about
'eeks
0f
e ectromc
. w had
.
l · pu bl IS
' h'Ing on copyn.
'ght Severa
bJlUpact
erore,
. res
r :shed
, had a mastectomy an d rh e pOst-oper arive blopsy
dere ted more cancerous cells. The talk had to 1ast 20 mtnUrers,
and on the rap margin, page 8, she does t e mat
h most wr1
h
d : (20 minutes 13 pages).
Il'sr

COPYfl~

0=:

h Though Acker i a well-known and accomp rIS he d nove av',
am 1 going
' to Sfiches' b nor SUre what they Want her to do. Wnat
0L
;J '
s e gin
. . ...in public, n public speech ... not In
. fi cttOn
. or aboutviry
iton
as fo other lllriters or in a classroom... There IS
. h
. a scary grahe'd
r ( l' task. h e wr ires some notes aroun d a t hought s t''!)
exptessed
often, about how wtiters don't actually ma e
c rn
h

k things

1-"

ey perceive
and record, and then she lands on a quote. [[0 of
h .
anna Ar ndt, he's been re-reading Aren ts) c ollectJOn .
d
e says, Men Tn' Dark Times. As she works w"h
' It,
. Are nde's world
warn
ing- about how in these 'dark times' the intellectual
bl'
b me incteasi ngly Self- referential and recedes from p II Je
Ii c- be tne the bas is of h er talk.
bl ck
l

In Ihe pages of the notebook preceding rhe famlTtar fat. What
a
printing of her p ubli habl e text, she writes in a messier hand.
the

"'n {going to say? Amount ofwork ! do,

~
outlaw~computer

me & my fTiends, support
writing habif-as poverty is outlaw writing i,
u
g"""-b / no more money-.! get off& ! 'till have a body 6- 1 stiff have
h
Sh
10 "1/ '"
e doe a tarat reading (Chariot, HIgh
fleSt ess , Dear
. p'
jll"i e <Lul ie Wands) and Writes down a dteam:
d 4 in
v"<age apt. Looking for 0 ne. Can stay here. X's be.
. room.
ft.
.In,
t: 'I "Sreep,
I
.
TVI:
2
try 2 next to me bad street a not.
we go t'nSlde
.
Andrea. Th". foUrth where not "
all open. Shit.
on stdewalk, ,m ell. 1 hate
1
) '0 fa0" (place
fi. Ii H."e to start U,okingfor my own place but 1m
. East Village
. another dream. But spacer. 0'P . . . .)
ou" m· pa" zn
en
;

L'
'-'fiJI

""ere.

{F"J_

p She dreams about being on tour, getting lost, missing shows.
eople ask her about the violence in her books, and she wonders if
there' , I
.
,
lsn t a so vlOlence in the difference between representatIon
and reality.
' h er awn, « I am suppose d to be (
'
,
. . t hat 1S,
wrtte)~
suaessfol whitep , '/' dll »
,
rzvz zge ,/, and then she writes

~
alL work together,
no more stars,

We

work together to be in the
work which is to see it!
not just electronic rights
but actual reformatting,
new forms

Though of Course she's completely aware-publishing a novel once
eVery two years '.
,
,
. ,
. I
'cwo
'
glvmg
lntervlews,
wnttng
artie
es,
tounng
Weeks OUt f
}

. as
herself

o . eac 1

the only way she can possibly support
. four-that
,
a Wnter IS to maintain being a star.

A hMa;be she didn't really want to write this essay for the

G 'ld
h '
UI; maybe she did. But at the momenr when s e s
WrIting i h
,
Ut Or s
. ,

a'
n er notebook, the future of copyright in the electrOnic
ge 1S nOt th
I '
l'
ch
e all y thmg on her mind. Having decided to dec me
enJorhera
h
d.
t;
Py, s e had this idea that the cancer was locate 111
ear, and rh ~
,
h
sh
e ear lIved inside her. If she could go back far enoug
e could find'
,
,
.
I .
n
it, confront It and chase It away. So lI1 between let
Otes on Ba
h
. '
th
nna Arendt she writes down her dreams. She wntes
ell) down f:
d
' G 'ld
rex I
ast, an they don't relate much to the Author s ill
t. n the d
b
cloth
reams there are craters and opium, worms and ba y
on es and she writes 1 MUST LEAVE and she writes 1 need somee, and then L
'
f
be in .
onelmess-it's the American way, and she dreams a
g nmg agai 11.
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Like cker, Anaud, and the girls in my diary class, I kee\ a
notebook. Lately things have been missing around my house. 1m
"In [h e proces of ev ict ing Andre, a yo ung comp uter pro gram
'
mer(urned crack dealer from an apartment I own and Andre knows my
addres . Last night I saw Sammy Mendoza creep ing out from my
ga rage carryi ng with him some power tools. Sammy worked [or me
,[J'1 he gOt .I k. For week I've been giving him money, an d when
,.
. h !lIS
. [0 ols , (Jl I
lT aw h'1m I thought he'd come back on the job, WIt
realize I the tools he Was carrying were mine. And now it turnS out
evtryrhing' mi ing: the tools, the bike, a lea ther bag, the mati. .
Th
. I wrote in my notebook The essence oJ,l'rllpe ISf
I' m rnlOg
COlljilSion. Ye t rday I found my sleep mask lying at the bottom a
. my front gate. The mas I(was smeared
rh·t on r t
tep outSide
'
with hi.t and I co uldn't tell if it was an imal or human. Could ir be
And reo~ rn }ler [1 te boaks, Kathy writes: Tales of the C.1ty ... ChronicLes
'

of blood ch ronic/es ofshit everything must come out of the body . ...
I n t he dream I had last night I wa at a pollee
. stanon
. bemg
db
. aft er aWl
h'I e, relaxed
rapt }' And re ' brother. I topped strugglmg
.
A
d
Inl It.
n
then, plea ure. I remember thinking, anyone w ho has
. 11y be
an on'n e that an be pleas urably penetrated may potenna
d TI
rape. le essence of rape is confusion. The unconsclOuS
.
is also

•n

rill c .

For weeks I've been carrying around Acker's norebooks, and
now h r dreams are getting mixed up with mine.

----",.,.
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Cast Away
f
.
S
Store rant ln my L.A. neighborhood I like a lot, on 7th
treet and L k
.
b .
a e, along the north side of MacArthur Park. The SIgn
a aYe Jt says "FI
E'
'd » I '
f
th
ores nVlOS Express-Segura Rapt o. t s one 0

There is a

Ose overseas 1 I "
.L
..
.
alge-parce sh lppmg places that prollIerate 111 ImmIgrant nei hb -1
·
.
S d
g or loads, where residents from soft-cash countries can
en the cheap TV
d .
I '
d
fro
d
s an IlllCrowaves they buy here to re atlves an
len s back h
.
pea 1
Ollle. It 15 an essential service, because most of these
peate Stra d d 1
Id
th U
n e lere, undocumented and cou not re-enter
e S if th
.d
"
f
th.
ey tne travelmg home. There used to be dozens 0
ese parcel-shipp'
1
. h'
.
t· h Ukr alnlal1
.. an d
R.u .
mg p aces WIt signs Ll1 Po IS,
SSlan on th L
but h
e OWer East Side of New York City j 11 the 1970s,
Co t ey have
.
now. d'Isappeared-perhaps because a f t1le f:a II 0 f
l'lll11unlsrn
h
.
d
itself
' O[ peraps because Manhattan has smce declare
a Zo ne off l' .
tk
- lmlts to the poor.
1 e many art"
i'
cash'
IStS, I've b ecome a connoisseur a f gentn' fcanon,
109 OUt al d
.
.
hOOd
1
movmg on from one low-rent ghetto nelghborto another
h'
b
1 . b'
enou h
as t l11gs egin to turn. But Los Ange es 15 19
.
g to accom d
. I
In d
mo ate what was once a vision of urbanJty lere
Own town Wi I
. _
lher .
est ake. Gentrification is sorely undercapitaltzed.
e IS no si 1 I
whol I
ng e arge developer. And so there's flux, without a
esa e Au h'
.
meal ,0 f t helf
. SIng OUt of former residents. Things change pleceown accord. A 99-cent store operares beneath rh e old
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marquee of former Westlake Theater on the east side of the park ...
it is an architectural slow-dissolve.
Flores Express is squeezed between another 99-cent store and one
of those first halting harbingers of gentrification: an ethnic art gallerycum-coffee bar run by a sophisticated Guatemalan woman. The place
is full of primitive armoires and straight-backed blue and yellow
wooden chairs and tables. The art is mostly Grandma Moses-of-theGuatemalan Highlands figuration, though there's also a rotating
exhibition of "contemporary" paintings made by second-generation
immigrants: blocks of color striving towards some kind of modernist expressiveness. I wonder if the owner is sophisticated enough
to know just how peripheral these objects are to anything that might
be read as actual art in the contemporary art world.
I remember several years ago, in one of the high-profile graduate art programs where these lines are drawn, the program's sole
Chicana student fleeing the seminar room in tears when her advisor
sneered, "Your photographs are sooo sentimental. We're making art,
not Hallmark Greeting Cards, here:' The work in question was a
photo of the artist's daughter who she'd left behind in Texas to
auend the graduate program here. The child was bathed like a tiny
angel in a radiant bubble of southwestern light. Days later she
returned indebted and defeated to her border town in Texas, it never
having dawned on her that anything is permissible in the com:emporary art world so long as it is pedigreed, substantiated,
referentialized. She could have said her photos were a performative
restaging of the works of Walker Evans, recast in opposition to the
appropriationist crop pings of Levine from a feminine-interiority.
She c(}uid have said that she'd been readjng Gaston Bachelard, the
French mailman who became the Father of Phenomenology; all that
cozy stuff he wrote about dreaming underneath his featherbed in
winter when the snow's piled up outside. You want sentiment?
BacheLard's the Bambi of French theory. Etcetera.
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The neighborhood around MacArthur Park is variously known as
"Westlake Village" and "Mid Wilshire" and most notoriously as "Pico
Rivera," home of the Rampart Division Detective Bureau hit squad.
Developed in the early 1920s, Westlake is a fantasy of urban splendor.
It was the ciry's first attempt to simulate the northeastern city neighborhoods its residents had left behind. Hotels dripping with Egyptian
gargoyles and magnificent apartment buildings with once doormanned entrance awnings line the park. Westlake now has one of the
largest Central American populations in the world, and on weekend
aft.e rnoons it's Spanish everywhere, with fruit stands and balloon
men selling wind-up drummi'lg monkeys and flavored ice-shaving
vendors, and you might as well be in Tijuanas Central Park.
Flores Express is not the only packaging express storefront near
the park. There must be hundreds; it's a Westlake business rivaled
only by the 99-cent srores, drugs, and fake IDs. But Flores is the
only one that has a permanenr art display. In the plate glass window
there are a dozen photos of family groups posed behind large cardbo'ard cartons that have made it into their hands in the back alleys
of Tegucigalpa or the Guatemalan highlands. The locarions are
handwritten at the bottom of the pictures: "Xecul Totonigapan,
CalJe 15, Guatemala City." There is a faded color xerox of a Mayan
couple in traditional woven clothing standing placidly beside a
canon in the snow. A young woman in a striped nylon dress poses
behind Carton #0177 in a pleasant tree-lined alley in E 1 Salvador.
On the outskirts of Lake Achtirlan, a family poses with their carton
in what seems to be a beer hall. The woman wears traditional
Mayan dress; her husband sports a cowboy hat and a bandana while
their son is dressed in sandals, a T-shirt and jeans. Sometimes the
vehide mar brought the parcel to them appears within the frame.
Most often it's a panel truck or pick~up, though in the photo taken
inrhe mountains, it's a burro and a cart.
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It rakes 4 weeks and $145 to send a 22 x 22 x 22" carton to the
remotest parts of Guatemala and Honduras. Pedro Marino was
once a government economist in San Salvador. Now he's the manager of this storefront business in LA. Marino says you can fit a lot
of stuff into a carton of this size: shoes, TVs, VCRs, clothes, food
and sometimes guns, although he says the guns seem like a waste
of time because they're cheaper down in Salvador. For their $145
fee, Flores will pick the carton up at your LA address and load it on
a container ship at the harbor in San Pedro. From there jt goes to
Acoujutla, Salvador's main port. The trip takes about eight days,
then the boat is met by an associate who dears the packages
through customs. From there, it's loaded on a panel (fuck and driven to its destination escorted by two security guards. Recruitment
for this job is very democratic: the security guards are a mix of 0 guerilla army members and ex-military police. Sometimes after the
rain and hurricanes, the boxes are hauled to rural destina.tions by
burros who can walk beside the runed roads.
My heart beats faster when I see these photos. They are what art
should be: a document of amazing journeys. The photos are advertisements for a Fed-Ex system built of string and paper clips and
burros. Tangentially, they suggest the persistence of traditional cul ~
rures, showing us that rime and space hang on no matter how much
we feel they've disappeared. The images are docl1mems, making no
conceptual claims beyond depicting noteworthy events. 1 think of
the photos of Weegee and James Van Der Zee and the earthwork
projects of the 1970s, in which the act of documenting difficult,
expensive excavations became the work irsel( There is no particular
"artistry" to these images: they are taken to exisr as proof~
Decades later, the urge to document the natural world returns.
Joel Tauber, a young L.A. artist , spends weekends burying himself
in desert sand and covering himself in mountain bramble. Tauber
went to college in the 1990s,and he wants to find out for himself
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Magyars pose as "history," and the elimination of350,OOO Jews during WW2 is written off as regrettable "discrimination." The book.
of course, was unobtainable. The Cultural Service Center had run
out of its two dozen copies and had no idea when these would be
replaced. There were, they said, two thousand copies of this English-language book in Bucharest, but shipping them-or even
one-seemed insurmountably difficult. I could xerox the reference
copy if I wished, bur then the library didn't have a photocopier.
Still, I didn't waste the trip, because there was Rostopasca: six
artists in their twenties who were [Otally unlike the Cultural Service
workers. Alerr, well-dressed and English speaking, they were eager
to disassociate themselves from any kind of national identity. They
were international artists-or at least, European. They found the
proliferation of art about the recent Balkan Wars from the formerYugoslavia "regrettable" and "self-defeating." Becoming international
means to forget the past and move forwards to the future. But then,
[heir show was a reprise of some of the US art world's greatest hits
of the past twenty years. There was a little bit of CoLab and the
TImes Square Show; a little bit of Dennis Oppenheim; a great deal
of Mike Kelley. Alina Ionescu showed me a funny video she'd made
about the moral crisis of her generation: extreme bikini waxing. It
was a little like the garish cibachromes of teenage bedrooms made
by would-be VaUey Girls of Mexico City. Yet beneath its blatant
posturing and imitation, there was something there about the
Ros(opasca work I found incredibly compelling.
Attempting to be "postmodern" in the entirely pre-modernist
environment that is Bucharest, Rostopasca artist Nicolae Comanes-·
cue writes in one collage:

Everything started last year in Vtovey when I walked throughout
a passage full ofgraffiti. On the walls somebody displayed some big
photographs. I looked consciously instinctively after the text associated
with the graffiti on the walls. I think that in reality there was no
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connection between them ... The subject is nothingness. Or to be
more precise, that moment in lift when time stops to flow as we are
used to. When any evolution disappears. Moments that, if they really
exist, it means we have been told so many fucking stories and we did
believe them all.
There is something just so great about this text, which does
not make sense. Partly, I guess, it's the exuberance of Becoming
International against all odds. The perpetual jetlag experienced
when living in a context that is hard and soft. Images of last year's
Documenta fill your head but you are walking in a cloud of 19th
century coal dust. In Romania 200,000 stray dogs roam the capital
and it's impossible to send a package. Consciously or not, Rostopasca's work captures the violent effects of conflicting space and
time ... a conflict that, in Jonathan William's work, has migrated
into the virtual bodies of computers.
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Panda Porn
Ie is a nondescript day, aU emptiness and brea thless h at, and I'm.
driving through Fontana, east along the 10. There are a lor of billboards. Smelly Credit? Psst I'm at Flesh. Th Spearmint Rhino girl
gazes srraight ahead, all ivory and pink and J m wondering ho\!
her face achieves irs srare of pornographi c blankne . Unlik rh
b lankness of contemporary art, which reference th fu iliry of
ge wre, her blankness is a verb and the viewer its dir t bj e t .
H r bJankness is an invitation to ejaculate again t th urfa
f
h r face . Her face says, Come ali over me. Beyond th p arm lJ1[
Rhino girl there is another billboard with a pi rur of a i nt
panda. Fine China. T he panda glances at m shyly. Escap to tf.
an Diego Zoo . She is trying ro conceal her round and fluffy b d ,
behind a single bamboo stalk, a modest gestur that' as furi l and
endearing as the Girl in the Skintight wearer w nd ring wh
veryone is staring at h er breasts. It s re tro Panda Porn. h e
m
to be the last one of her pecies, or nearly.
I rem em ber having seen her once three year ago when I vi it I
the San Diego Zoo. Jeigh, the New Age Dom who I wa d ring
eh se rhis outing as a special treat. For five days he'd be 11 j ulating against the surface of my face in a Mexican hot 1 and thi
visi t to the Zoo would be a culminating celebration f my n w found feminine identity. Everybody knows that girls 1 ve pand .

)

They're fluffy and adorable even when they are incarcerated .i n
wos. And what is the Adorable, if not an invocation against everything that it is not? The ribbons and bows, the yellows and pinks,
the tendrils of ivy in little clay pots, the desire to be cocooned.
within in a cloud of prettiness, all reek of death and decay.
I remember this trip to the Zoo as a vision of department-store
hell. The San Diego Zoo is a series of money-extraction points
done up as "kiosks," cleverly linked by simulated habitat "exhibits»
through which the movement of crowds is masterfully planned
and controlled. All points lead to the pandas, the money shot, the
Zoo's star attraction.
At the rime Jeigh and I visited there were just two: the captiveraised female, Bai-Yun, and Shi-Shi, a male born in China's remote
Sichuan Province. As panda lore has it, Shi-Shi was mortally
wounded in a territorial fight with another male panda, found by
a peasant, and rescued by foresters who "brought the dying panda
to China's Wolong Giant Panda Research Center ... where he was
literally stitched back together." (ZooNooz) Shi-Shi was then shipped
to America. On the verge of extinction, with less than 1,000 pandas
left in the wild, everyone waited for Bai-Yun and Shi-Shi to mate.
Sassy Bai-Yun did her best. She exhibited all the right panda-mating
behavior, but Shi-Shi rejected her. He was an asocial panda, perhaps
homosexual. Did Bai-Yun blame herself? Despite her desire to mate,
she could not overcome Shi-Shi's negativity. Finally after three years,
veterinary rechnology intervened. Vials of sperm were obtained
from a relucrant Shi-Shi-ZooNooz gives no details of how this was
done-but after several attempts, Bai-Yun became pregnant and
Hua-Mei was born. Now an array of webcams broadcasts Hua-Mei's
every move, 24/7, live, over the web.
Landscaped and curved to give the illusion of space, all the
Zoo's walkways converge at the Pacific Bell Panda Research Station,
which is Hua-Mej's home. Spectators approach the Station on a long
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concrete ramp that slopes downwards, a bit like an abartoi.r, elaborately guarded by rails. The crowd moves slowly bur steadily.
Inside the Station, Jeigh and I stepped OntO a moving floor that
took us from one end of a Plexiglas wall to another. It lasted about
90 seconds, but this was the Panda-View. Sure enough, Hua-Mei
and her mother were there. Ohhh, look at the pandas, I durifull
squealed. Did the 25 minutes we'd spent to achieve it in rease th
view's value? I remembered being conveyed on a belt with a rmvd
past a milky-white statue called the Pieta at the New York Wt rld
Fair, as a ch ild. The installation was a magnifi ent meraph r ft r
the public's relation to what the culture called art."
Four decades later the San Diego Zoo's manipulation of p {a-

f

tors, and what it teUs about our relation to the di app ar n e

nature, is much more complex. I wanted ro investigate Furrh r..
Perhaps it would be worthwhile to compare

an Di

curarorial scraregies with the unreconstructed

fr"

1 th

cnmr I

m enager ie at Paris' Jardin des Plantes?
At Jardin des Planres, no effort is made ro pia e eh animal in
imulated "natural habitats." It is a zoo a place whr people ot])
to look at the animals. It's not very different from Fran e' fir t 7.
the Cabinet of King Charles. Built in the mid- 18th enw ry, rh
Cabinet was a collection of strange zoological pe irnen ' r u he
back from the colonies and wild Jand beyond. H r the w r
caralogued by the Comte de Buffon. In hi Illustrated History and

Description of the Animals (1755- 1767), the great naturali (writ -' ;
'The stupidest man is able to guide the most piritual of an imru ...
man is a being of reason; animal is a being without rea

n:

And yet a trip to the Jardin des Plant s i alway a pleasure. frs
only concessions are postcards and ice cream . Within ju t a ~ w
acres of shaggy chestnut trees, sidewalks, en lo _ur
wooden benches, the Jardin fulfills Frederick Law

and

re n

tmsted' UroPl-

an vision of what parks should be: a place where ciry dweller mi ht

l'tmdn Porn 1 1 1
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go to find spiritual refreshment.

an

ut

.
, n at rea11 y a city,
Dlegos
and irs zoo offers no spiritual refreshment...
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habitats are daily destroyed by the very foresters w
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e d
RaYan d I cOunted 42 different types of pan d a-m ere aher an
the
Z
'
d
,
Mot
"." ".
Oos ozens of outlers, mOst of ir fealUnng
panda
ChiJ.d. There Were Panda bibs and placemars, panda spoodns, uzz ,
hi
.
da
Oe aces, Panda
socks, panda sweatshirts, T-sh'ITtS .an Ppan1es
Panda chOColate, panda olive oil, panda salad dressmg, a
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cooki e Cutter, A p a nda Chnstmas
snow-glob
tree ornament, a night-light, a
'
ets. Pand e, Refnge rator magnets. Panda shot glasses and shoot-

sw~

panda
ffi asks, panda kites, panda liquid soap dispensers , A.
ror
the P itCdh plate ' a pan d a-stamped mousepad, Ray and I settled
r
tainer of an
C ka To pper Sl'Ipper, which was a plastic take-out conLike 0 e decorated with pandas, for $8.95.
sponsotshi
the San Diego Zoo relies on corporate
most Inst"!tutlons,
.
<las Were
Among the logos displayed alongside pictures of pane
Crystal G aClfic Bell, Coca-Cola. Kodak, Delta Airlines, Ice ,

~.

silllulated eyser. Strangely, McDonald's was missing. .A/i:er all, the
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years but most are gone now, as people destroy their habitats," the
Kroc text coyly explains. This is how Buffon described a tapir
upon seeing one for the first time:
"The tapir is the size of a little cow but without horns and a
tail: it has short legs, and its body arcs just like a pig's. It wears a
deer's livery when young, and the later on, a uniform of dark
brown. It has a big long head; with a trunk like a rhinoceros, ten
incisors and ten molars in each jaw, features that distinguish it
entirely from the cow. The tapir is a dark and sad animal..."
Ray and I drove home on the 5 through a very long dusk. He
told me how he and his mother had traveled to EI Rosario, Mexico
to see the migrating butterflies six weeks before she died. It was
dusty, Ray said, and there were guys driving pick-ups who charged
people a couple of bucks to go up a hill where the butterflies
mated. But then when you got there, there were millions of butterflies, everywhere. The ground was covered with butterfly
corpses. It wasn't beautiful like they had thought, but still, it was
something. And then he told me how he'd been in the room when
she died.
It got dark around Irvine, and for the first time all day we felt
a slight kind of openness. Escape is vestigial, just like the wild.
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Picturing the Period
On December 1, 1961-about a year before the American first
breakout of pop art with Sidney Janis' Neo-Realist show in New
York-the artist Claes Oldenberg opened a storefront on the
lower east side. Intended to be a venue for Oldenberg's work, the
store also became it.
The whole store an apotheosis! Actually make a store!
14th st or 6 ave
butchershop etc

-he wrote earlier that year in hjs notebook. The store was fined
with plaster replicas of all the things people could buy in real
stores in the neighborhood: slices of cake, wristwatches, cigarettes, underwear, calendars, shoes, cans of sardines. Everything
was on sale and at rock-bottom prices! $99.95, $49.95, $9.95. All
the paraphernalia attached to running a store would be part of
the project: the receipts and the rent bills, the budget, the signage, promotional flyers . «The store'" he wrote excitedly, "is like
the Street an environmental (as well as a thematic) form."
Willem de Kooning's Women paintings were showing
uptown. Even though Jackson Pollock had been dead already for
six years, his influence lingered on. Fratricide rules in high art:
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you have to kill anyone who is remotely like you. So, of course
Oldenberg loathed Jackson Pollock.
"Lately I have begun to understand action painting that old
thing in a new vital and peculiar sense-as corny as the scratches
on a NY wall and by parodying its corn I have (miracle) come
back to its authenticity! I feel as if Pollock is sitting on my shoulder, or rather crouching in my pants!"
Olden berg then 32, was married to a woman named "Pat." As
his diary tells it, he liked waking up with her. He liked how parts
of her body got mixed up with the sounds of the street, the radio
songs, the idling cars. Born in Stockholm, Oldenberg uses American words like a foreigner. "My wife's back ... my wife's hair ...
my wife's tough tits."
It's a very mid-century thing, this having a wife. It makes you
more of a guy. You have to be big, because you have to support
her. And in a photograph taken in Oldenberg's store, he is enormous. He is all muscles and eyes, an ox with a buzzcut, wearing
nothing but a pair of white overalls. The wives mostly wore girdles and garters. Generally they liked being little, but in the rare
instance one of them tried to do something big, she just seemed
ridiculous, ineffectual, silly.. It was a very sexual time. There was
also something about bodies and cities. Oldenberg , hated the
Beats. He found them too sentimental, and therefore unable to
grasp the grinding mechanics of cities.
In the mid-century, "What is art?" seemed like a vital and
interesting question. Oldenberg saw the store as a way out of this
conundrum. "Art-that's the notion I've got to get rid of. Assuming I wanted to create something, what would that thing be? Just
a thing, an object. Art would not enter into it."
As a European, Oldenberg considered himself immune to the
co-optive force of consumerism. He knew that yesterday's rebellion
is roday's hot commodity. "The bourgeois scheme is that they
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wish to be disturbed from time to time, they like that, but then
they envelop you, and that little bit is over, and they are ready for
the next." If art is instant commodity, why not take the most vulgar, contemptible route, and turn yourself into a shopkeeper?
It is so difficult viewing this time from a distance. To imagine
the first dawn of consumerism, before it became wholly crepuscular. To imagine people's excitement with the world of newly
available things-TVs, home appliances, stereos, hair-dryers,
electrical toothbrushes. A black and white photo of the street
taken from inside Oldenberg's store puts this time in perspective.
It is a wet December day. The sidewalk's flecked lightly with
trash. There is no traffic except for two cars parked on the street.
A skinny Jewish man is caught striding by, hands shoved deep in
his pockets. The man wears baggy pants, a cheap Macintosh raincoat and a fedora. You can tell that it's cold.
The world in 1961 was a very dreary place and its inhabitants
were not reconstructed. They had bad teeth and when these fell out,
they wore dentures. They dyed their hair at home with crappy powders and peroxide, and in the summer they sweated. They lived in
cold-water flats with bathtubs in kitchens. Their childhood memories weren't based on television. When the glittering world of
things-fanciful electric gadgets and brightly colored cereal packswas unleashed on the populace (which had not yet been redefined
as a series of markets) they were hit like a cargo cult. Blunt pygmies,
examining a plastic toy with wonder. For ten or twenty years consciousness lagged way behind the promise of products.
While old-school art critics were inclined to read pop art as
an indictment of the "spiritual nakedness" of standardized products, Oldenberg and friends were completely enchanted. "I have
got love all mixed up with art," Oldenberg wrote about his store.
"I have got my sentiments for the world all mixed up with art. I
am a disaster as an artist because I cant leave the world alone."
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Echoing the dadaists, who he also (naturally) hated, Oldenberg
wrote: "I wish all my actions to be exemplary."
Of course, the Pop Artists eventually became as involved with
the ethos of "signature" and "originality" as the AbEx and action
painters they despised. "Signature" was simply transposed from a
mythic personal expressiveness to the patenting of concepts. The
"big" artists of that time were the ones putting forward "big"
ideas. The Pop Artists still believed in ideas. It's no coincidence
Oldenberg constantly wrote manifestoes. Others, like Jasper
Johns, produced works so obdurately emblematic they effectively
became manifestoes.
StilL there was this yearning in the culture for an art spiritual enough to transcend the individualist limits of "originality."
Though published in the mid-1950s, The Recognitions, William
Gaddis' massive, brilliantly opaque novel about high art and
forgery, continued to circulate in New York during Oldenberg's
time. In it, Wyatt Gwynn, the son of a minister, moves ro Paris
intending to become an artist. He takes a job restoring old Flemish
paintings, and soon abandons his "own" work in favor of copying
obscure works by minor masters. In this, he finds a much greater
pleasure. "Every week or so he would begin something original ...
but he abandoned it. Still, the copies continued to perfection,
that perfection to which only counterfeit can attain, reproducing
every aspect of inadequacy, every blemish on Perfection in the
original ... One by one, they reached completion unbroken by
any blemish of originality," Gaddis writes.
Tempted by an unethical dealer who wants him to go into
business, Wyatt finds that there's a short, sideways step from copying to inventing new "originals." While his "own" painting
languishes, Wyatt reinvents himself as Hans Memling, an obscure
German painter of the Flemish period. Memling's paintings sell well,
and Wyatt is outraged when the gallery licenses reproductions.
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"They have no right ... These reprodu ctions, these cheap fakes
cheapen the whole." Through his forgeries, Wyatt attains the
alien, spiritual worldview of the Flemish painters. He understands that their "lack" of perspective was in fact multiplicity.
"Do you know why [Flemish painting] has its own character?
Because they found God everywhere . There was nothing God did
not watch over ... God did not relax for an instant then, and neither could the painter."
Gaddis relentlessly pursues the notion of counterfeit as a conceit that undermines the modernist premise of "originality." This
sort of challenge to modernism was one of the period's great
romances. But The Recognitions is equally about color and the texture of life in New York during the 1950s. Everything's brown.
Windows stick, and clothing smells of damp wool. Shopgirls
come home to their rooms and read Hollywood fan magazines,
while intellectuals trade callow ideas in enormous apartments.
Gaddis' scorn for the affects of mid-century life in New York was
unsparing. Meanwhile, Jack Kerouac, that great sentimentalist,
records one of his poems abour watching the flapping of pigeons
around Cooper Square. You hear in his voice the sated elation of
one of those long spring afternoons that stretches out into the
evening 'til words finally fail him. J just wanna be sincere, he ends
with a mumble, and his baritone voice slumps like a shoulder.
The cadence feels weirdly a part of that time. It could be picked
up by anyone, tossed around like a ball. In Sadness at Leaving, an
espionage romance set during that period, Erje Ayden, a friend of
various New York school artists, writes:

Carl lit one of Hubert's Pall Malls and sat on the window ledge. He
could see, below in the avenues, the summer falling to pieces into
autumn so there could be another spring. Yes, he always suspected
that foil was an extension ofspring, they both felt the same way. You
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were ready to love again, or sail away alone and then come back and
have a cup of coffie or something . ..
A feeling of limitless time. "Evanescence," Oldenberg wrote,
"is not just a theory it is part of me. Come and go. Nothing I do
is a theory but is me."
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Calle Art
There was a time when I was thinking LA might be something like
Paris. I was thinking mostly about navigation and sex: how sex can
be used to mark terrestrial points like a GPS compass. There was
something in this idea about narrative, too.
I was in East Hampton. I'd gone there to work on a book for
four months in extreme isolation. It was a book about chance, and
all during that time I'd talked on the phone to a guy who called
himself ''Africa.'' We met on the phone that September, when he
was about to start shooting a film in Namibia. The tall yellowing
grass outside my window looked something like Mrica, but it was
his accent, the sound of his voice that compelled me. It was familiar. Two decades ago, we'd both lived in New Zealand and known
the same people, gone to all the same parties.
At that time I was trying to remember New Zealand. which
seemed like a good enough reason to start having sex with him on
the phone. He called on the radiophone at least once a week. (I
didn't know how to reach him.) I made up stories and both of us
acted them out. Since both of us normally lived in Los Angeles, the
city became our cognitive link. He lived in a Malibu compound.
I lived in a treehouse northeast of downtown. The thirty mites
between those two points provided locations where our ongoing
trysts could unfold.
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I was wondering, How can 1 hold your attention? I couldn't see
him or touch him. Holding someone's arrention is a very sexual
thing. I kept looking for places that would mentally hook him.
Places he might remember, places that triggered more nuanced stories than the generic pornography we talked on the phone. A
particular booth in the corner of Musso & Frank's; the fake Taj
Mahal in the Hollywood Hills built by some English Hindus. The
House of Pies parking lot. The enuance gate up the hill on Big Rock
Road; the Good Luck Wishing Well in Chinatown outside Hop
Louis. A Whitley Terrace condo-rack; a friend's house in Bel-Air.
Mrica didn't say much and I was trying to locate his taste. What was
romantic, what would be tacky?
We make plans to meet when we both return to LA. When I get
back after four months alone in the woods, I'm dizzy, disoriented,
can't remember how anyone lives here. The sites of our stories
become my guide to the city. Which one will he choose for our
meeting? I started re-reading Nadja by Andre Breton. For Breton
and Nadja, Paris becomes a curved grid with melting edges, marked
by the places they meet: the taxicab outside the restaurant, Najda's
one-star hotel. In January Los Angeles is uniformly soft and golden,
and it occurs to me that sex can be a conduit to something else) like
madness: a means of fixing points upon an interstitial landscape that
would otherwise be markerless; where the question Who am I? is
best answered by asking Whom do 1 haunt? Imagining our meetingpoints gives some shape to the city, but when Africa comes back to
Los Angeles, he doesn't return my em ails or my calls.
The only thing left of what I imagined is places. I rent an office
in Hollywood and buy a cheap Russian camera. Walking along the
boulevard, coincidences multiply. I go to Musso & Frank's to take a
picture and discover that across the street is a store called Africa
Imports. I walk into a cine-memorabilia shop on HolJywood & Vine,
and on the counter at the very top of the pite, is a script from Twelve
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Monkeys, one of Mrica's movies. I wonder if what I'm doing is something like the work of Sophie Calle? Or then again, is it stalking?
I remember reading something about a woman who was
arrested in a Toronto suburb for sitting outside someone's house
every night in her car and writing her notebook. Calle's projects always
have objects, a purpose wholly outside herself. Investigating others
through their traces, Calle herself is invisible, and the work becomes
something about the nature of traces. Invariably, the subject of Calle's
investigations is someone she is not particularly interested in. This is
important; it makes the work conceptually clean. Unlike the woman
arrested for sitting outside a house in her car, Calle's work is never
considered offensive, objectionable. Rather, it has been described as
"aloof and purposeful," "deliberate," "mysterious, intelligent" and
"well-executed." Calle's work raises fascinating questions about the
nature of privacy, identity, control. Ie triggers a discourse about
seduction, secrets, surveillance. Old-fashioned feminists like it
because it gives them a chance to "reverse the male gaze. " More
thoughtful critics, like Amy Gerstler in Artweek, find it stimulating
and pleasurably unsettling because "Calle keeps herself under
wraps." Calle does not embarrass us, because she does not address
us directly. Therefore, we can assume she is free of any personal
agenda . .. and here the art criticism starts sounding like personals
ads, warning prospective dates against "baggage or hidden agendas."
In Nadja, When Breton passes the Place Dauphine it reminds
him of "the sex of a woman." This, we assume, is a positive thing:
mysterious, rhapsodic, enticing. The Place Dauphine invites you to
enter it. It's not invasive, like a cunt writing her diary outside your
house in a car.
Photography is, by nature, elusive. Once it's been photographed,
the thing that was once here is already gone. Writing is too much like
talking, and no one likes a talking cunt. It's sooo demanding. Presence is never far away from a demand for recognition: do you see me?
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To talk or write is to explicitly assert one's presence .. . something
we are relieved Calle, as absent-investigator, doesn't do.
Disappearance never struck me as a very interesting subject. It's
always so much harder to appear. In a film I made called How To
Shoot A Crime, two dominatrixes talk to an interviewer about the
"electric space" of killing. The year is 1987 and the interviews are
held in a Front Street loft in New York City. The neighborhood, at
that moment, is being reinvented as the South Street Seaport, a simulationist mall. Meanwhile a police videographer named Johnny
Santiago travels the city to document crime scenes. His videotapes
show anonymous and often decomposing corpses strewn around the
city's interstitial zones: a railway yard, a parking lot, a rooftop. These
crime scenes are to New York what Breton's Marche aux Puces and
Place Dauphine were to early 20th century Paris: a means of placing
a mark. Halfway through the video, one of the dominatrixes challenges the interviewer's voyeuristic interest in S/m. "Bullshit, boy,
you have to be in here with me," she says. ''I'm out here alone." ('I'm
here." "No ... It's one thing to trust these experiences up against
things that you share-but we're not going back and forth, this is not
a conversation." "That's why I have a camera. I'm here. " "No, we
need your dick out here. This is half a conversation."
Circling around the interviewer's own desire to disappear
through his interviews, the film chronicles the larger disappearance
of the neighborhood during New York's first massive wave of gentrification. The crime scene becomes the only place where time
stops. The barricades, the cameras, become an urban ritual mourning. uWhen a death occurs," the interviewer concludes, "there must
be a reason. We just have to find a reason."
Calle's work opposes this finding-of-reasons. There isn't any
particular reason Calle follows Henri B. in Suite Venitienne (1983),
much less any meaning. She herself finds it «banal" and is affected
only by B's absence when she finally stops. There isn't any reason
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why she chooses to construct a detailed portrait of the life of Pierre
D. in DHomme au Carnet (1983), other than that she found his
address book. Everything circles on absence. It's an effect she pushes
more consciously later in pieces like Color Blind and Ghosts (1991).
In these works, shapes, colors, and the emotional affects of wellknown artworks are described in their absence. These written
recollections are displayed besides reproductions of the artworks
themselves. Calle's projects are all conceived within rigorous game
plans based upon chance. Perhaps the most startling, original
aspect of Calle's work is that, unlike the high modernists, she has
no belief that «chance" reveals hidden meanings through secret
codes. Whereas Burroughs and Gysin saw cut-ups and chance
operations as a means of cracking reality's code, Calle's work is
much less romantic. She allows empry space to be what it is.
Except for the anger vented on Calle by Pierre D. in a letter
published in Libe, her work elicits very little condemnation in the
art world. In her calculated, witty absence, Calle is as mysterious as
Breton's Place Dauphine. She is no smelly cunt. She is flawless.
Anne Sprinkle became well known in the art world for giving
audience members a speculum and inviting them to look at her
uterus. Her friend/competitor Penny Arcade remains dubious about
the nature of Sprinkle's success. Creator of the notorious performance Bitch! Dyke! Faghag! Whoref, Penny loves talking. She talks
directly to audiences allover the world and begs them to talk back.
They do, and she answers. During intermissions, Penny invokes
audience members to get up and dance with the seven boy and girl
strippers who back her up in the show. And usually they do. When
the strippers coax them to take off pieces of clothing, they comply
with this too.
"Hmm," Arcade surmised. "Now if Annie could get her audience to stick the speculum up themselves, I think she might have
something. "
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Featured
1. Face
In dePictured (2001), a project commissioned by Art Center College's Williamson Gallery, German architect and media artist
Christian Moller exhibits large flat panels of bitwall through
which faces of prisoners are magically transmitted through folding
electromechanical pixels. Rendered through bitmap graphic technology, the image is analog, permanent. It does not depend upon
any live digital feed. dePictured is a portable, gallery version of a
project Moller's pursued for the past several years: the use of
bitmap pictorial matrixes as architectural exterior surfaces. Within
this entirely soft technological medium, Moller favors the faces of
prisoners and homeless as subjects. He finds their expressionsin contrast to the blank clean tines of the contemporary buildings
and highway walls upon which they're installed-to be texturally
pleasing and "hard."
"The aim," says Moller, "is to develop a fa~ade system that as
an outer skin both fulfills the demands of a building to resist
weather conditions, and at the same rime functions as a daylightcapable image transmission system." Like human skin, these
pixel-matrix surfaces at once protect, project and interact with
their surroundings. Three decades ago, holography offered a similar
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visual il1usion of d pth p r eived thr ugh a nat urfa . Lik most
science ficri n writing, th 11. native ont ' n[ of ea rly h 1 grampictures of flickering candles and ro bu he - lun to an earlier
century. But M"ller' hoi
fimag ry is auda iously on par with
institutional technology. What b ttcr ounterp int r the traight,
flat lines of contemporary ar hit rural urfa
than the grittiness
of human suffering? Th surfa
are n w. The
of th pri oners
emitted from them, like so much e1 [roni weat through a pictorial
matrix, are haggard and worn.
What makes a face? What mak s a fa b com an image? In a
catalogue interview with Art ent r uraror St phen Nowlin,
Molier explains how he wants th A t architectural ambience to be
altered by the "hardnes " of the prj oner' expressions and their
"piercing eyes." Pixilated images of the e prematurely old men
radiate from the Frankfurt 5 him Museum's entrance and the City
of Karlsruhe's highway walls. My borrowed misery ...
Moller tells Nowlin how urprised he was that his two little
daughters were "horrified by the fierce-Ioolcing man and his size"
when he brought one of the renderings home. Criminals, he says,
"are often men with very marked facial features." He sees these
faces as texture. Never were they int nded to evoke surveillance
methods or serve as cautionary tales. To depict via a process of
depicturation ... The prefix de-, in this case, seems really operative,
as in to deform, to decapitate, to deneuter ... It entails the estrangement of the image from itself, siphoned off and fed back as
interactive architectural detail.
In a brill iant conceptual coup, Moller arranged to have the
images for the Art Center show rendered into bitmaps by the prisoners themselves. It is a fascinating confluence of two institutions.
Within the forced-labor system of the Darmstadt State Prison, the
prisoners are deployed in depicting themselves, processing the
co ntoured light and shadow of their own anguished faces into
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architectural texture. Look, no more messy penal colonies! No
more torturous inscription of the sentence of the crime upon the
body. The prisoners are becoming-ambient. It is both reward and
punishment.

2. Cinema
Everybody's living in the same movie. It's what we want to think.
Traveling in Romania in 1998, the James Cameron blockbuster
Titanic was big news. In the provincial capital of Arad, a stooped
and toothless populace wearing Turkish scarves and ancient bowler
hats and poly-cotton tracksuits huddled, chain-smoking, at a tram
stop underneath a lavish full size Titanic poster ... Kate and
Leonardo rising in a passionate embrace above the stormy sea. The
Titanic was the city's only new contemporary thing.
"Do you like Celine Dian?" a young journalist asked me
intently. We were sirting on rhe floor at a parry while a bootleg of
the song My Heart Witl Go On quavered from the boombox in this
freezing tiny room in a rodent-friendly Caesescu-era building.
Clearly there was a Romanian meaning of the song that went deeper
than it's dubbing into any foreign language. It was something
about the necessity of fate, the way the Titanic victims spent their
final hours as forced witnesses to the sinking of the ship.
The Romanians have a national story about a good shepherd
informed about a plot against his life by his favorite lamb, Miorita,
a lamb "with wool of yellow-white." His killers, Miorita tells him,
will be two of his most hated ethnic enemies. A Vracian and a
Transylvanian will put aside their own ethnic differences to do
the shepherd in. The shepherd does not resist. Instead, he spends
his final hours planning his own burial in a bed of native soil.
("Native soil" has a special meaning here. In 1931 the Iron
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Guard, a fascist organization drawn from Romania's intellectual
elite, marauded through the Jewish border towns with bayonets
and clubs, bags of native soil hung around their necks.) By surrendering to fate the shepherd enters a paradisic state, described in
nationalist semiotics as Mioritic Space. To the Romanians, this is a
happy story.
The essence of movie is transparency. Movies engender multiplicity because they can be read so many ways. There is a butch
dyke urban legend that Steven Spielberg's essentialist sci-fi epic: AIArtificial Intelligence is actually an allegory. In it, David, the alienated young robot-boy who will eventually be disowned by his
adoptive family, functions as a cipher for the butch girl-child
stranded in the paraJlel universe of the herero-nuclear family.
When sentiment prevails, identity isn't that specific. Movies are
us because the people in them aren't anyone. Emotion's always
larger than the characters or story.
~-

/

3. Vertigo
Is it a coincidence that Rodney Graham's elliptical reprise of
Hitchcock's To Catch A Thiefis titled Fishing On A jetty (2000)?
A coincidence because in 1962 Chris Marker made a film called
The jetty, which was itself a strange homage to Alfred Hirchcock's
Vertigo (1958). The jetty was in turn re-imagined by Terry Gilliam
in 1995 as Twelve Monkeys. But Vertigo was a movie Marker couldn't
leave behind: in 1982, two decades after the release of The Jetty,
Marker returned to San Francisco in his movie Sans Soleil to trail
James Stewart's trailing of Kim Novak around the city streets of San
Francisco, as Hitchcock first depicted them in Vertigo. Although
Marker's seen the movie 19 times, he still can't quite recall the story.
"It seems to be a question of trailing," Marker writes, «of enigma,
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of murder, but in truth it's a question of power and freedom, of
melancholy and dazzlement, so carefully coded within the style
that you could miss it, and not discover immediately that this vertiginous space in reality stands for the vertigo of time ... "
The transparency of movie invites a multiplication of re-stagings that makes it totally Talmudic. The film is no longer only what
it was; it's how it's been reprised. Ronnie van Hout paces in his
room carrying a knife as if he were Anthony Perkins from Psycho
(1960). Acting, in the cinema, is already discontinuous. The "original" is siphoned off so many ways that it becomes a palimpsest.

4. Role Play
When artists work with cinema, they aren't seeking to create illusion but to intervene in the illusion movies are creating. You do this
with your person. But since the "person" is already many people,
it's not so much a matter of becoming yourself or someone else, as
of borrowing and adopting. Like people, personae are completely
interchangeable and expendable. The old heroic mode of acting in
the theater, in which the actor verges on a total merging with the
role, does not apply in film. A persona's just a look, a piece of costume or a gesture.
In traditional nonwestern dance and theater, gestures are
repeated as a technology to jump-start inner feeling. There is nothing
to "prepare" because, the logic goes, a gesture repeated 500 times
with infinite precision evokes emotion of its own. The actor's personal memories are less useful than the sheer psychophysical effect
of repetition. Writing on the "uncanny," Freud describes the way
children devise repetitive games to accept the unacceptable.
Through repetition, the child achieves a mastery over something
that he once found troubling. In Freud's most famous example; a
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boy's mother leaves the room and h i distraught ... and 0 he
replicates departure with a game in wh i h I rhrows a ball against
the wall 100 times. A gesture is em ploy d; it doesn't p n crate the
identity of the person. hrough repe ition, trauma becomes
domestic, normalized. an per ona be the sam as g tur ? But
perhaps there's only ev r a persona at th
nt r.

5. Paranoid
Paranoia is the ability to see the futur . 1 hing peed up. If the
present is affected by th e pas t, then it also must be affected by the
future. The paranoiac mind ha the abiliry to penetrate the
encrypted-ness of movies. Movies are the perfect death, because
the content of a film is sealed forever. Th film will always play
exactly the same way; the only thing that chang s is ur viewing
of it.
The paranoiac mind unlocks the messages of movies. It is
possible to discern a multipliciry of narratives through repeated
viewings. In Philip K. Dick's paranoiac opus Valis (1981),
Horselover Fat discovers, after an exhaustive search, that the
ancient Gnostics are communicating with him through a movie.
Fat sees the movie Valis 15 times. Valis is itself an acronym (VastActive-Living-Intelligence-System) and the movie is the perfect
conduit for this collapse of present, past and future into continuous time. Word messages are embedded in the movie's soundtrack.
The movie's "plot" functions like the Old Testament of the Bible:
an institutionalized reduction of the story. But for the truly mad,
it is possible to access an Apocrypha by abstracting plot and character from the film and studying how props are moved around.
The props themselves are symbols and their placement constitutes
an inner-text. Students of the Kabbalah have noted that the char-
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acters of the ancient Hebrew alphabet are actually runes depicting
sexual acts. To form a sentence is to stage an alphabetic orgy.
In Suburban Legend (1999) the artist Julie Becker picks up on
an urban legend that's been kicking around for 20 years in stoner
culture ... that the Pink Floyd album Dark Side of the Moon was
actually conceived to be a secret soundtrack to The Wizard of Oz,
that generation's favorite childhood movie. If you know the secret
sync-point- and Becker does-the entire system works. Dark Side
of the Moon superimposes a new reading upon this ancient childhood "text" that is hilarious, triumphant, terrifying.
In this video, Becker seems to be proposing a completely realistic function for the artist. If the universe is movie, the artist's job
is neither to decode nor to create, but to identify some temporary
systems within the chaos.
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Torpor Los Angeles: Daniel Marias
As anyone who's lived here any length of time knows, there is hardly any architecture in Los Angeles. Oh, of course there are the
famous Neutra houses and the magic monolithic Gehry structures
and the Case Study houses and the gorgeous Lautner spaceship
house nestled somewhere up above Mulholland Drive, but this isn't

what you see.
What you see when you are driving, and you are always driving,
are miles and miles of low-rise stucco apartment complexes. Built
fast and cheap by small-time developers between the 1950s and
1970s when LA's rental market swelled, these buildings, known as
«dingbats," are distant knock-offs of mid-century modernist style.
Land was cheap; there was no need for high-density. Thousands of
dingbats painted pale flamingo pink, mint green and buttermilk
yellow still line LA's wide streets from South Bay to Pomona. In
them, you see the aesthetic purity of west coast modernism reduced
to cement blocks and stucco topped by low asphalt rooves. Form is
function; it was also cheap to build. As modernism's bastard cousin,
the dingbats are free of all ornamentation. No gables, no rafters, no
columns, no dormers. Except for the occasional brise-soleil cinderblock wall or pieces of mesh-metal spray painted mauve and
attached to the stucco exteriors, the only architectural detail on
these buildings are their address numbers, and these are huge. But
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then, they must be: there's no pedestrian traffic in A; people scrutinize address numbers while driving.
Crafted from wrought iron, copper, plastic, burnished steel and
brushed aluminum, thes numb rs constitute a I ind of folk-modernism. They stand against their stucco facad s, jagged and traight,
in italics, roman numerals, cursive script and blunt sans- rif outlines. Just as institutional inm ates devise subtle means of
individuating rigid codes of dress- a hair barr tte, the way the
sleeves or cuffs of uniforms are rolled- th de igner of these architectural numbers expressed themselves (or somerhing) through
choices of material and typographic styles.
My friend, the artist Daniel Marlo , ha been taki ng pictures
of these buildings and their numbers for mor than four years.
Except Marlos doesn't just like photographing architecture, he
likes to take pictures of his friends. He is a kind of folk formalist.
Perhaps because he is a gay man living in Los Angeles, and perhaps because his art career has taken a more jagged path than many
of his MFA art school contemporaries, Marlos has the widest circle
of LA friends and acquaintances of anyone I've mer. He shares a
home with his partner Jose, a Mexican-born tailor. Since leaving art
school, Marios has worked as a staff photographer for the Griffith
Park Observatory, a photo-finisher at a one-hour photo lab, a porn
video critic, and an instructor at LA City College, picking up
friends and portraiture subjects along the way.
In The Century Project (1998-1999) Marias documents the 100
years of the 20th century by photographing 100 of his friends. In
each of these images, the friend stands outside a dingbat apartment
building whose address corresponds to a different year of the century.
The addresses, numbering 1901-2000, were culled from boulevards
and streets spanning thirty miles of the city. Standing in front of
1942 Rodney Street, a lime-green number in residential Los Feliz,
I was 1942. In the rest of the series, my fellow citizens-bricklayers,
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short-order cooks, movie producers, museum curators, small-business owners and gardeners-pose in various states of awkwardness
and composure outside these buildings, numbered by the year.
Just like in life, we may not actually relate to each other, but all of
us are here.
As a photographer, Marlos keeps an open mind. The portraits
aren't gen ric. Nor are they sensational, or intimately probing.
They're more (han a sociological catalogue and less than a record of
any underground scene. Through the conceit of historical numbering, Marlos can photograph all of these people-who don't fit into
any particular psychosexual genre or narrative-within a framework
large enough to hold them. Architecture, space and time connect
Marlos' friends. Living in one of the world's great immigrant cities,
these friends come from every conceivable race, age group, body
type and class. The Century Project's one hundred images comprise
a group portrait of a whole century. By photographing them within
the arbitrary holding pattern of numbers, Marlos has accomplished
just what his title's goofy grandiosity suggests ..
But a century only has 100 years and Marios has more than
that number of friends. So when the project outgrew its admittedly
arbitrary parameter, Marlos turned backwards to history. The fact
that LA was incorporated 221 years ago in 1781 gave him another
120 years, for which he could photograph another 120 buildings
and friends. This second project, Timeline (2002) was recently
exhibited at Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions (LACE) .
As an assemblage, Timeline is a cumulatively monumental work
that, in its casual obssessiveness, makes perfect sense. In addition to
taking hundreds of photos each month, Marlos is a prodigious
record-keeper, making entries in a photographic logbook.! diary
every day. Assiduously apersonal, the diary reads more like a police
blotter than a journal. Marias is always on the job, notating film
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this diary and the photo works p rv rely m ak me nvy
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Marlos' life. It is a life con um d in an xa ring and xhau ting
project. Excitement and my tery thr at n t
completely arbitrary formal boundarie

leak through the

fhi proj

ts. Wh re fas-

cination rules, can h appines be far b h ind ? I want t liv in the
LA of his notebooks.
Though MarIos is actually fr
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hio hi s w rk

em more

Larino than American: part tabloid -art, part B rge .
proposing an article on M arios' work to an

rt

11,

mag zin

when

dit r I
j

said what interested me about him most wa [hat h led a v ryarti tic life. What does that mean, an artistic life? a ked th editor, 1 oking
at me strangely. A thing that once eem d obvi u - that it might
actually be more artistically productive to h rd goats or hang around
with gardeners and porn stars than to pend your tim

x Iusively in

th e art world- now seems alien and childish.
Marlos' current project, Plotting Along Parallel Lines, takes place
underground. It is part of a project curated by Br

nt

Zerger of LA's

Metropolitan Transit Authority. Boldly attempti ng to overturn the
provincial character of LA's public art) Zerger commis ions temporary projects on subway lines by contemporary arti ts. Unlike New
York, where internationally known artists compet

to

fiU public

space, LA's high art traditionally stays in museums and galleries .
Public commissions are assigned mostly to areat urs. I can't think of
another metropolitan center where high art is as estranged from the
rest of the city.
In Parallel Lines, Marlos projects slide images of numbers onto
the station walls of the subway. Seemingly arbitrary, these numbers
correspond to the address-numbers of buildings above ground.
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Beau rh
ity f LAng ]es was cob bed together from adjacent
neighborhood on e epararely incorporated into hamlets and
towns, LA's str t numbers end and begin at each of these nowmeaningl ss boundari . "Vi u do rhe math. The numbers Bash off of
Marlos' single-lens project r at each ration, quickly, back and forth,
in chronol gical su ession. Djstance, social histories, time, dissolve
and reconvene in g om tric patterns. The project is a sculptural
jnversion of Timefine and The Century Project. In Parallel Lines, the
human pr enc of Marlos' friends is relocated in the moving
bodies of subway riders. In this sense, the work is a massive group
portrait. Ir is also a bizarre investigation of time and the way people's paths intersect, or don't. How many chance meetings occur
within subways?
The promotional brochure for Parallel Lines, produced in
English and Spanish by the Metropolitan Transit Authority, reproduces excerpts from Marlos' diary. "Granted that time and space
were one," he notes, quoting Nabokov on October 27, 2001,
"escape and return become interchangeable." In Maflos' work, LA
becomes a Borgesian world where Bight takes place within a set of
£nite boundaries.
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Sentimental Bitch
In her stunning 2002 show, From Mouth To Ear, Andrea Bowers
chose, after exhibiting widely for nearly a decade, to make her
vocation completely explicit. She is a memorialist, a "sentimental
bitch," (as Bowers boldly titles Mouth's commemorative scrapbook
to Lori Twersky, editor of the greatest girl rock 'zine), hungry for
traces people leave on the landscape. Mounted in a granite boulder
on the floor of Goldman Tevis Gallery, a small monitor displays
some video footage of Bower's steady handheld camera moving
closer towards a gravestone. Bessie Smith The Greatest Blues Singer
in the World Will Never Stop Singing 1895-1937.
Reflected in the polished marble of the marker, a streaky grayand-white pearlescent sky wraps itself around the grave's location:
a tranquil, not-too-manicured African-American cemetery in a
neighborhood outside of Philadelphia, PA. The pearly gates of
heaven are maybe just beyond the stand of trees that lines the
graveyard. Bessie Smith, RIP. Is Andrea Bowers black? Is she a
manicurist paying off the mortgage on her manufactured home in
Ohio? Is the lady who she videotaped selling t-shirts in the mall
actually her Aunt Dee?
I'm tempted to say that race and class are at the heart ofBowees
strategy, though in the most devious kind of way. The images of
humanist photographers like Alan Sekula have traditionally
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bestowed a dignity and grandeu r n th eir subj (s. Ie is a gift that
can o nly be given by a p rs n r a hing through so m distance.
Bowers, on the other hand, who
rn s to -imply disappear, in fact
b comes an agent of her ubj t. Lo lat ing and recont tualizing
images of mass ultur wirh in rhe g3 11 ry's a r d high-art space,
Bowers manages to pre nr th v lu of her subj e ts- bravado,
co lor, sentiment, a pr try pi ture- as so mething powerful and
worth considering. J Love You Fucking People! Look At Me.'
In Mouth to Ear, Bower re apitulates a presentational techniqu e she's devised over the yea rs [hac erv h r purp e very well.
Videotap e has alway been an integ ral part of her work. From
there, she isolates images from th fa ux- reality tel vi ion-verite flow
of h er tapes, and painstakingly mounts them o n the creamy sober
vellum space of gallery archival pap 1". In th b autifu l wall-mounted photographs in Bower's Moving Equilibrium Show (Sarah Melzer
Gallery, 1999), the pre-teen girl in th e Wonder Woman costume
who skated to a m essy finish in her arl ier vid 0 All The World Is
Waiting For You floats against the ba kground of the paper like a
butterfly. Captured in time, cherished and pois d , the photograph
is an image any parent would be proud of. Bower deploys the
materials of visual art- dissonance, dispass ion, space and time-to
arrive at the heightened pitch of sentiment anyone who's ever taken
family snapshots has aspired to, not knowing this is som ething that
a snapshot never can achieve.

The street finds its own uses, William G ibso n proclaimed in
The N euromancer, the first pop novel of the 2 1st cen tury, published
16 years early in 1984. H e was talking about t he way technology
filters down to the street like all other fashion, [he way technology
becomes itself by being corrupted to m eet people's needs. Arriving
in Los Angeles from New York in 1990, Bowers spent the decade
trailing around the stadiums and karaok bars and mall and air
shows of Southern California with her cameras. These things
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interested her a great deal more than the then-fashionable discourses about duration, transcendence and beauty. There's never
really nothing, she must've realized early on, there's only ever the
probLem ofdescribing what there really is.
I'm struck by the similarities and differences between Bower's
images and Andreas Gursky's photographs of raves and spectacles
and sports events. While Gursky's images function as a blankly
frightening lament for the vapidity of Global Europe, Bowers looks
and finds a subjectivity within the mass. If you are 19 and living
with your parents in Corona, Bowers will take a picture that makes
you look exactly how you want to be. Her subjects don't need to be
pushed or tricked or prodded to the point where things begin to ...
spill. It's all right there, in the Pasadena Rose Bowl couple's red and
orange funny hats (One & The Same Body, 1998-99); in the concertgoer's loose raised fists (Intimate Strangers: Hand Gestures,
2000); in the amateur skater's apprehension as she crouches on the
ice before her cue (Waiting, 1999). The philosopher and psychoanalyst Julia Kristeva noted recently that her analysands have fewer
and fewer words to describe just what it is they're feeling. But that
doesn't mean they aren't feeling. And in these works, emotion
vibrates in Andrea Bowers' subjects like the incredible multi-colored wind-up plush toys in the Rose Bowl tent.
In Democracy's Body: Dance Dance Revolution (2001) Bowers
discovers discipline and anarchy in a v.ideo arcade/club in the
Inland Empire of San Bernadino County. It's any night, and about
a hundred people of nearly every race and body type in their teens
and twenties are gathered in this metal building around a dual-platformed Konami interactive game.
Flanked to the north and the south by the San Gabriel and
Santa Ana Mountains, the Inland Empire is a smog pit of arterial
life. Here, freeways, condo complexes, instant subdivisions, railway
yards, warehouses, mans and car dealerships spread out across a
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desert valley 50 minutes ast of down town LA. It is also the fourth
fastest growing region in America, a plac where personal income
has more than quadrupled in th pa t decade. It' possible, here, to
buy a brand new five-bedroom manufactur d home complete with
master-bath spa tub in the low 1OOs. Abhorrently ugly to some, the
Inland Empire is a mecca of empowerm nt for Southern California
consumers, i.e., the people form rly known as the poor.
The kids around the platform watch the Konami players with
a great deal of intensity. Like Rocky Horror, karaoke, and other art
forms self-propelled by urban myth , there are obviously favorites
here among the dance game crowd, it has its stars. The Konami
game looks a bit like a treadmill, with four footpads sunk into a
rubberized platform. A map of these footpads is shown on a videoscreen in front of the platform, connected by fast-moving arrows
that show you where to put your feet. The Konami program offers
a video-animae partner of your choosing: female, male, or if you
would prefer, ungendered. In one of Democracy's Body's best
scenes, a Vietnamese girl dressed up in a Superman costume
strains to look at the screen as if she's deciphering a difficult math
problem. And then there's the young white guy who dances as if
he was fucking: his body's a pole, conducting the energy between
his face and his feet.
Bowers fascinatingly conflates the kind of dancing done in this
club to the work of the Judson Dance Theater, minimalism's star
house performers during the 1960s and 7 0s in New York. Like
Judson choreographers Yvonne Rainer, Anna Halpern and Terry
Meyers, the Konami kids use patterning and repetition to break
free of character-imposed rhythm. Both use mundane movement
tasks as a means of transportation, shunning the personality flourishes of virtuosic feats.
As she did in Moving Equilibrium, Bowers abstracted a series of
images from the Democracy's Body videotape and re-formed them as
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wall pieces. By isolating the dancer's images, the wall pieces give
them permanence and let us look at them closely against empty
space. In one, Supergirl floats like a lily on a deep black pond of
shiny polychrome, encased. By doing this, Bowers is acting both as
botanist and fairy godmother: yes, they're framed and we're looking at them, but she is turning these kids into the mythic icons they
most want to be.
If Bowers can do this for the Inland Empire youth, why
shouldn't she do it for herself? From Mouth to Ear is possibly the
closest she'll come to making a self-portrait. It is a self-portrait fashioned from a Deleuzean sense of self, or from the identities held by
adolescent fans (same thing): a belief that who you are is never any
more or less than who you love, than who has made you larger.
In Mouth, Bowers memorializes twenty of the dead people in
20th century culture who've enabled her-a female artist born in
Wilmington, Ohio in 1965-to be. After you've gone/And left me
crying ... Your heart will break like mine ... Bessie Smith's voice
resounds around the gallery. Smith's grave remained unmarked for
33 years because of who she was-a woman married to a deadbeat
alcoholic who pocketed the proceeds of every benefit held subsequent to her death. It was not until 1970 when a Philadelphia
woman wrote to the Inquirer commenting on the absence of a
marker on Smith's grave that a memorial got underway. The stone
was paid for by Janis Joplin, a rock star and Juanita Green, a local
small-business owner.
And it's like this in Battlefields, Gardens and Graveyards, Bower's
50-frame wallpiece in the Mouth to Ear show. Janet Jackson samples Joni Mitchell, Nina Simone covers Bessie Smith, Lori Twersky
creates a magazine to memorialize the best of female rock & ro11each of these fifty frame-images shows how people loop back to
find inspiration from others who made their lives possible. It is the
essence of culture.
,
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The Latin roar of enlimcnL,
thought:
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thought became separate fr m feeling, a if the tw were opposed.
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oa r n oconceptuali m's least exam ined,

Whole
Tanglewood, MA \
September 16, 2002
Julie Becker
2852 Berkeley Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90026
Dear Julie,
On September 11 (the anniversary of) I was in this ash_ram in Tanglewood Massachusetts, and I'm not even going to tell you what put
me there, the fit of despair, the endless crying, the pull in my heart
towards going all the way into that blackness, which would be
death, or wanting to die ... all I can say is that Alexandra Kollontai,
the Russian revolutionary who wrote Red Love (her manifesto of the
multiple human relationships of sexuality friendship and love that
might be possible in a revolutionary society) had a very brave project and it isn't her fault that it failed. I was exhausted.
Immediately after arriving I began to feel be"tter, it was a
strange and beautiful culture being practiced there. T~e path to the
Jake was wide and well worn but enclosed on both sides by all kinds
of foliage: chokeberries and I don't know the other names, but yellow and purple and red. I felt extremely protected. Everything was
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held in place, the lake by the hills, the hills by the white strands of
cloud in the sky, and I began to feel whole. The "hole" being filled
by the "whole."
The yoga they practice here at Kripalu is based on presence,
acceptance and love. They say that Everything Matters. They call
it Intentional Living. You can feel it by the way they smile at the
check-in desk and open the door. Or the swathes of white and
pink cosmos they've planted up on the hill. Or the utterly rational
way they've deployed technology within their 20,000 square foot
physical plant towards the greatest efficiency, comfort and pleasure. Money is effortless here, the result of an affirmation. Some
of the ones I'm learning to say are, "Money rushes to me because
I am a master at multiplying its abundance" AND "A full love surrounds me" AND "Financial success comes easily to me" ... And
seeing that there are so many expensive new cars in the ashram
parking lot with New Age bumper stickers, maybe it's workingalthough I must say it's in their total exclusion of relativity (i.e.,
their banality) that the affirmations begin to lose me ...
There are hardly any rules here in the ashram except for the
absence of cellphones and sexualhed clothing. There is even an area
designated for smoking, except this area isn't marked or disclosed.
You have to declare yourself to the front desk staff as a smoker and
then they will tell you, but I didn't do that. I tried to find it myself,
unsuccessfully. Still, I was curious how this culture deals with
taboos. Because it seemed to me, the Designated Smoking Area on
the "east hill" above the ashram would be like the boneyard outside
the Marquis de Sade's Chateau ... the back end of the institution,
the place where they throw all the used-up dead girls, the place that
everyone knows of but nobody wants to go.
A couple of weeks ago when you were preparing your show for
Greene Naftali, I asked you, What does it mean to be Whole? You
answered, That's a good question. Because you'd been preparing this
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show caUed WhoLe for nearly four yea rs and you were starting to realize it would never be fini shed.

t wa be oming an end eavor as

gorgeous and doomed as Red Loue, or th
DeFeo's enormous white plaster ros

an Pran i co s ulptor Jay

that gr w like a tap worm

inside her apartment until it threa tened to tal e down the whole
building ... or else, even jill john to n's early art writing in Lesbian

Nation, which she later recanted, and her I am po sibly imitatingYou said: "There's always an arrempt to b whole. Everyone in
the universe has spent time trying to become whole through religious means, from sitting in a church to yoga to swi mming, and
everybody is trying to get more en ergy and becom more whole."
But you couldn't do it. You'd started to realize that the real
project of Whole would be "an endless exposing of parts and not
ever reaching a whole, " you said that, and then you added, "so I
have tried to share that, that human process," but when I asked you
if being Whole is like being dead, you complained, "But I haven't
even had coffee yet!"
The show you mounted this momh at Greene Naftali was a part
of the Whole. We both agreed that showing these parts over time
was the only way you could do it. Because in fact, we agreed, it's son
of a quantum tautology to think you can capture th e [W]hole without falling into it ... And this gets dose to something like madness,
a state both of us know.
In the videotape you made, called Whole Film 2002, you cut a
square hole in the floor of your living room-studio and hoisted a
model of the CalifornIa Federal Bank building down through it on
pulleys into the basement '" The CalFed Bank was the building
you saw then, looking outside the window, when you were still in
the Echo Park house that became the site of this project called

Whole. When you moved in, the house was owned by the bank,
and then later it wasn't. During the three years you lived there) the
place changed hands several times, it kept being bought and sold.
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Except no one knew what to do with it, because Echo Park hadn't
gentrified yet and the real estate market was flat. The house was
really a shack falling into the ground, there was constant flooding.
No one fixed the place up, but the acrualland wasn't worth enough
yet to bother tearing it down. The lot hadn't reached its maximum
value yet.
I think we were talking, later, about the mystical power of
money: the way the US dollar bill is engraved with 27 masonic symbols. The bills change hands many times every day but nobody
knows what they mean ... You made a drawing then, called Playful
Embellishment, with the Eye of the dollar bill pyramid blinking in
front of the Cal Fed building, all brightened with candles and glitter.
Anyway, before you moved in, when the bank took it over, a gay
man with AIDS was living in the basement apartment downstairs.
It was really only a room built over cement. The man had been a
stained-glass maker, but when he died nobody came to reclaim his
stuff. The bank let you use downstairs for free in exchange for clearing it out, and this stuff became part of the Whole.
The walls of this room were covered in cheap pine paneling,
and the basement became the metaphysical-conceptual lab for the
yet-to-be-fully realized Whole. You found it strange to be living on
top of this scuff, it was like something was brewing down there
beyond your control. But really things were happening outside the
house, the buying and selling, the change in the market, as well.
There was a Tiki Bar built into the wall, one of those shingle-roofed
things that they use to sell poolside drinks. It seemed to be holding
the whole place up. As you told me once, the Bar, (which you later
rebuilt and called the Mysterious Object Bar,) is the underside of
the belly of Whole.
The bar, as it appears in your installation, contains certain disturbances at the «bottom" of a house that is decaying at its very
foundations and has been tied up in iawsuits for years. Is the bar an
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alchemical center for th produ tion f neg3tivc nergy?

bviously

your work alludes to the socia! filct ofgentrification and its attendant

displacement, as they'd say in art critici 111, wUle probing tile psychic
underside of what we call "real estate" ... the rr ubled liv of a mal
property occupants, who e tfOubl s are

nly omp und d by offi-

cial papers and d cumenrs .
In your videotape, the alnel'a hover around a ign hanging
on the pine-paneled wa ll left behind by the previous tenant. The
sign is a riff on [he kind of in pirational logans hung all over the
ashram (that say thing like Y U ARE PERF

-<

T IN YOUR

IMPERFECTION) but hi sign said IF YUAN KEEP YOUR
HEAD IN ALL THIS CONFU 1 NYU JUST DON'T
UNDERSTAND THE ITUATION ... and I wa truck by his
use of the word "situation ," the way it' a noun and a verb ... as
you as a sculptor, i.e., a visual thinker, must hay been, because it
seems that part of the project of Whole is to willfully resituate
things. In Whole Film 2002, the camera holds on a piece of the
urban Jandscape, i.e. the bank, as seen through your living-room
window. And then

it cuts

to

th model you'v built of the bank,

which is small enough to be hoisted down i.nto the hole ... The
actual bank itself is fulJ of holes. It has thos

porthoje windows

designed to make a large building look like a plane in the hj-tech
imagination of the 19505, when commerce, lik god, took off like

a Jet.
The jandscape seen through the window was blurry and
smeared.
At the ashram this week, I kept thinki ng about Alice when she
fell down through the hole, or Ariadne, how she didn't forget to tie
a string to her wrist when she left for the land of the dead. Mexican
radio music blasting on the video soundtrack, the frequency of the
pirate radio station someone runs near your house, the way that

music enters the wires whenever we talk on the phone ... Eleanor
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Antin quoting Baudelaire in her installation Minetta Lane-A Ghost
Story (1994): The city changes faster than the human heart.
At the ashram they always light candles at the heart of the circle when they gather to meditate. Everyone wept for the 3000 dead
on September 11 ) because these arc the dead we can imagine best,
they are triggers of grief, and you said, What attempt to move forward isn't an attempt to become Whole?
Love,
Chris
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(2003)

How To Shoot A Crime
The through line of my film How To Shoot A Crime is composed
from a series of videotaped conversations that Sylvere Lotringer
had with cwo dominatrixes over the course of several months in
1982. The women, Terence Sellars and Mademoiselle Victoire,
visited Lotringer's loft separately and together seven or eight times
to be "interviewed," on camera, about sadomasochism. Lotringer
was teaching a class on sexuality and death at Columbia University at the time. There was a certain glamour to this: uptown meets
down. East Village filmmaker Marion Scemema, who was one of
Lotringer's girlfriends, shot the videotape and the loft was well
stocked with cocaine and wine. Perhaps because Lotringer didn't
know what he was looking for, the "interviews" devolved or
evolved into long conversations about the two women's lives .
Terence Sellars, a pro-domme with a dungeon in Chelsea, was
a sometime-writer and fixture on the lower Manhattan club scene
who'd been trying off and on to get out of "the life." But Mlle.
Victoire was purely an amateur, and she pursued 51 m with mystical zeal. (Years later, she would become a lay Carmelite nun.) Both
women find the interview process highly ennobling. Lotringer
seems to share their belief that Slm has some greater meaning outside itself. If they can tell him how it really is, he can help them
give their lives a greater resonance and form. Lotringer proves to
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be an excellent listener. Through him, w hear the two women
talking to themselves at <I moment- lower Manhatr:lI1, 1982when live were lived desultorily and examined passionately and
everyone thought there was pi my of time.
Throughout these long conversations, Marion rood behind
the camera, panning with subliminal eas , between boot-tips and
faces and jittery fingers, and· everyone agre d she was cool. "How
old are you, Marion?" asks Victoire, who's rcal name is Vickie, and
Marion replies, "32,"in a h avy French accent, and everyone
agrees that 32's cool. Sylvere's soft question and non-judgmental
manner lead them both to say the most amazing things. "It's so
difficult," Victoire says one late afternoon, "to get to anything
organic," while describing her urge to kill someon in the most
conscious and ritualized fashion.
Lotringer's own stake in these conversations is never very clear.
He has no personal experience of S/m, and no apparent urge to
acqui re any. The fact that he is a child survivor of the Holocaust
barely registers within himself, and is unknown to the women. He
is merely the interviewer. And since it is lower Manhattan, 1982,
there is no imperative that anything be finished, that analysis ever
reach a terminal point. Yet his separate conversations with the two
women both move towards the same climax: each confronts his
opacity. "Why do you have to be right al1 the time?" Sylvere whispers, teasing, to Terence Sellars, and she bounces back: "Don't you?
Twenty years from now there is only going to be this videotape of
me when I was 30 years old, talking.» Victoire confronts Sylvere
more directly: "We are not going back and forth. We are not
bouncing these experiences up against ones that you share. This is
not a conversation. This is only half a conversation. We need your
dick aut here."
I made the fiJm in 1987 from an urge to make sense of that
earlier time. More speciflcaHy, since I'd started living with Sylvere
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Lotringer, I wanted to understand his opacity, and with typical
grandiosity, thought that this personal issue might somehow be
reflected through the culture at large.
Pop sadomasochism had become a hip rebuttal of feminism:
the season's hottest coffee table book (at least in New York) featured "broken birds;" tiny young Japanese women with fractured
limbs set in casts, and female bondage was MTV's favorite trope.
Sylvere's loft no longer existed as such; the Fulton Street buildings
had become part of the South Street Seaport development. And it
occurred to me that the these long conversations, which once
seemed so innocent, could be juxtaposed with a second body of
video interviews conducted by Louinger the following year. These
tapes were made with a NY Police Department videographer,
whose job it was to document crime scenes for use as court evidence in homicide trials.
Police videographer George Diaz talked avidly about the tricks
of his trade and proffered two hours of crime scene documents out
of the vault. It was through his police work that Diaz, who'd once
been a video artist, discovered narrative. Because edits can be prejudicial, the NYPD format required that crime scenes be shot in a
continuous pan. But homicide juries, like everyone else, like to be
entertained, and Diaz worked out a strategy of "whetting their
appetites" by moving real1y slow around the ambient stuff and
then flashing very fast across the murder weapon, leaving his captive audience eager to see more . This "more," of course, was the
bodies-corpses sprawled across a bed or a floor in very sharp
focus-then soften a bit, bring the audience down, denouement,
as the camera trails off.
George Diaz's videos were to the present what Wee Gee's gritty black and white photos were to the early 20th century. Diaz's
footage spoke as powerfully to the floating architecture of the city
and its disembodied urban space as it did to criminality or the vic-
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tim's wasted Ii fe. The dead bod ies occu py the video-screen forelose-up of a
gro und . Yet the background is eq ually hilling.
skinny week-old co rpse in blu j an and a t-shir t. The boy's face
is infested with maggots. We're in an abando ned rai lway yard in
the West 30s. Scrub foliage dilates in mid ummer heat. Th site is
entirely interstitial. It wi ll s o n be demolished, and then become
so mething else. T he camera pans up to th city: ar buzzing along
the West Side highway, and beyo nd thi antiquated freeway, a line
of new high -rise buildings, bank and d v lop r , another ten
thoLLsand Ilves.
And what is sado masochism, really, jf not an

nactment of

urban displacement? Beyond the junk-bond boobs in black
leather corselets of early MTV, j r' a des ire to be someplace, to be
locked in an intractable compl icit transa tion that takes place
firmly in time.
Thirty-year-old Terence Sellars, stoned on c ke and wanting
ro be a philosopher, holds o ut her arm and drawls slowly, "Sadomasochism is like, 50 percent. But murd er," and here h er voice
gets soft and high , "is more like, 100," Cut to: sounds of city,
renovation of th e So uth Street Seaport, the world outside the
loft: a limitless anonymity in whi ch a nything is possible and
equally banal.
Lotringer saw George Diaz's crime tapes a a form of urban
grieving. Unlike the rest of us, he reasoned, murder victi ms do not
go entirely unmourn ed; they become t he subject of an investigation, however cursory. They are logged into the NYPD caseload,
documented, and sometimes even "solved ." And what is the crime
here? Among the dozens of crime scene documents in the vjdeo,
th ere is the image of a girl's dead body sprawled face down on a
sidewalk on White Street outside the long-d efunct Mudd Club on
a sunny afternoon. Wearing a black and white 1950s dirndl summer dress and spike black heels, she could be you. Soundtrack of a
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no-wave song circa the period, Finding Someone To Take Care of
You. The girl vocalist speak-sjngs the words "Your mind needs a
mind, to think, Your heart needs a heart, to feel."
Inside the loft on those long days in 1982, the two women on
screen are intent on self-probing, not listening or looking around
them. hey are highly atomized single units, barely conscious that
they are operating with in an environment. And as such, they are
emanating everything important about that environm ent. They
are emanating anxiety, longing and fear.
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(2002)

Falling Into The Whole
There is a theory that madness, like emotion, results from sensory
overload. Information floods in so fast that it is stripped of its referents, its place in the system, and can no longer be classified or sensibly
arranged. This September/October, Julie Becker debuted the first
fragment of her massive, in-progress installation, Whole, at Greene
Naftali: a 28-minute film (Whole Film 2002) and an accompanying
series of drawings. The film contains elements of a sculptural installation that has yet to be realized in a gallery setting, but evolved from
the space in which she was living for nearly three years.
Becker, the enfant-terrible stepchild of Los Angeles neoconceptual art, debuted with great acclaim (at Sao Paolo, the Tate,
and Regan Projects GaHery in Los Angeles) with a similarly complex installation begun while she was an MFA student at CalArrs
called Residents & Researchers (1993-1996) . R~sidents-which
spanned several rooms to recreate an investigation into the lives of
certain, residents, in an old SRO type hotel-somewhat (in its
messiness) evoked Jason Rhodes, and somewhat (in its complexity) recalled the works of Jessica Stockholder. Yet it was neither.
SRO's-single room occupancy hotels-are a dying breed of
cheap transient housing once found in all large American cities.
They were the last stop before homelessness-the place where the
functionaHy crazy, the drunk and the poor could rent a cheap sin-
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gle room with a lock and a door. Becker- who e wn childhood
was marked by similar transience- wa fa inated by the lives of
these occupants. Who wer they? What were their hi torie ? The
piece combined a Baiza ian zea l to ex avat urban archeology
through fiction, and a very postmodern willingn
t
acknowledge the strange p n tration s and cro sed ubjectivites that
occurred in the body and mind of the res ar h r her elf. When
Becker completed th e work, he was 24 y ars old.
Whole tells u what happen d after. Be ker, embarked on a
career as an upcoming young Los Angeles anise, r nted a bungalow
house with a cellar to use as a studio in cho Park, a soon-to-be-gentrifled section of inner LA. Owned by a bank- which was Becker's
original landlord- the house was tied up in a Dicken ian series of
lawsuits, while sliding ever deeper into the shallow mud on which it
was built. Her predecessor in the hou e had recently died there: a
gay man who did some kind of stained-glass craft for a living, before
dying of AIDS. The man had lived in the cellar, and when Becker
arrived all his stuff was still there. "Clean the space out," said the
bank, "and you can use it for free .. . "
Except she never actually did. There was cheap wood -paneling
everywhere, and a strange Tiki Bar built into the wall- the kind of
shingled bar set up by a poolside to sell tropical drinks. He'd hung
up a sign over one wall that said, If You Can Keep Your Head In All
This Confusion You Just Don't Understand The Situation. The bar
seemed to Julie like an alchemical thing, and since she was studying
astral travel, it occurred to her the bar might be used as a metaphysical-alchemical lab ... The windows upstairs looked out through a
park

to

some highrise buildings, and the Cal Fed bank, with its heli-

copter-landing pad on the roof, was at the center of that. Going up
and down between the house and the cellar, Becker began to experience some affective connections between the city control-grid out
the window and the chaos downstairs.
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What I am trying to say is, that while Residents & Researchers
drew a schematic map of urban experience-that conflux of architecture, real-estate commerce, and the litter of real people's
lives-in Whole, she psychically penetrates it. Becker enters the
conflux, so you can no longer telJ what's outside and what's in. She
builds a scale model of the CalFed Bank building. She cuts a hole
in the floor between the cellar and living room. She repositions the
bank from its fixed place outside her window, brings into her
room as a model, and then hoists it on pulleys down into the pit.
It is (hat wonderful moment of madness after everything's been
ripped loose from its moorings and floats, before the anguish and
suffering start to set in. The faux-grandeur of commerce and the
constriction of poverty exist on the same plane, both are equally
present. Art as a form of astral travel between social realms ...
Whole, which by its very definition may never be actually
"finished," is painful, ecstatic and dangerous. While much contemporary installation art presents a cosmetic chaos, Becker is
reinventing process art for her generation ... that thing, that once it's
begun attains a life of its own, and you don't know where it will go.
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